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Abstract 

Perioperative hypothermia (PH) is body temperature < 36°C and may occur in 

total knee arthroplasty (TKA) surgery.  Planned hypothermia is necessary in a select 

number of surgical procedures but inadvertent hypothermia has deleterious consequences. 

TKA is a painful procedure and PH may enhance or diminish the effect of opioids and 

TKA pain – its effect is unclear.  A new treatment for PH is a forced-air warming gown.  

A randomized control trial of 30 TKA patients compared the standard treatment of warm 

cotton blankets to a forced-air warming gown.  Patients treated with the warming gown 

had higher temperatures (p < 0.001), used less opioid (p = 0.05) and had more 

satisfaction (p = 0.004) than the standard blanket group.  This study suggests that 

warming gowns may be an effective alternative to averting PH and advocates for more 

research to explore the relationship between PH and its effect on pain and opioids. 
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Chapter 1 – Statement of the Problem 

Numerous clinical investigations have demonstrated that hypothermia increases 

perioperative morbidity and affects the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of 

medications used during surgery. Specifically, hypothermia is known to alter the 

disposition of opioids used in the pain management of surgeries such as total knee 

arthroplasty.  What is not known however, is the true nature of the relationship between 

hypothermia and opioids. Current literature offers conflicting evidence linking them in 

either enhancing or diminishing hypothermia’s effect on opioids and pain. 

This chapter will focus on the reasons why inadvertent perioperative hypothermia 

and total knee arthroplasty (TKA) postoperative pain are important issues for study.  

Discussion will include a statement of the problem and the purpose of the study.  A brief 

review of the significance of the study, the theoretical framework used to guide the 

research, and the hypotheses generated from the framework, will also be given.  

 The need to conduct research usually emerges from a perceived problem and it is 

important to identify that problem at the onset of the study (Locke, Wyrick-Spirduso, & 

Silverman, 2000).  It could be said that this proposed research has not one but two 

problems of interest (i.e., hypothermia and pain).   

Hypothermia as the Problem 

Inadvertent hypothermia is a common occurrence with perioperative procedures.  

It is a clinical state whereby the body is unable to generate sufficient heat to effectively 

achieve and maintain optimum metabolic performance (Buggy & Crossley, 2000).   

Hypothermia occurs as a result of inhibition to the thermoregulatory system induced by 

anesthesia and exposure to a cool operating room environment (Sessler, 1997). 
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Panagiotis, Maria, Argiri and Panagiotis (2005) state that hypothermia may be 

experienced by as many as 90% of intraoperative or postoperative patients but that this 

estimate includes minor and major procedures. Other researchers place the estimates 

between 50-90% (Barone, Pablo, Barone, 2004; Cooper, 2006; Kumar, Wong, Melling & 

Leaper, 2005).  Joint replacement surgery (i.e., TKA) places patients at risk for 

hypothermia because of the increased age of this patient population and the large surface 

area exposed during surgery (Bitner, Hilde, Hall & Duvendack, 2007).  There are some 

types of surgical procedures (e.g., cardiac, neurosurgery and organ transplantation) which 

intentionally place patients in a hypothermic state as a protective mechanism to reduce 

basal metabolic rate and oxygen consumption.  A growing body of evidence however, 

suggests that apart from these instances, inadvertent hypothermia can have deleterious 

effects because of the risk of tissue hypoxia and ischemia (Kumar et al., 2005).  

Hypothermia asserts its negative influence on most of the body systems.   Research has 

shown that hypothermia increases the incidence of infection, cardiac events and the need 

for blood product administration (Conner & Wren, 2000). 

Pain as the Problem 

Pain is a universal, multidimensional, subjective phenomenon.  Every day in the 

world of healthcare, countless numbers of patients undergo invasive surgical procedures 

with the inevitable sequela of acute pain.  The inadequate treatment of postoperative pain 

may lead to complications and can delay patient recovery and discharge from hospital 

(Pyati & Gan, 2007).  
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In the postoperative setting, acute pain may be defined as pain that is present in a 

surgical patient because of pre-existing disease, the surgical procedure, or a combination 

of disease and procedure related sources (American Society of Anesthesiologists, 2004). 

Despite advances in pain research, pain continues to be under-treated in surgical 

patients, including TKA patients.  The intensity and duration of postoperative pain varies 

according to the degree of bony versus soft tissue damage, as well as the requirement for 

postoperative physical therapy (Chelly, Ben-David, Williams & Kentor, 2003).  TKA is a 

surgery that involves a high degree of bony tissue renovation and requires intensive 

postoperative physical therapy. Reports of moderate to severe TKA pain are not 

uncommon even with treatment (Brooks, 2003; Ginsberg, 2001; Neitzel, Miller, 

Shepherd & Belgrade, 1999; Rocchi, Chung & Forte, 2002).  Inadequate pain 

management can lead to a sequela of complications resulting in undue patient suffering 

and increases to the cost of healthcare.   

Purpose of the Study   

An important question in the care of TKA patients and a goal of this research is to 

determine if there is a significant difference in the pain intensity and opioid consumption 

of TKA patients, who are hypothermic or normothermic in the perioperative setting. The 

relationship between hypothermia and pain and opioids is unclear, and it is this 

relationship that is the target for research. There appears to be conflicting evidence for 

the direction of the relationship.  For example, Persson and Lundberg’s (2001) research, 

suggests that hypothermia may contribute to increased pain but only in the early 

postoperative period.  These researchers revealed the need for hypothermic hysterectomy 

patients to use more opioid and report more pain in the first six hour postoperative period.   
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Yet early animal research reports that hypothermia was likely associated with a sustained 

increase in opioid levels (Bansinath, Turndorf & Puig, 1988).  An even earlier study by 

Schlen and Bently (1980) asserted that acute cold potentiates the antinociceptive effects 

of morphine.  It is anticipated that the current study will help to resolve this discrepancy, 

leading to a better understanding of the effect of hypothermia on pain and opioid 

requirements in the context of postsurgical acute pain management.   

Significance of the Study 

Once a research problem has been identified it is important to address the problem 

in terms of the rationale or justification for pursuing the study (Locke et al., 2000). This 

next section will address why hypothermia and pain in the TKA population are important 

issues for study. 

Aging Population and Arthritis 

A significant challenge that Canada faces as it enters the 21
st
 Century is that of an 

increasingly aging population. The proportion of seniors is increasing more rapidly than 

all other age groups. By the year 2026, it is estimated that one Canadian in five will be 

over the age of 65 years (Health Canada, 2002).  This aging population will undoubtedly 

have an effect on Canada’s healthcare system because of the musculoskeletal diseases 

(e.g., arthritis) associated with the aging process.  

One of the more common forms of arthritis is osteoarthritis, and it currently 

affects approximately 3 million Canadians (Arthritis Society, 2005).  These numbers are 

projected to soar to 6 million within 25 years, with the largest increases occurring in 

adults 55 years or older.  Arthritis (all types) has a huge impact on the Canadian 

economy, with estimates of $4.4 billion dollars annually (Health Canada, 2003).    
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Arthritic patients are increasingly experiencing knee dysfunction and turning towards 

surgery to replace worn-out joints.  This creates a significant demand for joint 

replacement as patients look to surgery as a way of improving mobility and ultimately 

quality of life.   

Total Knee Arthroplasty Surgery 

Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is a surgical procedure that has found success for 

the treatment of some types of arthritis.  It has a long history dating back to 1861 with 

Ferguson who is reported to have carried out the first resection arthroplasty (Crockarell & 

Guyton, 2007).  Over time, the TKA prosthesis has evolved to the contemporary designs 

of today, and currently there are over 300 types that remarkably mimic the human knee 

(Sorrells, 2002).  

There has been a significant increase in TKA surgery performed in the last two 

decades.  During the time period of 2004-2005, there were 33,590 TKA surgeries 

performed in Canada, as compared to 14,938 performed between 1994-1995; an increase 

of 125% in a 10 year span (Canadian Institute for Health Information - CIHI, 2007).    

Perioperative Hypothermia and Total Knee Arthroplasty 

Little is known about the specific effects of hypothermia on TKA.  With respect 

to wound infection, most of the previous research focuses on other types of surgery such 

as breast, varicose vein, hernia (Melling, Ali, Scott & Leaper, 2001) and colorectal 

procedures (Kurz, Sessler & Lenhardt, 1996). Information regarding this complication 

however, could be extrapolated to include TKA.  Hypothermia is likely to cause a 

reduction in peripheral circulation which may increase tissue hypoxia.  Therefore, all 
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surgical patients are at risk of a wound infection if tissue perfusion is reduced after 

surgery (Melling et al., 2001).  

Although the literature does not include research on TKA specifically,  

hypothermia has been shown to increase perioperative blood loss in other joint  

replacement surgery such as total hip arthroplasty (THA). Winkler et al. (2000) found 

intraoperative blood loss was significantly greater in THA patients warmed with 

conventional warming than the aggressively warmed group (618 mL vs. 488 mL; p = 

.002). Hypothermia is thought to increase blood loss by impairing platelet function and 

altering clotting factor enzyme function (Putzu, Casati, Berti, Pagliarini & Fanelli, 2007).   

Postoperative Pain Related to Total Knee Arthroplasty 

Postoperative pain resulting from major orthopaedic surgery is a significant 

problem.  For total knee arthroplasty surgery, it is estimated that 60% of patients report 

pain that is severe and 30% report pain as moderate (Bonica, 1990; Busch, et al., 2006).    

TKA surgery is painful and because of this, the postoperative rehabilitation that is 

required may be prolonged (Ginsberg, 2001). The postoperative pain associated with 

TKA and orthopaedic surgery is caused by a number of factors such as bone trauma, 

destruction of the integrity of muscle tissue and a reactive hyperaemia after tourniquet 

release (Hill & Davis, 2000). 

The postoperative outcomes of diminished pain, improved knee function and 

patient satisfaction may be influenced by the pain relief obtained in the initial 

postoperative period.  For example, poorly managed postoperative pain may hinder the 

patient’s ability to perform rehabilitation exercises effectively and may lead to decreased 

knee function and therefore less patient satisfaction with the procedure.  Unrelieved pain 
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after any surgery can lead to complications, prolonged hospital stay and delayed 

recovery.  All of these adverse consequences can lead to increased use of healthcare 

resources (Rosenberg, 2006; Roykulcharoen & Good, 2004). 

A number of strategies have been employed to address TKA postoperative pain 

and most require a multimodal or combination approach. Some of the more common 

approaches combine strategies such as neuraxial analgesia (single dose intrathecal or 

continuous epidural) and intravenous opioid patient controlled analgesia (PCA).  

Adjuvant analgesics are also be used for breakthrough or less severe pain. 

In summary, the aim of this study was to address a significant research gap related 

to a growing clinical challenge.  Our aging arthritic population are requiring more joint 

replacement surgeries, particularly TKA.  TKA is associated with considerable pain that 

is often poorly controlled leading to dissatisfaction of patients and costly, longer hospital 

stays.  One factor that may be contributing to the substandard pain experience 

postoperatively in TKA patients is hypothermia.  However, the link between hypothermia 

and pain is not well understood.   

A randomized clinical trial (RCT) was chosen as the design for the study as it is 

thought to be the most suitable approach to answer the research questions.  In addition, 

RCTs are considered to be one of the most powerful types of research designs and are 

ideally suited for healthcare investigations where the intent is to manipulate the 

independent variable and measure its effect on the dependent variable (Jadad, 1998). 
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Study Definitions 

A number of concepts will be used in this study and in order to gain a clear 

understanding of their use, the following theoretical and operational definitions are 

offered: 

Normothermia – is body temperature ranging between 36 and 38 degrees Celsius. In 

humans body temperature is maintained around 37 degrees Celsius (Huether & Leo, 

2002). 

Hypothermia – is body temperature below 36 degrees Celsius (Huether & Leo, 2002). 

Temperatures less than 36 degrees Celsius are associated with adverse postoperative 

outcomes (Fossum, Hays & Henson, 2001).  Temperature will be measured using an oral 

thermometer (Model #692- Welch Allyn® 2003) preoperatively in the Day Surgery (DS) 

area and postoperatively in the Post Anesthetic Care Unit (PACU) on admission, at 30 

minutes, at 60 minutes and on upon discharge. 

Nonpharmacological Adjuvant – consists of elements such as relaxation, cold, warmth 

music, and massage.  These elements should be considered as complimentary to 

pharmacological interventions for postoperative pain management.  For this study, 

warmth was used and administered perioperatively via the standard care of warmed 

cotton blankets or a forced-air warming gown (Bair Paws® - Arizant Healthcare Inc. 

2007).  Patients had their intervention throughout the preoperative, OR and PACU 

phases.  The cotton blankets were kept in DS and PACU in a warming cupboard.  Those 

patients given the Bair Paws® gown had the ability to adjust the temperature of the gown 

with a hand held control that ranged from ambient temperature to 43°C.   Patients were 

allowed to adjust the gown’s temperature to suit their thermal comfort in DS and PACU 
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only.  When the patient was in the Operating Room (OR) the temperature of the device 

was regulated by the anesthesiologist. 

Patient Satisfaction -  is the degree to which patients regard the healthcare service, a 

product or the manner in which it is delivered by the provider as useful, effective, or 

beneficial (Biology – Online, 2008).  In this study, patients were asked to verbally rate 

how satisfied they were with the thermal comfort provided by their warming method 

based on a five point Likert scale developed by the student principal researcher.  

Potent Pain Medication – this medication is a morphine-like (opioid) compound that the 

patients received for postoperative pain (Good & Moore, 1996). The primary anesthetic 

given to the study patients was a bupivacaine spinal with intrathecal morphine.  This 

method of anesthesia not only served as the primary anesthetic but provided analgesia 

well into the postoperative period (i.e., up to 18 hours).   A review of the patients’ health 

record indicated the administration (by the anaesthesiologist) of the potent pain 

medication.  

Pharmacologic Adjuvant – these medications are analgesics that may enhance the 

effects of the potent pain medication or may have independent analgesic effects. They are 

used as rescue analgesia for break though pain and later for lesser pain as the 

postoperative recovery progresses.   The PRN (as needed) pharmacologic adjuvants with 

opioid amount in milligrams (mg) used in this study were: 

 Acetaminophen 325 mg with Codeine 30 mg 1-2 tabs orally, every three to four hours 

(Tylenol #3®) 

 Oxycodone 5 mg and Acetaminophen 325 mg  1-2 tabs orally, every three to four 

(Percocet®) 
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 Morphine Sulphate 2.5 -10 mg intravenously every two to three hours, if patient not 

receiving  Patient Controlled Analgesia (PCA) 

 IV PCA of either Morphine Sulphate 1-2 mg, Fentanyl 10-50 micrograms or 

Hydromorphone 0.2 – 0.4 mg.  

A review of the patient’s Health Record indicated the administration (by nursing 

staff) and amounts of these pharmacological adjuvants. 

Theoretical Framework  

Good and Moore’s (1996) theory of “A Balance between Analgesia and Side 

Effects” provides a suitable framework to guide this study.  This framework predicts the 

most effective combination of treatments to use for acute pain, such as the pain 

experienced with TKA.  In this theory eight interventional concepts predict the outcome 

of a balance between analgesia and side effects (Table 1).  This investigation focused on 

three of the theory’s concepts to study hypothermia and TKA related pain.  They are:  

potent pain medication, pharmacological adjuvant and non-pharmacological 

adjuvants.  

Good and Moore’s theory is considered a middle range nursing theory that 

contains concepts and statements from which hypotheses may be derived and empirically 

tested.  Middle range nursing theories make the hypotheses easily adoptable and therefore 

suitable to guide nursing practice (McEwen & Wills, 2002). These types of theories can 

also be generated from a number of sources such as the statistical analysis of empirical 

data, literature reviews, field studies and clinical practice guidelines (Good & Moore, 

1996).   Good and Moore’s (1996) theory is based on clinical practice guidelines which 

are prescriptive, and describe a process of patient management based on linkages 
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between clinical conditions, interventions and outcomes.  In this research the clinical 

condition was hypothermia, the interventions were the warming methods and the 

outcomes were temperature, pain, opioid consumption and patient satisfaction.   

Guidelines however, are not in testable form and therefore theory development 

must be created from them.  The clinical practice guidelines that Good and Moore used to 

construct their theory, were taken from the Agency for Healthcare Policy and Research 

(1992) publication called Acute Pain Management: Operative or Medical Procedures 

and Trauma, Clinical Practice Guidelines.   

Good and Moore’s theory is represented as three propositions (statements) that 

were generated from the Agency for Healthcare Policy and Research (1992) guidelines 

and have the ability to produce testable hypotheses.  The first statement asserts that 

giving adequate potent pain medication (i.e., bupivacaine spinal with intrathecal 

morphine) along with pharmacological (oral or intravenous opioids) and 

nonpharmacological adjuvants (warming methods) contribute to a balance between 

analgesia and side effects.  The second statement asserts that regular pain and side effect 

assessments, identification of unrelieved pain and unwanted side effects, and a process of 

intervention, reassessment and reintervention contribute to a balance between analgesia 

and side effects.  The last proposition of the theory includes the patient aspect.  It 

acknowledges that patient teaching and goal setting for pain relief, contribute to the 

achievement of a balance between analgesia and side effects.  An overall schema of the 

theory is found in Table 1. 
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Table 1    A Balance between Analgesia and Side Effects 

1. 

Potent 

Pain 

Medication 

 

Bupivacaine 

spinal 

anesthetic 

with 

intrathecal 

morphine 

 

 

 

 

 

+ 

2. 

Pharmacological 

Adjuvant 

 

 

Tylenol #3® 

Percocet® 

Morphine IV 

IV PCA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

+ 

3. 

Non-

pharmacological 

Adjuvant 

 

Perioperative 

warming with 

standard warmed 

cotton blankets or 

forced-air 

warming device 

(Bair Paws®) 

 

 

 

 

+ 

→ 

 

Balance Between 

Analgesia and 

Side Effects 

 

Compared to 

normothermic 

TKA patients, do 

hypothermic TKA 

patients have 

more pain and 

require more 

opioid or do they 

have less pain and 

require less 

opioid? 

 

Does the type of 

warming device 

have an impact on 

the achievement 

of normothermia?  

Does it impact 

pain, analgesic 

needs or comfort? 

 

What is the 

relationship 

between 

temperature & 

pain? 

 

Can a balance be 

achieved between 

temperature and 

pain? 

 

      

4. 

Regular                                

Assessment 

of Pain and 

Side Effects 

 

 

Pain assessed 

in PACU q 10 

minutes.  Pain 

assessed on 

the ward:  

On arrival 

q 15 min x1 

q 30 min x 2 

q 60 min x 2 

  q 4 h x 24h 

 then QID 

 

+ 

5. 

Identification of 

Inadequate Relief 

and 

Unacceptable 

Side Effects 

 

Patient reports of 

pain that is 

unacceptable (i.e. 

usually greater 

than 4/10) 

 

Patient reports of 

nausea, vomiting, 

Hemovac® blood 

loss, etc. 

 

+ 

6. 

Intervention, 

Reassessment and 

Re-intervention 

 

 

 

Administration of 

pharmacological 

adjuvants PRN 

and assessment of 

their effectiveness 

 

 

+ 

→ 

      

7. 

Patient 

Teaching 

+ 8. 

Goal setting for 

Pain Relief 

   + 

                                

→ 

 

 

Note.  From “Clinical practice guidelines as a new source of middle-range theory: Focus 

on acute pain” by M. Good and S. Moore, 1996.  Nursing Outlook, 44(2), 74-79. Used 

with permission. 
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Good and Moore’s (1996) theory has contributed to nursing research in the past.    

For example, Good and Chin (1998) examined the effects of Western music (i.e., piano, 

harp, synthesizer, orchestral and slow jazz) on postoperative pain in patients and found 

that music relieved the distress of postoperative pain.  In 1999, Good et al. conducted a 

randomized control trial, again using nonpharmacological adjuvants (i.e., jaw relaxation 

and music) and determined that pain was decreased in abdominal surgery patients. 

As mentioned, Good and Moore’s theory has also been used to generate other 

pain theories.  Huth and Moore (1998) used Good and Moore’s (1996) theory as an 

exemplar in the process of developing an acute pain management theory applicable to 

infants and children.   

Based on the use of Good and Moore’s (1996) theory in previous pain research, it 

was felt that their theory would provide a good foundation for this study.  The theory is 

easily understood with the nursing activities and interventions written in a prescriptive 

manner.   Good (1998) states that the utility of their theory for research lies in its ability 

to generate hypotheses from the propositions.  That is, specific concepts of interest may 

be derived from the broader theory and that one concept is related to the other.  This is 

evident from previous use of the theory where researchers used specific interventional 

concepts for their study (i.e., non-pharmacologic adjuvants of jaw relaxation and music).   

The interventional concepts used in this study were found in the first proposition 

which address combining potent pain medication and pharmacological adjuvants with 

non-pharmacological adjuvants to strike a balance between analgesia and side effects.  

Specifically the researcher aimed to examine if perioperative warming of patients with a 

forced-air warming gown (Bair Paws®) helped achieve normothermia more effectively 
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than warmed cotton blankets, and what kind of effect this had on pain and opioid 

consumption.  Pharmacologic adjuvants were also an important part of the study as they 

were needed for breakthrough pain as well as for lesser pain as the recovery period 

progressed. 

The second and third propositions of the theory were implicit within the study.  

These aspects of the framework were performed as part of the standard postoperative 

patient care (i.e., regular assessment of pain and side effects, identification of inadequate 

pain relief / unacceptable side effects, and intervention / reassessment and 

reintervention). 

      Good and Moore’s (1996)  theory has been generalized to adults undergoing 

abdominal surgery (Good & Chin, 1998; Good et al., 1999) and used to create a theory 

for infants and children (Huth & Moore, 1998).  However, no evidence could be found 

for its use with TKA patients.  

There are limitations to using Good and Moore’s (1996) theory as a theoretical 

framework for this study and these are important to consider.  They are outlined as 

follows: 

1. This theory does not address the unique situation of treating patients with 

cognitive issues, opioid tolerance or physiologic conditions such as renal, 

hepatic impairment, shock and trauma. 

2. The theory has not been tested in its entirety; only selected propositions have 

been used.  

Some of these limitations could have been problematic for this research, in that 

many TKA patients are elderly with cognitive issues and /or have chronic pain.  As well, 
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patients with chronic pain (osteoarthritis) often receive potent analgesics for extended 

periods of time prior to their surgery and have acquired some tolerance to medications.  

Careful inclusion / exclusion criteria however, helped mitigate any problems related to 

these issues. 

Theoretical Assumptions 

When considering a theory for use with research it is imperative that the theory’s 

assumptions be examined as they indicate its strength in elucidating the content.  

Assumptions are notations that are taken to be true without proof.  When one accepts the 

assumptions, then the theory can also be accepted (McEwen & Wills, 2002). 

Good and Moore (1996) describe several assumptions with regards to their acute 

pain management theory.  The assumptions are as follows: 

1. The nurse and physician collaborate to effectively manage acute pain. 

2. The nurse and physician are current in the knowledge of acute pain management. 

3. Potent pain medication in the form of opioids or local anesthetic epidural is 

warranted. 

4. Medication for side effects is given as needed. 

5. Patients are adults with the ability to learn, set goals, and communicate 

symptoms. 

Investigator – Generated Assumptions 

It is critical that researchers consider not only the assumptions generated from the 

theoretical framework utilized in the study but to also examine assumptions generated by 

the researcher.  The following researcher assumptions have been determined: 

1. Normothermia can be attained in the surgical patient. 
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      2. Hypothermia has an effect on opioids. 

      3. Perioperative patients generally prefer to be warm rather than cold. 

Study Hypotheses 

 As this research was of an experimental design, four hypotheses were developed 

which assisted in guiding the analysis of the data: 

1. Patients who are warmed with the Bair Paws® gown will achieve 

normothermia more effectively (i.e., higher oral temperatures and faster) than 

those patients who are warmed with standard cotton blankets. 

2. Patients who are warmed with the Bair Paws® gown will report different 

intensity of pain in the first 24 hour postoperative period than the patients who 

are warmed with standard cotton blankets.  

3. Patients who are warmed with the Bair Paws® gown will use different 

quantities of opioid than patients who are warmed with standard cotton 

blankets in the first 48 hour postoperative period. 

4. Patients who are warmed with the Bair Paws® unit will report more 

satisfaction than those who are warmed with standard cotton blankets. 

Summary 

 This chapter has attempted to establish the importance of determining the 

relationship between perioperative hypothermia and pain in patients following TKA.  

Hypothermia is a common occurrence in the perioperative period and is reported to affect 

pain in some manner.  The relationship between perioperative hypothermia and pain is 

unclear based on the limited and conflicting research.  TKA is a painful joint replacement 

procedure and it is known that in general, postoperative pain is not well managed. 
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This research has significant implications for nursing care and patient outcomes.  

As our population ages, the demand for TKA increases and with it the need for effective 

perioperative nursing care of TKA patients.   Providing patients with optimal thermal 

care and pain management will enhance positive outcomes and patient satisfaction.  Also, 

with the current economic drive to reduce the length of hospital stays, it is essential that 

we provide the most effective therapeutic strategies possible so that complications are 

minimized and patients can be discharged in a safe and timely manner.  
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Chapter 2 – Review of the Literature 

This chapter will focus on a review of the literature for each of several key study 

concepts which include osteoarthritis, total knee arthroplasty, hypothermia, pain and 

patient satisfaction.   Although hypothermia and pain are the salient concepts of this 

research, a review of osteoarthritis (OA), total knee arthroplasty (TKA) and patient 

satisfaction are included to provide the reader with a greater awareness of how they 

contribute to pain.   

Osteoarthritis 

 A discussion on TKA cannot be entered into without exploring the reasons why 

patients seek to have the procedure performed.  The most common reason for replacing a 

knee joint is the degenerative disease condition of osteoarthritis (OA).  Extended life 

spans achieved over the past forty years have increased the number of patients with OA 

to the extent that it is now the most prevalent disease of the aged population (Mankin, 

2006).  It is when the disease advances to disabling proportions, that it is often an 

indication for joint replacement and the reason why patients request the procedure 

(Sharma & Kapoor, 2007).   

History 

 A condition very much like arthritis was mentioned as far back as ancient Greece 

and Rome by such scholars as Hippocrates and Galen but differentiation into the different 

types of arthritis did not take place until the 19
th

 Century. At that time OA was given the 

term hypertrophic because of excessive growth or hypertrophy of adjacent bone and soft 

tissues to the joints (Lane & Wallace, 2002).  The term osteoarthritis was first used in 

1886 by John Kent Spencer who was a surgeon at the Royal Mineral Water Hospital in 
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Bath, England where he examined patients who had come to the spas to alleviate their 

pain (Lane & Wallace, 2002). 

However, it was not until the first decade of the 20
th

 Century that clinical 

evaluation methods were developed that could truly distinguish osteoarthritis from 

rheumatoid arthritis.  This was due largely to the efforts of a London physician by the 

name of Archibald E. Garrod (Hough, 2007; Lane & Wallace, 2002).  In the 1940s the 

radiologist Jonas Kellgren was the first to detail radiological abnormalities specifically 

associated with OA and he helped to develop a grading system for the disease (Lane & 

Wallace, 2002). 

Epidemiology and Economics  

The World Health Organization estimates that OA is a cause of disability in at 

least 10% of the population over the age of 60 years (World Health Organization, 2001). 

In Canada, OA affects 10% of the population with both men and women equally affected 

when all ages are considered (Arthritis Society, 2007). By the age of 70 years , OA is 

present in most people (Rottensten, 1997).   

Bilateral knee OA is more common than unilateral, affecting 5% versus 2% 

respectively, of persons 45-70 years of age.  Having OA in one knee increases the 

likelihood of having OA in the contra lateral knee (Sharma & Kapoor, 2007).  Arthritis is 

the cause of over 90% of knee replacement surgeries (Arthritis Society, 2007).  Arthritis 

also accounted for nearly one-third of all hospital care expenditures for musculoskeletal 

disease, over 40% of drug expenditures, and more than one-quarter of both 

musculoskeletal mortality and morbidity due to long term disability (Health Canada, 

2003).   
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Pathophysiology 

 There are two major types of OA, idiopathic and secondary.  Idiopathic OA is not 

associated with known risk factors.  Secondary OA is associated with several known risk 

factors such as joint stress, congenital abnormalities and trauma (Crowther & Mourad, 

2002).   

Although OA involves the entire joint, the primary defect with both types of OA 

is a loss of articular cartilage. Other structures that are usually affected include the 

subcondral bone, synovium, meniscus, ligaments and the supporting neuromuscular 

apparatus (Brandt, 2006).   

The most salient changes with the articular cartilage occur in the load bearing 

areas.  Normally the cartilage looks smooth and shiny but with the onset of OA, it loses 

its lustre and becomes velvety in appearance (Hough, 2007). The colour changes from 

white to a yellow-grey or brownish grey (Crowther & Mourad, 2002).  The cartilage 

softens (chondromalacia) and the integrity of the surface is breached. Vertical clefts 

develop called “fibrillations” and surface areas begin to flake off (Brandt, 2006).  This 

causes the cartilage to become thin and it may be absent over some areas leaving the 

underlying subcondral bone unprotected.  The bone becomes sclerotic and cysts may 

develop within it.  These cysts grow and eventually communicate with the vertical clefts 

in the cartilage.  As they continue to grow pressure builds until the contents within them 

are forced into the synovial cavity breaking through the articular cartilage.   

Cartilage-coated osteophytes may begin to grow outward from the underlying 

bone and alter the boney contours and joint anatomy.  These spur-like bony projections 

enlarge until small pieces called “joint mice” break off into the synovial cavity.  These 
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fragments may irritate the synovial membrane resulting in synovitis and joint effusion 

(Crowther & Mourad, 2002).   Restriction of movement may occur due to joint capsule 

thickening with adherence to the underlying bone. Periarticular muscle wasting occurs, 

adding to the disability of the disease (Brandt, 2006).   

At the cellular level, articular cartilage is affected by enzymatic destruction, with 

proteoglycans and collagen fibers being implicated.  Proteoglycans are large 

polysaccharid complexes that are attached to a protein core and one of their purposes is to 

help strengthen bone.  Collagen fibers also strengthen bone by forming a framework of 

fibrils into which mineral crystals are deposited (Crowther & Mourad, 2002).   

The particular enzymes thought to affect the proteoglycans are stomelysin and 

acid metallo-proteinase.  They interfere with the pumping action that occurs within the 

proteoglycans. The proteoglycans regulate the movement of water and synovial fluid into 

and out of cartilage.  This interference causes the cartilage to take in too much fluid and 

become less able to withstand the stresses of bearing weight.   

The enzymes (collegenases) that affect the collagen fibers cause breakdown that 

destroys the fibrils.  They may also expose condrocytes (cartilage cells) to mechanical 

stress and further enzyme attack.  This leads to a cycle of destruction that involves all 

components (proteoglycans, collagen fibres and condrocytes) of articular cartilage 

(Crowther & Mourad, 2002).  

Clinical Manifestations 

Pain with movement or during weight bearing is the most common complaint of 

patients with OA. Activities such as walking up and down stairs or rising from a chair are 

particularly painful.  The pain may be somewhat relieved by rest in the early stages.  It is 
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believed that the pain arises from the subcondral bone and other intra and periarticular 

structures such as the synovium, menisci and ligaments. For example, stretching of the 

joint capsule, bony enlargement, subcondral bone micro fractures, increased intra-osseous 

venous pressure and synovitis may be sources of the pain (Hooper & Moskowitz, 2007). 

It is interesting to note however, that the pain does not arise from the cartilage, as 

cartilage is aneural (Luyten, Westhovens & Taelman, 2005). 

Stiffness is a sensation that indicates that the joint and periarticular musculature is 

tight and resistant to motion.  The stiffness usually occurs with movement and dissipates 

after 30 minutes. When stiffness occurs following periods of immobilization it is referred 

to as “gelling” (Hooper & Moskowitz, 2007).   

Joint enlargement may be caused by bone growth or joint effusion. Proliferation 

of osteophytes of the medial femoral condyle causes enlargement or bulging (Crowther & 

Mourad, 2002).   Joint effusion, especially of the suprapatellar pouch, is caused by the 

presence of osteophyte fragments in the synovial cavity, drainage of cysts from diseased 

subchondral bone or acute trauma to joint structures (Crowther & Mourad, 2002).    

Range of motion may be limited by pain, effusions, flexion contractures, muscle 

spasm, misalignment or intra articular loose bodies (Hooper & Moskowitz, 2007).   

Crepitus may accompany joint movement and the patient may develop a limp (Crowther 

& Mourad, 2002).   The gait may be slow and associated with less extension of the knee.   

Evaluation 

Evaluation generally consists of a clinical assessment, radiological imaging and 

laboratory findings. The history and examination may reveal loss of motion, swelling of 

the knee joint and pain that has been present for years (Buckwalter & Etienne, 2006).  
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radiological findings typically show three characteristics or markers: joint space 

narrowing, subcondral bone sclerosis and osteophytosis (Luyten, Westhovens & 

Taelman, 2005).  The three markers may be present all together or individually. 

Radiographs may also reveal osteocondral loose bodies, joint subluxation, 

deformity and malalignment especially with advanced disease (Buckwalter & Etienne, 

2006).  Computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging may provide additional 

insight into the degree or nature of damage to the cartilage, subcondral bone and soft 

tissues (Luyten, Westhovens & Taelman, 2005).  

Despite the advancement in sensitive assays, serological markers remain elusive 

for OA.  With regard to laboratory abnormalities for the detection of OA, there are none 

to date.  Blood and urine tests usually show normal results and synovial fluid analysis 

often yields abnormal but non-specific results for knee OA (Altman, 2007).  However, 

testing of these fluids may serve to exclude other forms of disease.  Luyten et al. (2005) 

suggest that a slight elevation of C-reactive protein and erythrocyte sedimentation rate 

can sometimes be seen in OA and synovial fluid may show calcium pyrophosphate or 

apatite crystals. These findings though, are also usually seen in patients with diffuse OA.   

Treatment  

There are several different options for the treatment of OA.  They can be divided 

into non-pharmacologic and pharmacologic treatment options.  A brief description of 

some of the more common management options will be discussed. The bulk of the 

discussion however, will focus on the surgical procedure of TKA in the next section. 
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Non-pharmacologic 

 Several non-pharmacologic interventions for the treatment of OA are known to 

exist and are used with varying degrees of success.  They are used alone or in 

combination with other methods.   Some interventions (e.g., exercise) have been shown 

to have a positive impact, while other complementary and alternative methods (e.g., 

copper bracelets, spiritual healing) require more research. 

 Exercise is a commonly employed measure that has been found to yield some 

relief from pain as well as improve functional capability.  It is thought that strengthening 

the periarticular structures through exercise adds stability and support to the joint and 

reduces symptoms (Lozada & Altman, 2003).  Roddy et al. (2005) found that therapeutic 

exercise was beneficial in patients who had OA of the knee.   

The use of orthotics is another strategy used in OA management.  The premise is 

that these devices can slow knee OA disease progression by correcting knee alignment 

(Stitik & Hochberg, 2007). Devices such as wedged insoles and knee braces may be used 

that allow patients to participate in activities and retain functional independence (Lozada 

& Altman, 2003).  Supportive devices such as canes, crutches and walkers can be used as 

a supplement to exercise programs to help unload the joint stress and lessen symptoms. 

Thermal modalities may also be used in the management of OA.  The use of 

superficial heat or cold may be beneficial for patients.  A more acute disease process 

benefits from use of a cold source (e.g., ice pack or vapocoolant sprays).  Cold helps to 

reduce pain by causing vasoconstriction and reducing edema.  It also has an anti-

inflammatory effect by lowering joint temperature and decreasing collagenase activity 

and white blood cell counts within the joint (Stitik & Hochberg, 2007).  Heat (e.g., hot 
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packs or baths) produces an analgesia believed to occur via direct suppression of nerve 

endings.  Vasodilatation enhances removal of metabolic by-products and suppression of 

skeletal muscle hyperactivity through activation of descending pain inhibitory systems by 

unknown mechanisms (Stitik & Hochberg, 2007).  Either method of locally applied heat 

or cold helps reduce pain, stiffness, and muscle spasm and prevent contractures of the 

joint. 

Pharmacologic 

 Pharmacologic preparations that are either physician stipulated or purchased over 

the counter can be used to relieve OA pain.  These preparations cover a wide variety of 

products and include prescribed medications, herbs and nutraceuticals (nutritional 

supplements), and they are usually used in combination with other pain management 

methods (Lucas, 2004).  Whatever preparation taken however, it is important to note that 

none are curative. Most are targeted for symptomatic relief although future interventions 

are looking at methods designed to stimulate new cartilage growth. 

 Systemic oral agents have been used with varying success for many years.  

Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS) have been used to decrease joint pain 

and improve mobility; however, the improvement appears modest.  A Cochrane Review 

suggested that there is little evidence to differentiate between efficacy of the many 

different NSAIDS and therefore the prescription should depend on safety, patient 

acceptability and cost (Watson, Brookes, Kirwan & Faulkner, 1997). 

 The development of cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 selective NSAIDS was thought to 

be a breakthrough in OA management because of the decreased incidence of gastro- 

duodenal ulcer formation, and because they did not impinge upon bleeding time. 
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However, due to the risk of ischemic cardiovascular events, their safety has come into 

question. 

 Opioids have also been used to treat pain from OA.  When first line systemic oral 

agents (e.g., NSAIDS) do not provide adequate pain relief, a mild opioid may be 

considered and is usually effective for pain control.   Side effects such as nausea, 

constipation, drowsiness and mental confusion however, may have serious consequences 

and as a result, patient satisfaction with these drugs is poor (Brandt, 2006). 

 Nutraceuticals such as Glucosamine have also been used by patients for OA pain.  

These products are sold over the counter and available at most pharmacies and 

supermarkets.  Although the exact mechanism for how Glucosamine works is unknown, 

it is thought to stimulate the repair and production of proteoglycans (cartilage synthesis) 

and possibly even modify structure of the disease itself (Lozada & Altman, 2003).  

Advocates of its use state that Glucosamine may to be superior to placebo therapy and 

comparable to NSAIDS (Brandt, 2006).  Its use however, remains controversial and more 

study on its effectiveness is needed. 

Total Knee Arthroplasty  

 Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is indicated when the disease has advanced to the 

point of disabling the patient and when the pain is no longer bearable.  TKA replaces the 

diseased knee joint with an implant, eliminating the damaged surface bearing areas.  The 

implant offers renewed stability and minimizes the eroding process (Bonesmart, 2007).  

Major advances in the knee prosthetic design allow for the preservation of major 

ligaments and provide physiologic range of motion and knee kinematics.  Overall, there 

are three benefits from TKA; the elimination of pain, improved motion, and less wear and 
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tear of the joint (Bonesmart, 2007). Long term studies now suggest that outcomes for 

total knee replacement are excellent and offer improved quality of life.  Knee 

replacements have remarkable success rates: 95% after 10 years and 90% after 20 years 

(Callaghan, Johnston & Pedersen, 1999; Scott, 2006; Vince, Insall & Kelly, 1989). 

TKA Procedure Statistics 

TKA has been met with wide acceptance by the orthopaedic community as 

reflected by the steadily increasing number of surgeries performed. The following 

statistics were provided by the Canadian Institute for Health Information (2007).   

In 1995-1996 there were 16,862 TKA performed in Canada.  That number rose to 

40,699 in 2005-2006.  Over the past decade, the national average length of stay for TKA 

hospitalization has decreased from 11 (1995-1996) to 6 days (2005-2006).  Manitoba’s 

rate of procedures has climbed from 657 in 1995-1996 to 1,932 in 2007-2008 with a 

current average length of stay of 8.5 days.  In Canada, women had more TKA procedures 

performed than men in 2005-2006, with the rate for women being 120.3 versus 92.2 for 

men (per 100,000 population).  The mean age of TKA patients was 68.4 years with the 

majority of patients being 65-74 years of age. The largest increase in procedures per age 

group was in the 45-54 year old age group. 

In the United States the numbers for TKA are staggering.  The demand for 

primary TKA is growing at a significant rate such that it is estimated that by 2030 they 

will be performing 3.48 million procedures annually (OrthoSuperSite, 2007). 

Prosthetic Design and Procedure  

 The design of the total knee prosthetic has gone through an evolutionary process. 

The main goal of a joint replacement is to provide normal function, by selecting materials 
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that provide a wear resistant low-friction articulation, in combination with surfaces that 

are similar to a natural joint (Wright & Maher, 2003).  Recently new implant design goals 

have been established to improve joint performance and rehabilitation.  These goals 

include extending durability and range of motion, improving functional ability, 

minimizing problems and reducing surgical trauma (Walker, 2006).  

 The original concept of interposition arthroplasty dates back to the 19
th

 Century 

when Verneuil suggested the use of soft tissue material to reconstruct (by interposition) 

the articular surfaces of a joint.  Some of the early materials used included pig bladder, 

fascia lata and prepatellar bursa (Insall & Clarke, 2006).   

The modern implants of today are based on a design first used by Gunston in the 

1960-70s which focused on the concepts of ligament balance and knee alignment.  In the 

1980s, TKA took a huge leap in development.  This was when the concept of cement-less 

prosthetics was introduced.  This cement-less technique however, required more accurate 

bone cuts in order to increase the surface area of contact between the prosthesis and the 

bone.  Also in the 1980’s, the instrumentation to perform the procedure improved 

significantly (Tria, 2006).  

The condylar (surface replacement) implants of today have basically three 

components: the tibial component, the femoral component and the patellar component.  

Each of the components comes in various sizes to ensure the most accurate fit for each 

patient. 

The tibial component replaces the proximal surface of the tibia bone. It is usually 

made of two parts: a titanium tray that is attached directly to the bone and an inactive, 

high density polyethylene spacer that provides a slick surface. The tibial component has 
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two separate biconcave tibial plateaus that articulate precisely with the femoral condyles 

(Windsor & Insall, 1997).   

The femoral component replaces the distal surface of the femur.  It is typically 

made of a cobalt chromium alloy and contains a symmetrically grooved anterior flange 

separated posteriorly into two symmetrical condyles (Windsor & Insall, 1997).   

 The patellar component replaces the surface of the patella and glides in the 

groove on the femoral component.  It is typically made up of high density polyethylene 

and is dome-shaped on its articular surface, conforming closely to the curvature of the 

flange of the femoral component (Windsor & Insall, 1997).   

The TKA procedure usually takes anywhere from one to two hours to complete 

(excluding anesthetic time).  It is a procedure that is exactingly performed to ensure that 

all components are fitted, that the knee and limb are properly aligned, and that the soft 

tissue is restored.   The surgical incision (parapatellar or lateral parapatellar) extends from 

10-13 cm above the patella to 5-7 cm below it.  Soft tissue is balanced across the joint to 

correct any existing flexion contractures.  The proximal tibia and distal femur are 

trimmed and the bone surfaces are then prepared to accept the prosthesis.  The patella is 

resurfaced with the polyethylene component ensuring that it tracks normally during knee 

flexion and extension.  A wound drain is usually placed in the incision prior to closure 

and a bulky pressure dressing is applied (Roberts, 2002).  

During the procedure components can be left un-cemented or cemented into 

place.  Un-cemented components have porous surfaces that allow bony ingrowth and 

attach the components to the bone (Orthogate, 2007). The un-cemented technique may be 

indicated for the younger more active patient, as these patients have greater life 
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expectancy and therefore a  more durable  interface is desired (Tria, 2006).  The 

cementless technique is considered more challenging to perform since a tight interface 

between components and exact bone cuts are required (Bellemans, Vandenneucker & 

Vanlauwe, 2005). 

 The cemented technique may use acrylic cement made from 

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA).  The cement reduces the amount of stress transferred 

to the femur and tibia.  PMMA is referred to as grout not glue because it is a space filling, 

loading transferring material (Bonner, 2007).  Cemented components may be indicated 

for patients who are older or who have compromised bone strength due to osteoporosis. 

Bellemans et al. (2005) report that there are several disadvantages to the use of cement in 

TKA procedures.  They are: cement is more prone to fatigue failure; it is a poor 

transmitter of tensile and shear stresses; it is associated with increased thromboembolic 

activation; and it may increase the susceptibility to infection.  The actual technique of 

cement preparation also requires a certain finesse to perform on the part of the surgeon 

and increases operating room time. 

Both fixation techniques (i.e., cemented and un-cemented) can fail however, due 

to loosening of the components but studies have shown that they have about the same 

long term results (Tria, 2006). 

Functional Outcomes 

 TKA is acknowledged to provide favourable outcomes such as reduced pain, 

improved function and enhanced quality of life for OA patients.  Success of these 

outcomes depends not only on surgeon expertise with regards to the technical aspects of 

the procedure, but also on the rehabilitation process (Hernigou, Poignard & Nogier, 
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2005).  There are many factors that can affect rehabilitation and therefore the functional 

outcome of the procedure.  Reducing patient’s surgical pain will enable them to better 

participate in postoperative therapy and prevent complications associated with 

immobility.  Missed physiotherapy sessions because of pain can be reduced, and patients 

are better able to focus on the instructions given by the physiotherapist (Baerga-Varela & 

Malanga, 2004).  Some of the factors that influence rehabilitation include patient and 

physician expectations, post operative complications and excessive pain from mechanical 

complications.  A discussion of each of these factors follows. 

Patient and Physician Expectations 

 Patient and physician expectations may influence TKA outcomes. This is thought 

to be due to the different focus placed on the evaluation systems for each of these groups.  

Mulhall and Saleh (2006) state that there is poor correlation between the use of physician 

assessed knee scores and patient assessed visual analog scale scores.  Surgeons tend to be 

more objective in their assessments, focusing on the more technical aspects such as range 

of motion, alignment and stability.  Patients on the other hand, focus on the subjective 

aspects such as function of the knee as a whole and a reduction in pain. 

Postoperative Complications 

 Postoperative complications may also affect the outcome of the procedure.  

Patients who experience complications postoperatively may have a delay in their 

recovery and rehabilitation.   

The development of the postoperative complication of deep vein thrombosis 

(DVT) is a major concern that may affect rehabilitation and outcome.   Reported 

prevalence of DVT after TKA without any form of mechanical or pharmaceutical 
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prophylaxis is as high as 84% (Crockarell & Guyton, 2007). Many forms of DVT 

prophylaxis are used such as continuous passive motion (CPMs) devices, compression 

stockings and thrombolytic agents (e.g., warfarin and low molecular weight heparin). 

Surgical wound infection can affect functional outcomes.  Its incidence ranges 

from about one to two point five percent (Jacofsky & Hanssen, 2006).  Preoperative 

factors that can predispose a patient to infection are variable but include patient/host 

factors and surgical technique/environment.   Examples of patient/host factors include 

immunocompromization, smoking, diabetes mellitus and obesity. Examples of surgical 

technique/environment factors include increased surgical time (i.e., longer than two and 

one-half hours), the use of laminar-flow air operating theatres and the presence of 

extraneous operating room personnel (Meneghini & Hanssen, 2006). 

Infections can be classified as early or late.  Early infections are those which 

occur within the first three months of surgery.  They are usually superficial involving the 

skin, subcutaneous tissue and areas above the fascia with or without disruption of the 

superficial tissue (Lucas, 2004).   

Late infections occur after three months.  Treatment is more involved and may 

include removal of the prosthesis, debridement of the joint, long term antibiotic 

administration and as a last resort, insertion of a new prosthesis.  This treatment process 

may take several months to accomplish. 

Mechanical Complications 

Mechanical complications of the prosthesis may occur affecting the outcome of 

the TKR.  Three major areas of mechanical complications include loosening, stiffness 

and instability. Aseptic loosening of the prosthetic components may occur over time.  
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Sharkey, Hozack, Rothman, Shastri and Jacoby (2002) found that loosening was a 

significant mode of implant failure, occurring 24% of the time in a study of 203 patients.  

Loosening is thought to occur because of asymmetric bone resection, excessive loading 

by high-activity patients and patients achieving higher degrees of flexion (Spangehl & 

Hanssen, 2003).   

Stiffness of the joint may be painful, leading to decreased use and disability.  

Limited range of motion (ROM) from stiffness can negatively impact functional gains 

(McQueen, 2006).  It is known that a certain degree of flexion is required for normal 

activities.  For example, 65 degrees of flexion is required to walk on a level surface, 70 

degrees of flexion is required for rising from a seated position and stair climbing, while 

90 degrees of flexion is required for descending from stairs.  Stiffness of the joint may 

make these activities impossible.  Jordan, Siegel and Olivo (1995) reported that 

maximum early flexion after TKA resulted in decreased length of stay, decreased hospital 

costs and increased ROM at one year postoperatively. TKA stiffness can be caused by a 

number of factors such as technical errors, local knee variables and postoperative 

complications (Scuderi & Trousdale, 2006).  

Instability of the joint occurs in approximately one to two percent of patients 

undergoing primary TKA and makes up about 10-20% of all revisions (Scuderi & 

Trousdale, 2006).  It can occur in more than one plane (e.g., axial instability or flexion 

instability) and its causes vary.  For example, it may be caused by component malposition 

and soft tissue imbalance (Spangehl & Hanssen, 2003).   

The success of the functional outcomes and mitigation of the complications can 

affect the rehabilitation of TKA recovery.  Complications are best dealt with through the 
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use of meticulous operative techniques by the surgeon and good postoperative nursing 

care.  However, underlying all of the recovery process is good pain management that 

begins early in the perioperative phase.  For without adequate pain control, the risk of 

complications increases mostly due to the reluctance of the patient to engage in the 

prescribed rehabilitation activities, especially those that are critical to optimal recovery. 

Hypothermia 

 Hypothermia is a common and serious circumstance of the surgical procedure, 

environment and anesthetic. It is a clinical state whereby the body is unable to generate 

sufficient heat to effectively achieve and maintain optimum metabolic performance 

(Brown, 2005).  The effects of hypothermia can lead to several complications and certain 

conditions can place patients at risk more than others.  Fortunately, there are strategies to 

help maintain normothermia and thereby improve patient outcomes. 

Effects of Inadvertent Surgical Hypothermia 

 Although planned hypothermia may be part of the care plan for some types of 

surgeries, unplanned or inadvertent hypothermia is a frequent problem for many patients, 

particularly for those patients undergoing joint replacement surgery (Bitner, Hilde, Hall, 

& Duvendack, 2007).  The operating room environment exposes patients to conditions 

that may lead to alterations in the body’s thermoregulatory mechanisms, and 

complications may arise from this exposure.  Complications may require that patient’s 

length of stay be prolonged.  Hypothermic patients stay on average 2.6 days longer in 

hospital adversely affecting costs (Harper, McNicholas & Gowrie-Mohan, 2003). 

The surgical procedural conditions that can decrease body temperature are a cold 

operating room environment, the administration of unwarmed intravenous fluids, and 
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exposure of tissues to cold ambient temperature (Good, Verble, Secrest & Norwood, 

2006). 

 Hypothermia causes more difficulties for patients than just the unpleasant 

sensation of feeling cold. Inadvertent hypothermia has a wide range of 

pathophysiological effects and maintaining normothermia is one way of avoiding these 

negative effects.  In particular, hypothermia exerts its effects on the haematologic, 

immune, respiratory, central nervous and cardiovascular systems.  Each one of these 

systems will be briefly examined next. 

Haematological System 

 Coagulopathies such as thrombocytopenia and increased blood viscosity may 

result from hypothermia.  Thrombocytopenia is caused by the sequestration of platelets in 

the liver and spleen.  In addition, platelet function is impaired, leading to prolonged 

bleeding times.  Bleeding time may increase by 100% with only a 2° C drop in 

temperature (Mahoney & Odom, 1999) and the relative risk for blood product 

transfusions increases by approximately 22% (Hofer et al., 2005).  Increased blood 

viscosity and vasoconstriction decreases blood flow, and this may lead to impaired 

perfusion of organs resulting in poor wound healing.  The decrease in organ perfusion 

may also lead to an increased risk of deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary emboli (Koch, 

Thompson & Chung, 1991). 

Immune System 

 Surgery in and of itself invokes the stress response and hypothermia may 

compound that response.  Immune defence mechanisms may be suppressed because of 

the stress.  Increased wound infections may result because of depressed lymphocyte, 
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phagocytic and cytokine production and activity (Conner & Wren, 2000). In a wound 

study by Kurz et al. (1996), hypothermia patients had a higher incidence of infections  

(p = 0.009), delayed suture removal (p = 0.002) and longer hospital stays than 

normothermic patients (p = 0.01). 

Respiratory System 

Patients initially react to hypothermia by hyperventilating.  This is followed by 

hypoventilation and irregular breathing patterns (Conner & Wren, 2000).  The oxygen-

haemoglobin dissociation curve shifts toward the left resulting in hypoxia, anaerobic 

metabolism and lactic acidosis (Vaughan & Vaughan, 1981). A decrease in core 

temperature of as little as 0.2°C, may cause shivering and a 400-500% increase in the 

metabolic demand with oxygen consumption increasing to more than 65%  (Vaughan, 

Vaughan & Cork, 1981). 

Central Nervous System 

Within the central nervous system, hypothermia causes decreased blood flow to 

the brain.  This can cause delayed emergence from anesthesia, sedation and confusion 

(Roberston, Lubarsky & Ranasinghe, 2006).  Patients may also describe “feeling cold” as 

uncomfortable and even rating it worse than the surgical pain (Kurz, 2008).   

With regard to postoperative pain, one study showed reduced pain scores in 

inguinal hernia repair patients when local warming was applied immediately post 

operatively and intermittently for three days afterward (Melling, Whetter & Leaper, 

2004). Kumar et al. (2005) offer that it is unlikely that warming will be used as the prime 

modality for pain control but because of its positive effect on wound perfusion that it 

should be considered as an adjunct in pain relief.   
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Cardiovascular System 

 Hypothermia has significant effects on the cardiovascular system, causing 

vasoconstriction and increasing the systemic vascular response (Conner & Wren, 2000).  

Vasoconstriction and shivering can lead to increases in blood pressure and heart rate, 

therefore resulting in increased oxygen demand.  It can also contribute to angina and 

myocardial infarction (Eng & Lam, 1994).  Cardiac rate and rhythm disturbances such as 

premature ventricular contractions may occur (Brown, 2005). A 1997 study identified 

hypothermia as an independent predictor of morbid cardiac events with a 55% decrease 

in risk when normothermia was maintained (Frank et al., 1997). 

Risk Factors for Hypothermia 

 Patients with reduced thermal mass, reduced body fat, impaired thermal 

regulation, and /or with impaired circulation are at high risk for hypothermia.   

Thus, there are many states/circumstances predisposing patients to hypothermia.  They 

may include: 

 Neonates, children and the elderly 

 Patients with concomitant hypometabolic states (e.g., hypothyroidism) 

 Burn, trauma and cachectic patients 

 Patients on antihypertensives or where circulation is compromised 

 Hypoglycemic, drug overdose and intoxicated patients 

 Head and spinal cord injured patients 

The increased risk for hypothermia in the elderly is an important consideration in 

orthopaedic surgery because most TKA procedures are performed on patients between 

the ages of 65-74 years (CIHI, 2007).  Elderly patients are at risk because of alterations to 
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their thermoregulatory mechanisms (Brown, 2005).  Heat production, muscle mass and 

subcutaneous fat decrease with age, causing the elderly to lose heat quickly and re-warm 

more slowly. Vascular stiffness is more pronounced with aging, disrupting heat 

distribution and limiting vasoconstriction (Conner & Wren, 2000). 

Effects of Hypothermia on Anesthetics  

Both general and regional anesthesia can contribute to hypothermia although the 

mechanisms may be different.  TKA patients may receive regional anesthesia, general 

anesthesia or a combination of both. When the two are combined, the problem of 

hypothermia may be compounded. 

During general anesthesia the body’s compensatory mechanisms are less effective 

because anesthetics interfere with temperature regulation, especially hypothalmic 

function (Morgan, Mikhail & Murray, 2006).  The temperature regulatory threshold 

below which homeothermic animals actively regulate temperature is decreased (Mecca, 

2006).  General anesthetics produce a dose dependent inhibition of temperature 

regulation by increasing the sweating and vasodilation thresholds and reducing the 

vasoconstriction and shivering thresholds (Kurz, 2008). 

Regional or neuraxial anesthesia produces vasodilation of the peripheral blood 

vessels.   As a result patients receiving spinal or epidural anesthesia are typically 

hypothermic.  Temperature monitoring during this type of regional anesthesia is not 

common, so the problem of hypothermia may not be recognized (Scott & Buckland, 

2006).  Kurz (2008) states that regional anesthesia patients who become sufficiently 

hypothermic may develop shivering once they are re-warmed and as the anesthetic wears 
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off.  Shivering at this point is often disturbing to patients as it increases the pain sensation 

due to disruption of injured tissues (Kober, et al., 2001). 

 With spinal and epidural anesthesia, nerve conduction may be disrupted to more 

than half of the body (Kurz, 2008).  It appears that the regulatory system misinterprets 

skin temperature in the blocked areas, as being abnormally elevated (Emerick, Ozaki, 

Sessler, Walters & Schroeder, 1994).  This deceptive elevation in leg skin temperature 

fools the regulatory mechanisms into tolerating lower than normal temperatures. 

Vasoconstriction and shivering thresholds are decreased and sweating thresholds are 

increased, resulting in a threefold increase in the normal inter-threshold range (Kurz, 

2008). 

It is well known that hypothermia alters the pharmacodynamics and/or 

pharmcokinetics of certain drugs.  Recovery from anesthetics may be prolonged as 

anesthetic potency and decreased drug metabolism occurs.  For example, the duration of 

action and recovery time of muscle relaxants are prolonged by as much as 100% when 

intraoperative hypothermia is present because of the reduced elimination rate (Doufas, 

2008). 

 Hypothermia also affects volatile anesthetics by lowering their minimum alveolar 

concentration (MAC) values.  The MAC of inhalation agents is decreased 5-7% per 

degree Celsius in core temperature (Robertson, Lubarsky, & Ranasinghe, 2006). 

 Intravenous anesthetics can also be affected by hypothermia.  Hepatic metabolism 

and renal clearance of drugs may be affected.  For example, Propofol’s blood 

concentration is higher under hypothermic conditions (Leslie, Sessler, Bjorksen & 

Moayeri, 1995) 
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Effects of Hypothermia on Opioids 

Opioids act by binding to specific opioid receptors within the central and 

peripheral nervous system.  Early animal studies showed that hypothermia impairs 

hepatic elimination of drugs due to decreased biliary secretion and inhibition of 

microsomal function (Kalser, Kelvington & Randolph, 1968).  Another early study by 

Bansinath et al. (1988) specifically showed that severe hypothermia (i.e., 30°C) was 

associated with higher plasma and cerebral spinal fluid levels of morphine in dogs under 

isoflurane anesthesia and therefore morphine’s effects might be enhanced.  The evidence 

for their findings was determined by the t 1/2 β (half life for elimination phase) being 

increased, and the volume of distribution and total body clearance being decreased, 

during hypothermia. A study by Schlen and Bently (1980) asserted that acute cold 

potentiates the effects of morphine.  These researchers exposed mice to severe cold and 

found that after 15 minutes endogenous analgesia was observed with a significant 

potentiation of the antinociceptive effects of morphine.  They suggested that this 

potentiation of morphine was due to the release of endogenous opioids.  However, they 

also found that these effects diminished after two hours.  They explained that this 

diminished effect was due to the prolonged stress of cold depleting the endogenous 

opioid stores (possibly due to the increased corticosteroid levels).  The analgesia effect 

was reduced and ultimately abolished. 

Because of the altered disposition of opioids in hypothermia and their high use in 

the postoperative period, Persson and Lundberg (2001) tested the postoperative opioid 

(i.e., Ketobemidone) requirements during perioperative hypothermia.  They examined 59 

patients undergoing subtotal hysterectomy.  One group was treated with a forced-air 
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warming blanket and the other with conventional blankets without active warming.  They 

concluded that there was no overall difference in postoperative opioid requirements when 

comparing mildly hypothermic and normothermic patients. Within the control group 

however, there was a greater need for opioid during the first six hour interval compared 

with the second six hour interval (8.3 ± 1.0 mg vs. 5.9 ± 0.7 mg; p < .01). Both groups 

had visual analogue scale (VAS) pain scores below 4/10 throughout the study, except 

during the first six hour interval.  During this period there were slightly higher VAS 

scores in the mildly hypothermia patient group.  These researchers concluded that if 

hypothermia had an impact on opioid utilization, then the needs of the hypothermic group 

should have been reduced in the first 6 hours because of lower opioid metabolism.  Yet 

they found a higher need for opioid in the immediate postoperative period among the 

hypothermic patients.  They explained this result by stating that hypothermic discomfort 

is a subjective experience and that hypothermia (i.e., feeling cold) could have been 

misinterpreted as pain by the patients. 

Preventing and Treating Hypothermia 

Interventions to prevent hypothermia should be initiated early rather than trying to 

warm patients once they are hypothermic. Preventative warming measures are 

recommended even when the patient is normothermic (Good et al., 2006).  Thermal 

management can be performed by passive methods which decrease heat loss from the 

skin or active methods which transfer heat into the body (Kurz, 2008). There are several 

ways to warm patients and these include such measures as cotton or space blankets, 

circulating water blankets and warmed humidified air (Good et al., 2006).  There are also 

more invasive and technically advanced measures such as endovascular, fluid and 
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chemical warming (Kurz, 2008).  The most common of all these methods for warming is 

the use of warmed cotton blankets. However, it is probably the most ineffective method 

to use.  For example, the first blanket applied to the patient can reduce heat loss by 33% 

but the addition of more blanket layers only adds another 18% reduction in heat loss no 

matter how many additional blankets are added (Weirich, 2008).  

Prewarming patients appears to be important in the prevention of hypothermia, 

and has been found to decrease redistribution hypothermia, as well as decrease the 

incidence of wound infections (Melling et al., 2001). Wagner, Byrne and Kolcaba (2006) 

studied 126 patients in a preoperative setting to compare the effects of prewarming with 

warmed cotton blankets versus the Bair Paws ® gown on patients’ perceptions of thermal 

comfort and anxiety. They found that the warming gown group experienced a significant 

decrease in anxiety compared to the warm cotton blanket group (p = .06) and had greater 

thermal comfort scores than the warm cotton blanket group (p = .0002). 

The most frequently used warming systems appear to be forced-air warming 

devices and the most effective of these systems eliminate loss of heat while transferring 

heat across the skin surface (Kurz, 2008).  Thirty minutes of forced-air warming 

increases peripheral tissue heat content by more than the amount normally redistributed 

during the first hour of anesthesia (Sessler, Schroeder, Merrifield, Matsukawa & Cheng 

1995).  Prewarming also involves minimal economic and logistical costs and improves 

subjective patient comfort (Putzu et al., 2007).   

A newer forced-air warming device that may be used in all of the perioperative 

phases is the Bair Paws ® gown (Arizant Healthcare Inc., 2007). The gown may be 

activated during the preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative phases. The gown is 
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an active warming method that transfers heat to the skin surface of the body. The system 

consists of a portable warming unit (1000 BTU h 
-1

) that connects to a single use patient 

gown by way of a corrugated hose (Appendix A). The temperature can be regulated by 

the patient (as able) with a hand held controller from ambient temperature to 43°C.  

When patients are ready for transfer to the operating room (OR) they are disconnected 

from the warming unit.  Once the patient is in the operating room, the anesthesiologist 

can connect the gown to another warming unit to provide intraoperative warming.  In the 

PACU, the patient may be connected to a warming unit again, and the warming 

continued. 

Andrzejowski, Hoyle, Eapen and Turnbull (2008) examined the Bair Paws ®   

gown for its efficiency in reducing intraoperative hypothermia by using it to prewarm 

patients.   Andrzejowski and colleagues tested 68 surgery patients who were randomized 

to receive either “normal care” (i.e., no prewarming) or prewarming with the Bair Paws 

® gown.  They found a 0.3°C smaller decrease in mean core temperature intraoperatively 

and less perioperative hypothermia in the prewarmed group using the Bair Paws® gown.  

The authors postulated that prewarming for a definite time period (e.g., approximately 60 

minutes) with the Bair Paws® gown was more effective because prewarming increased 

the core and peripheral temperatures and reduced the impact of temperature 

redistribution.   

Prewarming also supports the concept of pre-emptive analgesia except that in this 

instance, a nonpharmaceutical (warming) is administered instead of a pharmaceutical 

preparation. In pre-emptive analgesia the goal is to avoid hypersensitivity. Kissen (2000) 

explains pre-emptive analgesia as treatment that prevents central sensitization caused by 
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incisional and inflammatory injuries (i.e., surgery).  It is possible that in addition to 

warding off hypothermia, prewarming acts as a pre-emptive treatment for pain similar to 

pharmaceuticals.  Kolcaba and Wilson (2002) stated that physical comfort (i.e., being 

pain free) should also include thermal comfort and that preoperative warming should be 

used to regain and maintain a patient’s temperature. 

Pain 

  Pain has been a part of the mortal experience since the dawn of humankind.  It is 

one of the more common reasons patients seek medical attention.  In some instances, the 

very interventions used to treat pain require physicians to perform surgeries that cause 

pain (Goldman, 2002). 

The alleviation of pain, especially when it occurs as a consequence of treatment, 

should be a priority for healthcare professionals. Accrediting agencies, healthcare 

organizations and professional associations/federations throughout the world have 

recommended strategies to deal with various types of pain, including pain that is a result 

of surgery. In 1997, the Canadian Pain Society published their position statement on pain 

relief, recognizing that patients have the right to the best pain relief possible (Canadian 

Pain Society, 1997).  In 2000-2001, a United States publication, the Joint Commission on 

Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (2000-2001), issued pain standards that 

acknowledged patients have the right to appropriate pain assessment and management, 

and that healthcare professionals and facilities must comply with this requirement.  

Although the World Health Organization does not explicitly provide a statement of pain 

relief, they have considered pain with regards to the promotion and dissemination of 

guidelines on pain management (e.g., the Analgesic Ladder), the advocacy of improved 
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access to opioid analgesics, and programs for palliative care and pain relief (Brennan, 

Carr & Cousins, 2007). The Canadian Nurses Association Code of Ethics document  

(2008a), states that “in all practice settings, nurses work to relieve pain and suffering, 

including appropriate and effective symptom and pain management, to allow persons to 

live with dignity” (p.14). 

The word “pain” is derived from the Latin poena, meaning “punishment” (Nagda 

& Bajwa, 2004).   The International Association for the Study of Pain (2007) describes 

pain as an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or 

potential tissue damage.  A leading nurse researcher in pain management, Margo 

McCaffery (1979), offered a simplified explanation for pain stating that “pain is whatever 

the experiencing person says it is, existing whenever he/she says it does” (p. 17). 

Broad definitions of pain may be acceptable for different types of pain but yet do 

not provide enough specificity to address pain in the context of its acuteness or in the 

postoperative setting.  Jovey (2002) describes acute pain as relatively brief and usually 

associated with tissue damage or nociception.  He cites postoperative pain, soft tissue 

injury, visceral colic, sciatica, fractures and sickle cell vaso-occulsive cycles as examples 

of acute pain.   

Lubenow, Ivankovitch and McCarthy (1997) describe acute postoperative pain as 

a manifestation of autonomic, psychological and behavioural responses that result in an 

unwanted sensory and emotional experience.   Way (1994) adds that postoperative pain 

often serves little useful purpose and may cause alterations in body systems that can set 

the stage for postoperative complications.   
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The reduction of severe pain such as that experienced with TKA, is important for 

ethical, humanitarian and economic reasons. The type of postoperative pain associated 

with orthopedic surgery has, for many years, been treated with a standard approach of 

general anesthesia and parental opioids.  However, neuraxial analgesia has taken over as 

the method of choice.  Sinatra, Torres and Bustos (2002) found that the neuraxial 

approaches of epidural and intrathecal administered opioids provide greater analgesic 

potency than parenterally administered medications.  The advantage of intrathecally 

administered opioids in particular, is that prolonged analgesia can be provided using a 

single injection at the time of surgery without the need for cumbersome and expensive 

pumps postoperatively (Cole, Craske & Wheatly, 2000).  Neuraxial techniques can also 

be combined with other pain management techniques to minimize side effects and 

maximize benefits (Burkard, Olson & Vacchiano, 2005).  

Economic Consequences 

Pain associated with TKA presents a number of challenges to healthcare 

professionals. Despite decades of research, the achievement of adequate pain 

management continues to be elusive and there are several economic consequences of 

poorly managed postoperative pain.  

 Patients experiencing poor pain control may have increased length of hospital 

stay and as a result this increases costs to the healthcare system. Watt-Watson, Clark, 

Finley, and Watson (1999) note that unrelieved pain complicates recovery, resulting in 

more complications, longer hospital stays, greater disability and potentially longer-term 

pain.  Taking into account that over 5 million surgeries are performed in Canada each 

year, this considerably adds to the economic costs of healthcare (Goldstein et al., 2004).   
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Another deleterious effect that may occur as a consequence of inadequate 

postoperative pain management is the development of acute surgical postoperative pain 

into a chronic pain syndrome.   There is increasing evidence that the quality of acute pain 

management after a trauma or surgery is an important factor in the subsequent 

development or prevention of chronic pain. Untreated acute pain has the potential to 

create neurohumoral changes, long lasting psychological and emotional distress, and 

prolonged chronic pain (Dunwoody, Krenzischek, Pasero, Rathwell, & Polomano, 2008). 

DiPiro et al. (2002) report that in some instances acute pain may persist for months or 

even years leading to a chronic state of pain.  The Canadian Collaborative Acute Pain 

Initiative reports that between 1999 and 2000, over 72,000 new cases of chronic pain may 

have occurred in Canada after surgeries such as hysterectomy, cholecystectomy, hip and 

knee replacement, breast surgery and thoracotomy due to inadequate postoperative pain 

management (Goldstein et al., 2004).  

Katz and Cohen (2004) describe the phenomenon of chronic postsurgical pain 

(CPSP).  This pain is often neurogenic in nature and occurs when patients continue to 

suffer pain long after the acute phase of their surgery.  They estimate between 0.05 and 

1.5% of postsurgical patients continue to have pain one year after surgery and that this is 

significant when considering the total number of patients who undergo surgery 

worldwide each year.   

With regard to TKA and chronic pain, Ranawat (2006) reported that about 85% of 

TKA patients recover full knee function, but about 15% have difficulty reaching full 

function because of pain.  He suggests that by controlling acute pain in the early 

postoperative period, patients may have improved recovery of knee function overall.                                           
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Brander et al. (2003) studied pain after TKA.  They found that one in eight 

patients reported moderate to severe pain one year after surgery despite an absence of 

clinical or radiographic abnormalities. In particular, patients who were identified as 

having heightened preoperative pain often used compensatory techniques such as joint 

protection, muscle guarding and decreasing activity, leading to a greater use of 

physiotherapy services.   Based on this finding they suggested a study to determine 

predictive factors for excessive postoperative pain. Identifying these high risk patients 

before surgery and instituting optimal and aggressive perioperative pain management 

treatment would be a strategy to reduce poor functional outcomes. 

 Chronic pain that develops postoperatively poses a serious health problem.  In 

Canada, it is surmised that between 17 to 31% of the Canadian population live with 

chronic pain (all types and sources) and that the estimated loss in productivity to the 

Canadian economy is $ 12.5 billion annually (Canadian Pain Coalition, 2006).  In a 

United State’s report by Cousins, Power and Smith (2000), they estimate that the 

economic burden of treating chronic pain that develops as a result of acute pain in a 30 

year old individual over a lifetime, is approximately $1 million.  

It is clear then, that the prevention and elimination of chronic pain from an acute 

pain event such as surgery should be a goal for healthcare professionals.  Barriers to 

effective pain management and the suppression of consequences from poor management 

should be beacons to healthcare professionals to take action. 

Pain Legalities and Ethics 

Historically, healthcare professionals have given low priority to postoperative 

pain and patients have accepted it as an inevitable experience of surgery (Rawal, 2002).  
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However, this acquiesced acceptance of pain is no longer the case, as patients and 

families are starting to take legal action for what they perceive as inadequate pain control. 

Patients are increasingly looking for legal reparation from courts and regulatory bodies 

(Jovey, 2002).  As a result there is pressure on healthcare professionals to manage pain 

more effectively.   In 2001, a California jury awarded a patient’s family $1.5 million, 

after the jury found that the healthcare provider involved in the care failed to adequately 

manage pain during the patient’s final days. Although in this instance the pain was 

palliative and not surgical, it does illustrate that patients and families are starting to hold 

healthcare professionals legally accountable for inadequate pain management.  In legal 

circles, the issue of pain management is now perceived as new and fertile grounds for 

malpractice litigation (Crane, 2001).   

With respect to the ethical and legal issues of unrelieved pain, Brennan et al. 

(2007) state that the relief of pain is a core ethical duty of healthcare professionals and 

that unrelieved pain blocks enjoyment of all other human goods and values.  Johnson 

(2007) states that unrelieved pain is an attack on a human being’s core, and that ethical 

consideration must take the lead and the law must follow.  

In the context of TKA pain then, patients who have incurred poor pain 

management postoperatively are likely to be dissatisfied with their joint replacement 

experience. With the increasing litigiousness of society, one can only imagine that in the 

future, patients will begin to take legal action for what they see as undue suffering from 

pain that should or could have been treated more effectively, especially if the pain 

impedes postoperative recovery and quality of life. 
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 Pathophysiological Effects of Pain 

 In addition to economic, legal and ethical consequences of poor pain 

management, there are a whole host of pathophysiological alterations related to the 

surgical stress response caused by acute pain that may be a source of negative 

consequences.  Poorly controlled pain after surgery incites several effects within the 

body’s systems that can result in postoperative complications. A brief review of those 

effects on various body systems is offered here. 

Cardiovascular System 

 Within the cardiovascular system, severe acute postoperative pain increases 

sympathetic nervous system activity and catecholamine levels.  This leads to a rise in 

heart rate, blood pressure, peripheral vascular resistance and myocardial oxygen 

consumption, which may all increase the risk of myocardial ischemia.  Increased 

sympathetic activity also alters blood flow directing it away from skin and viscera and 

towards the brain and heart (Forrest, 1998; Macintyre & Ready, 2001). 

Respiratory System 

 Acute postoperative pain may have a negative impact upon the respiratory system 

and is a major source of morbidity and mortality.  Acute pain causes decreases in lung 

volumes such as tidal volume, vital capacity, forced expiratory volume, and residual 

functional capacity.  These lower volumes result from languid thoracic and abdominal 

movements because of pain associated with movement.   Diminished physical movement 

may render a patient incapable of clearing their airway leading to complications such as 

atelectasis, pneumonia, sputum retention, and hypoxemia (Faut-Callahan & Hand, 2001).   
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Gastrointestinal System 

 The gastrointestinal system may be inhibited by the sympathetic response of acute 

pain.  Lubenow et al. (1997) state that this inhibition can lead to delays in gastric 

emptying and decreased intestinal motility. Paralytic ileus can occur, which elevates 

postoperative nausea and vomiting and delays enteral feeding.  Failure to resume an 

enteral diet may be associated with septic complications and impaired wound healing 

(Forrest, 1998). 

Genitourinary System 

  Within the genitourinary system, surgical stress from acute pain results in a 

retention of sodium and water and increased excretion of potassium due to changes in 

aldosterone, antidiuretic hormone and cortisol production. There is a shift of extracellular 

fluid into the intracellular compartment resulting in cellular swelling and leakage of 

intracellular ions (Forrest, 1998).  Acute post operative pain may also result in 

hypomotility of the urethra and bladder, causing difficulty with urination (Faut-Callahan 

& Hand, 2001). 

Endocrine System 

 Activation of the endocrine system is believed to be caused by acute postoperative 

pain.   According to Lubenow et al. (1997) this response is characterized by an inhibition 

of anabolic hormones and a stimulation of catabolic hormones. The anabolic hormones 

that may become inhibited are testosterone and insulin.   Some of the catabolic hormones 

which become activated are epinephrine, norephinephrine, cortisol, glucagon, 

aldosterone, rennin, antidiuretic hormone, interleukin and angiotensin. Epinephrine, 

cortisol and glucagon act by producing hyperglycaemia through the promotion of insulin 
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resistance and increasing the process of glyconeogenesis. They also induce protein and 

lipid breakdown. This breakdown can produce a negative nitrogen balance and add to 

impaired surgical wound healing.  Interleukins may contribute to the stimulation of the 

endocrine system by causing alterations in heart rate, temperature and blood pressure. 

Catecholamines are thought to heighten the sensitivity of pain receptors.  A cycle is 

created whereby pain receptors are sensitized, which leads to catecholamine release and a 

propagation of heightened pain ensues (Lubenow et al., 1997). 

Immune System 

 The competence of the immune system may be affected by surgical stress and it 

appears to correlate to the amount of tissue that has been damaged.  Faut-Callahan and 

Hand (2001) suggest that immunosuppression is mediated through neuroendocrine 

pathways and the more extensive the tissue damage the greater the immunosuppression.  

They also state that this immunosuppressive state can last one to two weeks in healthy 

postoperative patients. 

Musculoskeletal System 

The musculoskeletal system cannot elude the surgical stress effects caused by 

acute postoperative pain.  Pasero, Paice and McCaffery (1999) state that muscle spasm, 

impaired muscle function, fatigue, and immobility can be caused by pain.  With 

orthopaedic patients, spasm of the quadriceps muscle can cause further pain and can 

interfere with the patient’s ability to perform physical therapy exercises.  Baerga-Varela 

and Malanga (2004) further add that pain causes weakness and this leads to muscle 

imbalances.  Muscle imbalance alters biomechanics and may result in antalgic (i.e., a 
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posture or gait taken to lessen pain) gait patterns.  Once antalgic gait patterns are 

engrained neuromuscularly, they are difficult to correct.  

The orthopaedic patient’s state of decreased mobility and the surgical stress 

effects on the coagulation system places the patient at risk for thrombolytic events (i.e., 

deep vein thrombosis).  Lubenow et al. (1997) assert that the effects to the coagulation 

system include increased platelet adhesiveness, diminished fibrinolysis, and promotion of 

a hypercoaguable state. 

Adding to the pathophysiological complications are psychological conditions such 

as fear, anxiety and depression.  These psychological states if left unattended may lead to 

anger and resentment.  Insomnia may accompany the process, further complicating 

recovery (Ready, 2000).    

In summary, the pathophysiological effects of pain on the body are well known 

and are intensified when disease comorbities exist.  Adequate pain management would no 

doubt help minimize the negative consequences of pain (Forrest, 1998).   

Pain Physiology  

According to Pasero et al. (1999), the basic physiologic mechanisms of acute 

postoperative pain, in sequential order, include transduction, transmission, perception and 

modulation.  Some authors such as Koo (2003) rearrange the sequence of the mechanisms 

so that modulation comes before perception.  However, this discussion will follow the 

Pasero et al. (1999) arrangement of the mechanisms, as it is thought that they provide a 

clearer understanding of the physiology of pain. 

  To begin the sequence of mechanisms, pain stimuli such as that sustained in total 

knee replacement surgery stimulates nociceptors (pain receptors) in sites such as the skin, 
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muscles and periosteum.  The first mechanism of transduction, converts the painful 

stimuli into action potentials.  An action potential is a biochemical change in the 

electrical charge across a cell membrane that occurs when a neuron transmits pain 

information.  When an action potential is generated it travels along afferent nerve fibres 

until it reaches its terminal portion.  There it causes neurotransmitters to be released.  

Neurotransmitters are substances that facilitate the movement of the impulse. There are a 

number of neurotransmitters within the body and some of those specifically involved in 

pain physiology are Substance P, bradykinin and serotonin. 

 The second mechanism of transmission takes place with the impulse travelling 

from one anatomic site to another. For example, the impulse is first transmitted along the 

nerve fibre to the dorsal horn of the spinal cord.   Next, it is sent from the dorsal horn to 

ventral and lateral horns of the spinal cord and then to the brain stem and thalamus via 

the neospinothalmic tract.  Finally, the impulse is sent through connections between the 

thalamus and the cerebral cortex (Huether & Leo, 2002).  

 Next, the mechanism of perception takes place in the brain and this is where the 

integration of pain signals results in an emotional and physiologic response that produces 

a subjective experience or feeling (Koo, 2003). The exact location of pain perception in 

the brain is unclear but certain areas are believed to be involved in the pain experience.  

For example, Pasero et al. (1999) state that it is believed that the reticular system is 

responsible for the autonomic response to pain and for alerting the individual to attend to 

that pain.  The limbic system is thought to be responsible for the emotional and 

behavioural response to pain. 
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 Finally, the mechanism of modulation occurs by distinct pathways in the central 

nervous system.  In modulation, neurochemicals such as endogenous opioids, 

norephinephrine and y-aminobutyric acid inhibit the release of neurotransmitters and 

block the transmission of painful stimuli. For example, endogenous opioids bind to pain 

receptor sites on the nerve fibre and prevent Substance P from occupying those sites. 

Pain Management Strategies after TKA 

 TKA may produce severe pain and although several treatment strategies have 

been utilized for postoperative pain management, the optimal method for pain control has 

yet to be determined. Current treatment options involve various combinations of systemic 

analgesics and/or regional analgesia (Skinner & Shintani, 2004).  This discussion will 

present an overview of the treatment strategies that will be used in this study focusing on 

their analgesic efficacy.   Adverse effects and patient satisfaction for these strategies will 

also be briefly mentioned as available.  Those strategies include: 

 Single Dose Intrathecal Opioid Administration 

 Intravenous (IV) Opioids Patient Controlled Analgesia 

 Oral Opioids 

Single Dose Intrathecal Opioid Administration 

 Intrathecal opioids are a popular method of anesthesia and analgesia used in 

orthopaedic surgery.  A single injection in the operating room provides analgesia well 

into the postoperative time period (Cole et al., 2000).  Intrathecal morphine is one of the 

most widely used spinal opioids and the dosage used varies depending on the type of 

surgery.  
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An early editorial by Stoelting (1989) extolled the benefits of intrathecal 

administration over epidural administration and still has merit today.  He purported three 

important advantages of intrathecal administration of opioids over epidural 

administration and they were as follows: 

1. Epidural opioid administration tends to be sequestered in epidural fat.   

Because of systemic absorption, the epidural dose of opioids is about 10-16 

times greater than that required for intrathecal injection. Undesirable side 

effects of neuraxial opioids are somewhat dose dependant and the lowest dose 

possible should be administered.  This is possible with intrathecal injection.   

2. Epidural catheter insertion is not a benign procedure.  For example, migration 

of the catheter into a blood vessel can occur.   

3. Identification of the subarachnoid space is technically easier than the epidural 

space.   

Other advantages include: 

4. Cost reduction.  One report states that intrathecal opioids cost less than one 

third as much as epidural administration. This is likely due to the cost of 

purchasing infusion pumps to manage a continuous epidural infusion (Gwirtz 

et al., 1999).  

5. Ease of ambulation.  Patients are not attached to pumps therefore physical 

therapy activities are not encumbered. 

Intrathecal morphine for analgesia has been studied in a variety of patient 

populations such as labour and delivery, orthopaedic, abdominal and cardiac surgeries. 

Rathmell, Lair and Nauman (2005) state that two generalizations have been discovered 
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with regard to dose administration.  The first generalization is that the optimal dose 

depends on the specific surgical procedure. The second generalization is that the 

incidence of side effects increases in proportion to the dose administered with doses in 

excess of 300 micrograms (mcg).  These larger doses produce nausea, vomiting, pruritus 

and urinary retention.   They also state that doses of 200-300 mcg provide excellent 

analgesia after hip replacement but they are inadequate for pain relief after total knee 

arthroplasty.  This was supported in a study done by Rathmell, Pino, Taylor, Patrin and 

Viani (2003) where varying doses (0, 0.1 mg, 0.2 mg and 0.3 mg) of intrathecal morphine 

were used with total hip (n = 40) and knee arthroplasty (n = 40) patients.   The knee 

replacement patients required more supplemental IV morphine than the hip replacement 

patients 24 hours later, even with the highest intrathecal morphine dose tested (68.6 mg 

vs. 30.6 mg; p < 0.05).  They concluded that total knee patients experience more pain 

than total hip patients and that a higher dose of intrathecal morphine was required. 

It is obvious then, that intrathecal opioid (morphine) administration is a 

favourable choice for joint replacement for the immediate postoperative period (i.e., 18 

hours). However, doses of 200-300 mcg of morphine are effective for total hip 

arthroplasty but not for TKA. TKA requires higher doses but these doses may lead to the 

incidence of unacceptable side effects, the most serious being respiratory depression. 

Further study is needed to ascertain additional management strategies for use with 

intrathecal opioid in TKA.    

Intravenous (IV) Opioid Patient Controlled Analgesia 

 The custom in previous decades for TKA anaesthesia/analgesia management has 

been general anesthesia with intravenous (IV) opioids in the early postoperative pain 
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period.  The opioid was usually provided by intermittent IV injections.   However, 

intravenous Patient Controlled Analgesia (PCA) has been added as an alternate pain 

management strategy. 

 With the PCA technique, patients control the frequency of the dose given through 

an infusion pump and this facilitates the correction for individual differences in pain 

perception, administration delays and variability in pharmacokinetics (Sinatra, Torres & 

Bustos, 2002). The origins of PCA date back to the early 1960s, when Roe (1963) 

revealed that small doses of IV narcotics provided better pain relief than less frequent and 

larger doses of intramuscular (IM) narcotics.   

 The administration of PCA opioid has been found to be superior over IM 

injections.  However, it is not the analgesic panacea it was once thought to be.  Serious 

PCA systemic opioid complications can develop in patients who undergo major 

orthopaedic procedures (Horlocker, Kopp, Pagnano & Hebl, 2006). Significant side 

effects have been associated with PCA opioid use.  In particular, respiratory depression, 

nausea, vomiting, pruritis, constipation and sedation have been associated with its use. 

Albert et al. (1991) examined IV PCA morphine in the total joint population, where the 

main objective was to determine the problems and side effects encountered with this 

method.  Of the 94 patients studied, 61 received an entire course of PCA while 33 were 

discontinued early.  They determined that nausea and vomiting was the main reason for  

discontinuation of PCA but they also found other reasons for ceasing treatment and they 

included intravenous infiltration (12.5%), failure to relieve pain (12.5%) and 

miscellaneous reasons (the remainder).  
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 Forst, Wolff, Thamm and Forst (1999) conducted a study that evaluated the 

efficacy of IV PCA piritramid (a derivative of Meperidine) versus conventional pain 

therapy (intermittent IV, IM & oral) in elective total hip and knee arthroplasty patients.  

They determined that there were no significant differences in the pain scores or side 

effects in both groups.   However, drug usage was higher in the IV PCA group, as was 

patient satisfaction. Also, it was interesting to note that in their study, they compared 

patients preoperatively subjective pain threshold scores with postoperative scores.  Pain 

threshold scores have been defined as the level of pain (0-10) which patients set for 

themselves where they feel they can participate in postoperative activities with relative 

ease (Pasero & McCaffery, 2007). They found that patients of both groups recorded 

values above their subjective pain threshold scores yet most were satisfied with the pain 

therapy they were given.  They concluded from this study that even if patients feel 

satisfied by the therapy administered, the majority are objectively treated below their 

subjective pain threshold. 

 Another deficiency of IV PCA administration has been with regard to patient 

education and inadequate analgesia. Patients must be instructed to administer their 

boluses before the pain becomes overwhelming and/or before engaging in movement that 

might increase discomfort such as physiotherapy (Preble, Guveyan & Sinatra, 1992).  

Failure of patients to comply or their inability to follow instructions (cognitive issues) 

may lead to poor pain control and patient dissatisfaction. 

 Despite the concerns with systemic opioid use (with or without PCA), opioids 

remain a cornerstone in pain management because of their demonstrated efficacy when 

used appropriately for moderate to severe pain.  Adverse events associated with their use 
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appear to be dose related, that is, the higher the dose, the more likely the risk of adverse 

events. Although these effects may be unavoidable, careful patient assessment, 

monitoring and adjustment in dose can help to minimize their effects (Wheeler, Odera, 

Ashburn & Lipman, 2002).  Because TKA pain is severe, opioids are foundational in the 

treatment, by whichever route given. 

Oral Opioids  

 Opioid analgesics are the mainstay of treatment for severe surgical pain and can 

be administered by a variety of routes.  Oral opioids have been used with TKA surgery in 

the immediate postoperative period but to a lesser extent than IV administration.  Oral 

administration is usually the most convenient and least expensive route provided that the 

patient is at the point where they can tolerate oral intake (De V. de Beer et al., 2005).  

Side effects are always of concern with opioids but it has been found that the 

adverse effects of oral opioid administration are less than IV administration and are 

mainly gastrointestinal in nature (Wheeler et al., 2002).  Oral opioids are available in 

both immediate and controlled (extended or sustained) formulations and can be used for 

moderate to severe pain (Sinatra et al., 2002). Immediate release formulations are 

effective but they have several draw backs.  For example, they must be administered at 

least every three to four hours and are usually prescribed on an as needed basis (PRN).  

Often there is a delay in their administration and thus a subsequent increase in pain.  

During the night, patients may not be offered medication if they appear to be sleeping or 

if it is not requested by the patient, thus compounding the problem (Horlocker et al., 

2006).  There may be further delays in administration while the nurse responds to the 

request, obtains the medication and completes the documentation for it.  All of these 
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impediments result in a lower plasma concentration and a re-emergence of pain (Reuben, 

Connelly & Maciolek, 1999). A fixed schedule of opioid administration may be more 

appropriate and is recommended for postoperative patients for 48 hours after surgery, 

according to the Agency for Healthcare Policy and Research (1992).   

Sustained or controlled-release opioids have been used for a variety of surgical 

case types such as gynaecological and neurosurgery as well as for adult and paediatric 

patients.  One formulation of sustained oral opioids that has garnered some support for 

orthopaedic surgery and administered on a fixed scheduled basis, is oxycodone 

(OxyContin ™).   However, its use has met with some criticism because of reports of 

illicit use.  In recent years there have been accounts of abusers crushing the tablets and 

either snorting or dissolving the powder in water for injection.  In the United States, over 

300 deaths have been attributed to it from overdosing (Canadian Centre on Substance 

Abuse, 2008). 

Patient Satisfaction 

As mentioned previously, patient satisfaction is characterized as the degree to 

which patients regard their healthcare service or a product or the manner in which it is 

delivered to be  useful, effective, or beneficial (Biology – Online, 2008).  In this study, 

patient satisfaction specifically focused on the thermal comfort of the warming methods 

used.  Cooper (2006) refers to thermal comfort as the patient’s subjective comfort level in 

regard to temperature.   

In previous hypothermia studies, satisfaction with surgical care has been linked to 

how contented patients were with their thermal comfort (Wagner et al., 2006).  Patients 

who report being cold often remember this experience as one of the most unpleasant 
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aspects of their time in hospital (Kumar et al., 2005).  Shivering that accompanies 

hypothermia is often associated with the feeling of discomfort (Conner & Wren, 2000).  

Providing patients with interventions that increase thermal comfort should be an integral 

part of all nursing care during but particularly in the perioperative period. For example, 

Kober et al., (2001) found that patients who were warmed with resistive heating (an 

activated warming blanket) were more satisfied (p < .001) than patients who were 

warmed with passive heating (an inactivated warming blanket) while being transported to 

hospital from the scene of minor injury.  They also reported that heating was associated 

with a marked reduction in anxiety which was therefore less likely to activate the effects 

(including the negative effects) of the sympathetic nervous system of patients. 

Fossum et al. (2001) found that providing patients with forced air warming 

measures provides positive feelings of comfort  and that this was clearly an patient 

satisfaction issue.  Patient satisfaction has been previously examined in hypothermia but 

very little research has examined satisfaction in the orthopedic population and even less 

with newer technologies such as a forced-air warming gown.  Gaining a better 

understanding of patients’ satisfaction with new warming technology may help in 

attaining better patient outcomes. 

Summary 

This chapter has attempted to provide the reader with a comprehensive 

examination of a number of aspects surrounding osteoarthritis, TKA, hypothermia and 

pain, and to a lesser extent satisfaction.  It is apparent that TKA is a procedure growing in 

popularity for the treatment of osteoarthritis and that hypothermia plays a part (albeit an 

undesirable part) in the procedure.  Although the procedure’s success is clear, it is 
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considered to be painful in the early postoperative period and successful pain 

management is needed to avoid postoperative complications and ensure patient 

satisfaction. Clearly, the standard pharmacologic pain management interventions, (i.e., 

intrathecal morphine, IV or oral opioids) are insufficient in providing complete and 

adequate pain management.  The addition of nonpharmacological adjuvants such as 

warming to the standard pharmacological interventions may provide the answer to 

improving pain management, if it is revealed that hypothermia contributes to poor pain 

control.   

Previous limited research has examined the effects of hypothermia using a 

warming blanket versus standard warm cotton blankets on a number of variables (pain, 

opioids, bleeding, etc).  None however, has examined its effects using new technology 

such as the Bair Paws® gown.  There is a need to investigate how new warming 

technology will effect temperature, pain, opioid consumption, satisfaction, wound 

drainage, and nausea and vomiting. 
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Chapter 3 – Methodology 

 This chapter outlines the methods used to obtain, organize and analyze the 

research data for the study. The basic design used was an experimental type, where 

manipulation of the independent variable had a measurable effect on the dependent 

variable.  The specific experimental design type chosen for this study was a randomized 

control trial (RCT). This approach was selected based on previous research with 

inadvertent hypothermia (Bitner et al., 2007; Frank et al., 1997; Hofer et al., 2005; Ng, 

Lai & Ho, 2006; Persson & Lundberg, 2001) and also because of the desire to assess the 

clinical intervention effectiveness of a specific warming method. The RCT method has 

been known to be traditionally used in medical and epidemiological research, but nurse 

researchers are increasingly adopting this design (Polit & Tantano-Beck, 2008). 

Methodological Rationale 

The design of a study should be selected based on its ability to answer the 

research question(s) and also the degree to which the results can be generalized to the 

entire population (external validity).  As mentioned, this study falls into the category of 

the experimental type, but more specifically a randomized control trial. Nurse researchers 

Wood and Ross-Kerr (2006) state that experimental designs draw inferences from the 

study data and explain the relationships between the study variables.  There are three 

common characteristics of experimental designs: manipulation, control and 

randomization. 

The first characteristic of manipulation involves administering or withholding an 

intervention.  In this study the experimental group was given a treatment intervention 

(i.e., Bair Paws® warming gown - the independent variable).  By administering the 
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treatment intervention to some participants and applying the standard of care (i.e., warm 

cotton blankets) to others, the researcher manipulated the independent variable. 

The second characteristic of control (also sometimes referred to as internal 

validity) helps to ensure that the observation seen from the manipulation of the 

independent variable is actually due to that variable and not an extraneous event. To 

accomplish control, experimental conditions should be kept as identical as possible 

except for the intervention introduced by the researcher (Wood & Ross-Kerr, 2006).  This 

requires meticulous preparation and planning of the study.  For example, in the current 

study, both groups were given the same anesthetic and nursing care with only the 

intervention being different. 

Lastly, the characteristic of randomization helps to ensure that the groups of 

participants were as equivalent as possible.  This was done by placing participants in 

experimental (i.e., Bair Paws® gown) and control groups (standard warm cotton blanket) 

at random, and ensuring that participants had an equal and independent chance of being 

in either group.  Randomization also avoids the incidence of researcher bias where there 

is the danger of the researcher wilfully placing participants into groups. 

 From the characteristics given above, it is obvious then that the experimental 

research design of a randomized control trial was appropriate for this study.  The study 

examined two groups of randomized TKA patients; the control group that received the 

standard warmed cotton blanket and the experimental group that received the Bair Paws® 

gown. 
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Methodological Implementation 

Sampling 

With the assistance of a statistician, it was determined that a power analysis of 

90% would be achieved with a sample of 30 patients to detect 0.2 degree difference in 

temperature assuming a standard deviation of 0.2 and to detect a 5 mg difference in 

opioid consumption, assuming a standard deviation of 5 mg at the significance level of 

0.05.  Fifteen patients received the standard warmed cotton blankets and fifteen received 

the Bair Paws® warming gown.  Inclusion criteria for the study were as follows: 

a. Age 18 or older; 

b. American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) physical status of 1-3; 

c. Adequate ability to read and speak in the English language; 

           Exclusion criteria for the study included: 

d. Revision TKA surgery; 

e. Allergy to morphine, hydromorphone, Fentanyl® or codeine; 

f.  Reported or known dependency to alcohol or drugs; 

g. Use of regular potent opioids. 

Randomization  

A simple random draw was used for randomization of participants.  Thirty 

coloured tickets and an envelope were used in the process.  Half of the tickets were white 

in colour and half were purple in colour.  Prior to enrolment in the study, all tickets were 

placed in an envelope and then drawn indicating which group (control /standard blanket 

or experimental/Bair Paws® gown) each numbered participant would be entered into.  If 

a patient was excluded from the study after recruitment (i.e., due to administration of a 
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general anesthetic, cancellation of surgery or removal of gown) care was taken to replace 

the patient with a new recruit who would be given the same method that the excluded 

patient had been assigned to, so that equal numbers were assured in the two groups. 

Measurement Tools 

 This section will discuss the measurement of the primary outcome variables in the 

study (i.e., temperature, pain intensity, opioid consumption and patient satisfaction), as 

well as a brief discussion of the secondary outcomes variables (i.e., Hemovac® drainage 

and nausea and vomiting) for the study. 

Oral Thermometer for Temperature 

The instrument used for temperature measurement was an oral thermometer 

manufactured by Welch Allyn®, model # 690.  The Day Surgery (DS) and Post 

Anesthetic Care Unit (PACU) areas were each supplied with one thermometer for study 

patients.  Oral temperature readings were taken by DS staff preoperatively (as per the 

standard for preparing patients for surgery) and then in PACU on admission, at 30 

minutes and 60 minutes following admission to PACU, and upon discharge from PACU.  

The measurements of temperature were obtained from the patient health record by the 

student principal researcher. 

Verbal Numeric Rating Scale (VNRS) for Pain Intensity 

The VNRS for pain intensity was chosen to measure pain as it is simple to use, 

does not require any equipment and is the current method employed throughout the 

facility where the study was conducted.  Nursing staff were well acquainted with the 

scale and it is the prevailing pain scale taught to patients at the study site’s Preadmission 

Clinic.  When using this scale, patients were simply asked to rate their pain on a scale of 
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0-10 with 0 being “no pain” and 10 being the “worst pain ever” (Jovey, 2002).  Patients 

were asked to rate their pain at the usual time intervals in accordance with the standard 

postoperative monitoring procedures and then specifically for this study, they were asked 

to rate their pain at 12 and 24 hours after surgery. Research has shown that a score of four 

or greater out of 10 interferes with functioning and quality of life (McCaffery & Pasero, 

2001).  This four out of ten value (or greater than four out of ten) was used in the study to 

indicate inadequate pain control. 

Reliable and valid measures are essential for conducting clinical trials of pain 

interventions (Jenson, Chen & Brugger, 2002). Dependable quantification of pain helps 

determine appropriate interventions and evaluation of those interventions (Morgan et al., 

2006).  Pain is a subjective experience that is affected by a variety of factors (e.g., 

culture, past experience, beliefs, attitudes, behaviour, etc.) which interact to produce what 

the patient is describing as pain.  The best methods for assessing pain involve self 

reporting by the patient rather than the observer (Macintyre & Ready, 2001).  Acute pain 

assessment requires significantly less evaluation than a patient with a chronic history of 

pain.  For acute pain in the early postoperative period, a VNRS is appropriate.  Previous 

research has shown that the majority of patients, including older adults, can use this scale 

(Dunwoody et al., 2008) and since TKA is usually performed on older adults it was 

thought that this scale would be suitable for use.  A study by Gagliese and Katz (2003) 

determined that verbal measures of pain intensity are appropriate for use in the elderly 

and should be included for the assessment of pain across the adult life span.  The VNRS 

scores were documented in the patient’s health record and obtained by the student 

principal researcher. 
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Equianalgesia for Opioid Consumption 

As mentioned previously, the primary anesthetic used for this study was a 

bupivacaine spinal with intrathecal morphine.  The duration of intrathecal morphine may 

extend up to 18 hours, depending on the dosage used.  However, most patients start to 

perceive pain before this time.   On the postoperative ward, patients generally are given a 

combination of PRN (as needed) opioids such as IV Morphine 2-10 mg, Acetaminophen 

325 mg with Codeine 30 mg 1-2 tabs q3h (Tylenol #3®) and Percocet® orally, once they 

begin to report postoperative pain. The administration of these analgesics and 

documentation in the patient’s health record indicated the occurrence of pain.  These 

amounts were obtained from the record by the student principal researcher. 

An equianalgesic table from the Compendium for Pharmaceuticals and Specialties 

(Canadian Pharmacists Association, 2009) was used to convert each opioid used by the 

patient to the morphine equivalent.  The total morphine equivalent was then determined 

for each patient.  The following analgesic equivalences for Morphine 10 mg were used: 

- codeine (i.e., Tylenol #3®) = 200 mg 

- oxycodone (i.e., Percocet®) = 30 mg 

- Fentanyl® = 0.15 mg 

Patient Satisfaction Scale  

Patient’s satisfaction with the thermal comfort provided by their assigned 

warming method was obtained using a five point rating scale.  The rating was obtained 

from the patient by the PACU nurse just prior to discharge from PACU to the ward and 

recorded in the patient’s health record.  The scale was developed by the student principal 
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researcher and was fashioned after the classic Likert scale that is commonly used for 

ordinal measurement: 

1- very unsatisfied 

2- unsatisfied 

3- neither satisfied or unsatisfied 

4- satisfied 

5- very satisfied 

Hemovac® Drainage 

The standard of practice at the study site’s facility is insertion of a Hemovac® 

drain during surgery with drain removal on postoperative day one.  The value of 500 

millilitres (mL) was used as a gauge for the study, as it is the value that indicates a large 

amount of bleeding in the first eight hour postoperative period.  Standard postoperative 

physician orders at the clinical study site instruct the nurse to call the surgeon if the 

drainage reaches or exceeds this amount.  The amount of total Hemovac® drainage was 

obtained from the health record at the time of removal on postoperative day one. 

Nausea and Vomiting 

 Previous research on temperature’s influence on nausea and vomiting could not 

be found.  However, anecdotal reports from PACU staff indicated that there may be some 

link between the two, and nausea and vomiting is a common postoperative complication. 

Therefore, the incidence of nausea and vomiting with the methods was obtained from the 

patients’ health records.  The documentation of an antiemetic given indicated the 

occurrence of nausea and vomiting. 
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Data Collection Forms 

 Two forms were created by the student principal researcher in order to collect 

study data: 

1. Data Collection Form - this form listed all data to be collected from each 

study participant (Appendix L).  Twenty-nine items were obtained from the 

patient’s health record by the student principal researcher.  The data collected 

included patient demographics, warming method, temperatures, times, 

anesthetic and pain scores, etc. 

2. Communiqué to Orthopedic Ward Nurse – this form listed the specific 

dates/times (as per study protocol at 12 hours and 24 hours postoperatively) 

for the ward nurse to obtain and record the verbal numeric rating scale scores 

(VNRS 0-10) for pain intensity.   

Procedure 

Study Time Line 

Prior to the study commencement, approval was obtained from the University 

Ethics Review Board (see Appendix B), the study site’s Chief Executive Officer, and 

Ethics Board, the Orthopedic Surgeon Departmental Head, the Surgical Program Director 

and the Health Records Director (Appendices C,D,E,F).   Permission for use of Good and 

Moore’s (1996) theoretical framework was also obtained (Appendix G).  

Subsequent to the above approvals being obtained, staff in the Preadmission 

Clinic (PAC), Day Surgery (DS), Operating room (OR), Post Anesthetic Care Unit 

(PACU) and orthopedic ward areas were inserviced on the study methodology and use of 

the Bair Paws® gown (as appropriate) by the student principal researcher (the student 
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principal researcher was inserviced on the Bair Paws® gown by the manufacturer’s 

representative). Posters with the study information were placed in DS, PACU and ward 

areas, to remind staff of the study and their particular role in the study (Appendices I, J, 

K).  Data was collected over a period of approximately 4 months.     

Study Flow 

Preadmission Clinic (PAC): 

Patients were invited to participate in the study at their PAC appointment which 

usually took place one to two weeks prior to their surgery date.  The student principal 

researcher recruited patients after they were asked if they would be interested in hearing 

about the study.  Patients were given a brief explanation of the purpose, risks, and 

methodology of the study by the student principal researcher.  The opportunity was given 

for patients to ask any questions regarding the study.  If patients agreed to participate they 

were given a consent form to read and sign (Appendix H). Patients were also given the 

option (on the consent form) to have a summary of the study results mailed to them.  

Chart identification of study patients was done in the PAC through the use of stickers.  

For example, stickers were placed on the patient routing slip and PACU forms.  A yellow 

heart-shaped sticker was used for patients who were to receive the standard method of 

warming and a purple heart-shaped sticker was used for patients who were to receive the 

Bair Paws® gown.  

Day Surgery (DS) Area: 

On the scheduled day of surgery, registration and preoperative preparation of the 

study patients took place in the usual manner.  Patients had their preoperative vital signs 

taken which included an oral temperature obtained with the designated study 
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thermometer.  This information was recorded in their health record on the Total Primary 

Knee Replacement Caremap ® (Seven Oaks General Hospital, 2006) in the preoperative 

checklist section. Next, according to the method of randomization and as identified by a 

coloured sticker, patients were given either a regular cotton hospital gown and warmed 

cotton blanket or the Bair Paws® gown with the forced-air warming unit.  Patients who 

received the Bair Paws® gown were shown by staff how to adjust the temperature with 

the hand held temperature control.  At a scheduled time patients were disconnected from 

the DS Bair Paws® warming unit device and taken to the Operating Room (OR) for their 

slated TKA procedure.  In the OR, they were re-connected to the theatre’s Bair Paws® 

forced-air warming unit device and temperature control was maintained by the 

anesthesiologist.  The temperature of the operating room was obtained  by the OR nurse 

using a designated digital room thermometer (Springfield Instrument Company, Model 

#91551) and recorded on the theatre’s posted slate. The slate was collected by the student 

principal researcher and the temperature entered on the data collection tool.  The slate 

was then destroyed. 

Post Anesthetic Care Unit (PACU): 

Following surgery, patients were brought to the PACU for the standard immediate 

postoperative care and monitoring.  Oral temperatures were taken at admission, at 30 

minutes and 60 minutes following admission to PACU and at discharge from PACU 

using the designated thermometer.  The standard of care for temperature at discharge 

from PACU is 36.0° C and this value was also used for the study.  Just prior to discharge, 

patients were asked to rate their satisfaction with the thermal comfort provided by the 

warming method, using the 1-5 patient satisfaction scale. Upon discharge, patients who 
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had been assigned the Bair Paws® gown were disconnected from the device’s warming 

unit and at this time point the temperature portion of the study was terminated. Upon 

return to the orthopedic ward, the Bair Paws® gown was replaced with a standard cotton 

gown. 

Orthopedic Ward: 

After discharge from PACU, patients were brought to the ward for the remainder 

of their hospital stay.  The standard immediate postoperative care was performed for 

patients returning to the ward from surgery (i.e., vital signs, assessment of pain, dressing, 

physical status, sponge bath, etc.).  A communiqué was left at the nurse’s desk (Appendix 

M) that reminded the nurse to ask the patient to rate their pain at the specific 12 hour and 

24 hour assessment time (e.g., February 18
th

 at 2300h and February 19
th

 at 1100h).  This 

communiqué was required for the study as patient pain scale reporting during these 

specific times was not standard practice. Opioid consumption and the incidence of nausea 

and vomiting (in PACU and on the ward) was acquired from the health record 48 hours 

postoperatively.  Amount of Hemovac® drainage was also collected from the health 

record for each study patient on postoperative day one at time of drain removal. 

Table 2 summarizes all of the data-types measured, as well as the point in time 

each of the data was collected.  All data measurements were obtained and recorded by 

staff in the DS, OR, PACU and ward areas. The data was then acquired from the health 

record (or OR slate) by the student principal researcher and recorded on the data 

collection tool.   
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Patient Confidentiality: 

At all times, patient confidentiality was protected by coding each form and storing 

the forms along with the master code list in a secure file cabinet.  Coded data was entered 

into a password protected, secure hard-drive. 

Table 2     Data Collection Table 

 Pre-op 

in Day 

Surgery 

On 

arrival 

to 

PACU 

At 30 

minutes 

after 

PACU 

arrival 

At 60 

minutes 

after 

PACU 

arrival 

At 

D/C* 

from 

PACU 

 At  

12 h 

PO** 

POD*** 

Day 1 
At  

24 h 

PO 

At  

48 h 

PO 

Temperature: 

oral 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Patient 

Satisfaction: 

 1-5 scale 

     

      

    

Pain: 
 0-10 VNRS  

      

 

  

 

 

Total opioid 

used in mg: 
(timing started 

from initiation of 
anesthetic) 

- IV Morphine 

prn 

-PCA Opioid: 

     -  Morphine 

     -  Fentanyl 
-Tylenol #3® 

-Percocet® 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hemovac® 

Blood Loss: 
Total mL 
recorded on 

Health Record 

upon removal 

       

 

         

  

Nausea & 

Vomiting: 
Occurrence noted  

on Health Record 
for administration 

of antiemetics 

         

 

    

Key:         *D/C = Discharge                         

     *PO = Postoperatively 

               **POD = Postoperative Day       
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Data Analysis 

 Measurements used in this study were at the nominal, ordinal, ratio and interval 

levels (Appendix N).   Nominal and ordinal level data was summarized using percentage 

scores and frequency counts.  Continuous data were expressed using descriptive statistics 

such as mean, median, standard deviation and range.  These statistics also aided in 

describing sample characteristics and summarized the data.  To verify equality of 

variances, the Levene’s test was employed and corrections applied as appropriate.  

Therefore, the following statistical tests were performed: 

- Mean, mode, standard deviation, range to describe the demographic and 

perioperative data and Student’s t test to measure between group differences 

in demographic and perioperative data. 

- t test for repeated measures (ANOVA) to examine significance between group 

differences for  temperature and pain intensity. 

- Student’s t test to assess for significance between group differences in total 

opioid consumption.  

- Wilcoxan signed ranks test to assess for between group differences in patient 

satisfaction. 

- Student’s t test to measure between group differences in Hemovac® drainage. 

- Chi-square (cross tabulation) to evaluate potential between group differences 

for the incidence of nausea and vomiting.    

- Percentages and frequency counts for descriptive statistics. 

Data Analysis was performed using the computer software program Statistical 

Package for the Social Sciences® version 17.0 (2008). 
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Summary 

 It is known that surgery typically exposes patients to hypothermia regardless of 

the surgical procedure undertaken.  It is also known, that an unavoidable corollary of 

most surgical procedures is acute pain.  Both hypothermia and pain may lead to 

complications and poor outcomes.  There may be a link between hypothermia and pain 

but the exact nature of that relationship is unclear.  The RCT design of this study allowed 

an intervention to be tested to assist in answering the question of whether hypothermia 

has an effect on pain and other related questions.  RCTs such as this study are a valuable 

method for acquiring empirical evidence in the clinical setting which may assist 

healthcare providers with the knowledge to improve the care provided to TKA patients.  
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Chapter 4 – Results 

 This chapter will provide an overview of the results of the study.  It begins with 

examination of the study patients’ demographics and perioperative data results.  An 

account of the primary hypotheses results and secondary outcome variable results 

follows, and will be used to provide inferential evidence to answer the subsequent study 

questions. 

Patient Demographics and Perioperative Data 

The final study sample consisted of 12 men and 18 women who were undergoing 

elective, primary, total knee arthroplasty. Tables 3, 4 and 5 summarize the baseline 

characteristics of the study participants according to group.  There were no significant 

differences in the mean scores of demographic characteristics between the groups. 

Table 3     Patient Demographics by Group 

 

Characteristic 

 

Standard blanket 

n =15 

 

Bair Paws® gown 

             n =15 

 

F 

value 

 

p-value 

Continuous 

Variables* 

 

Age (years) 

BMI (kg/m
2
)*** 

Weight (kg)*** 

Height (cm) 

           

 

Categorical 

Variables** 
 

Male 

Female 

 

 

 

       68.5 ±   8.3 

       32.9 ±   2.6 

       90.4 ± 13.7 

     165.3 ±   8.6 

               

 

                 

 
 

          5 (33.3%) 

        10 (66.7%) 

 

 

 

                      68.0 ±   9.1 

           33.2 ±   6.1 

           90.9 ± 22.6 

         164.7 ±   9.5 

               

 

    

 
 

           7 (46.7%) 

  8 (53.3%) 

 

 

 

 

  0.24 

15.8 

  5.4 

  0.5 

 

 

 

      0.63 

0.90 

0.94 

0.51 

* The values are given as mean ± SD 

** The values are given as the number of patients with the percentage in parentheses 

*** Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances applied and corrections made for Body 

Mass Index (BMI) and weight 
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Participants ranged in age from 54 to 84 years.  The standard blanket group ages 

ranged from 54 years to 84 years.  The Bair Paws® group ages ranged from 56 years to 

83 years.    

Body Mass Indexes (BMI) for the standard blanket group ranged from 26.9 to 

37.2. Body Mass Indexes for the Bair Paws® group ranged from 24.1 to 41.3. 

Table 4     Perioperative Data by Group 

 

 

Characteristic 

 

Standard  blanket 

n=15 

 

Bair Paws® gown 

n=15 

 

p-value 

Preoperative oral  

temperature (°C) 

 

Operating room  

temperature (°C) 

 

Hemovac drainage  

(mL) 

 

Total anesthetic time 

(minutes) 

 

Total surgery time 

(minutes) 

 

Total PACU time 

(minutes)   

 

     36.7 ± 0.3 

 

 

     20.6 ± 1.5 

 

 

   288.0 ± 224.2 

 

 

     87.8 ± 20.6 

 

 

     60.1 ± 13.5 

 

 

     71.0 ± 22.1 

 

      36.8 ± 0.3 

 

 

      20.5 ± 0.9 

 

 

    329.0 ± 167.2 

 

 

      92.9 ± 15.9 

 

 

      61.9 ± 14.2 

 

 

      77.2 ± 29.3 

 

0.5 

 

 

0.6 

 

 

0.2 

 

 

0.5 

 

 

0.9 

 

 

0.4 

 

The following information is minimum and maximum observations for some of 

the perioperative data.  These observations are provided to further assist in describing the 

sample. 

The minimum and maximum preoperative oral temperatures for the standard 

blanket group were 36.3°C and 37.1°C.  The minimum and maximum preoperative oral 

temperatures for the Bair Paws® group were 36.1°C and 37.2°C. 
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 Total anesthetic time for the standard blanket group ranged from 53 minutes to 

130 minutes.  Total anesthetic time for the Bair Paws® group ranged from 67 minutes to 

114 minutes. 

 Total surgery time for the standard blanket group ranged from 42 minutes to 83 

minutes.  Total surgery time for the Bair Paws® group ranged from 37 minutes to 81 

minutes. 

 Total PACU time for the standard blanket group ranged from 35 minutes to 115 

minutes.  Total PACU time for the Bair Paws® group ranged from 45 minutes to 140 

minutes. 
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Table 5     ASA* Status by Group 

 

 ASA Status 

   Total 

 

ASA 2 

 

ASA 3 

 

Warming 

Method 

Standard  

blanket 

 

Count 5 6 11 

% within 

Warming 

Method 

45.5% 54.5% 100.0% 

Bair Paws® Count 5 6 11 

% within 

Warming 

Method 

45.5% 54.5% 100.0% 

Total Count 10 12 22 

% within 

Warming 

Method 

45.5% 54.5% 100.0% 

* ASA = American Society of Anesthesiologists’ Classification of Physical Status                                        

(Canadian Anesthesiologists’ Society, 2008) 

ASA 1 = A normal healthy patient. 

ASA 2 = A patient with mild systemic disease. 

ASA 3 = A patient with severe systemic disease that is not incapacitating. 

ASA 4 = A patient with severe systemic disease that is a constant threat to life. 

ASA 5 = A moribund patient who is not expected to survive without the operation. 

ASA 6 = A declared brain-dead patient whose organs are being removed for donor 

purposes. 

 

 

The values are given as mean ± SD 

 

Of the study patients who were given an ASA score by anesthesiology (i.e., 22), 

all were assessed as having ASA scores of two or three (see Table 5 for definition). 

With regard to patient’s medical history, there were similarities among the 

groups, with about half of both groups experiencing hypertension. Other conditions 

common to both groups are listed in Table 6.  Each study group included patients who 
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experienced more than one health condition.  For example, three patients in the standard 

blanket group and two patients in the Bair Paws® group, experienced hypertension as 

well as diabetes.  

Table 6     Medical Conditions Common to Groups 

 

Medical condition Number per Standard  

blanket group 

n =15 

Number per  

Bair Paws® group 

n =15 

Hypertension 8 7 

Diabetes Mellitus  3 2 

Asthma 1 1 

Ischemic Heart disease 1 2 

Hypothyroidism 1 1 

The values are given as the number of conditions occurring in each group 

 

Other conditions reported in the standard blanket group included ulcerative 

colitis, anxiety, depression and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.  Within the Bair 

Paws® group, the medical conditions of high cholesterol, glaucoma and obstructive sleep 

apnea occurred.  All patients in the study had a history of osteoarthritis.   

In summary, the statistical analysis shows that the two groups were similar with 

regards to demographics and perioperative data.  The statistics used for this analysis 

included means, percentages and frequencies. 
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Results for Primary Study Hypotheses 

There were four primary hypotheses developed for this study relating to 

temperature, pain intensity, opioid consumption and patient satisfaction.  Each one of 

these hypotheses will be addressed with regards to the results attained. 

Hypothesis #1 - Temperature: 

Patients who are warmed with the Bair Paws® gown will achieve 

normothermia (≥ 36.0°C) more effectively (i.e., higher oral temperatures and faster) 

than those patients who were warmed with standard cotton blankets. 

For this study, normothermic temperature was considered to be ≥ 36°C.  Figure 1 

depicts the mean temperatures of both groups for PACU at the four time intervals of: 

upon admission, at 30 minutes, at 60 minutes and at discharge. Table 7 summarizes the 

PACU temperature results for both groups.  

The percentage of Bair Paws® patients who arrived in PACU normothermic was 

93.3%, and they maintained normothermic temperatures throughout their PACU stay.  

The mean temperature for this group on arrival was 36.5 ± 0.3°C. One Bair Paws® 

patient was slightly hypothermic upon arrival to the PACU (i.e., 35.9°C).   

Eighty percent of the standard blanket group were normothermic on arrival to 

PACU.  However, three standard blanket patients were especially hypothermic on 

admission (i.e., 34.5°C, 34.6°C and 34.7°C), and as a result the mean temperature on 

arrival for this group was lower at 36.0 ± 0.8°C.  

The standard blanket group had shorter stays on average in PACU (71 ± 22.1 

minutes) than the Bair Paws® group (77 ± 29.3 minutes) although this was not 
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statistically significant (p = 0.37).  However, more Bair Paws® patients (87%), than 

standard blanket patients (73%) stayed greater than 60 minutes in PACU. 

A summary of the three major points of emphasis with regards to PACU 

temperatures for the two methods are provided below: 

1. Overall, patients who were warmed with the Bair Paws® gown on average 

achieved higher oral temperatures than the standard blanket group while in 

PACU (p < 0.001). 

2. At each of the four PACU time intervals (i.e., admission, 30 minutes, 60 

minutes and discharge) the Bair Paws® gown group had higher oral 

temperatures on average than the standard blanket group (p = 0.009). 

3. There was no statistically significant difference between the groups in the 

overall pattern of warming in PACU (p = 0.14).  That is, warming of both 

groups continued to increase (more or less) throughout the PACU stay from 

admission to discharge and in the same linear configuration. 
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Figure 1 

 

PACU Mean Temperatures by Group 
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Table 7    PACU Temperatures by Group 

 

Standard Blanket 

 

Bair Paws® 

  

 

 

n 

Temperature 

°C 

Mean ± SD 

Temperatures 

°C 

Min-Max 

% of 

patients 

who 

were  ≥ 

36.0°C 

 

 

 

n 

Temperature 

°C 

Mean ± SD 

Temperatures 

°C 

Min-Max 

 

% of 

patients 

who 

were  ≥ 

36.0°C 

On 

Admission 

 

15 

 

36.0 ± 0.8 

 

34.5 - 36.6 

 

80% 

 

15 

 

36.5 ± 0.3 

 

35.9 - 37.0 

 

93.3% 

30  

Minutes 

 

13 

 

36.3 ± 0.6 

 

34.6 - 37.4 

 

92.3% 

 

13 

 

36.6 ± 0.2 

 

36.4 - 36.9 

 

100% 

60 

Minutes 

 

12 

 

36.2 ± 0.5 

 

34.8 - 36.5 

 

92.0% 

 

13 

 

36.7 ± 0.2 

 

36.3 - 37.0 

 

100% 

At 

Discharge 

 

15 

 

36.4 ± 0.8 

 

36.3 - 36.6 

 

100% 

 

15 

 

36.6 ± 0.3 

 

35.9 - 37.0 

 

100% 

The values are given as mean ± SD, minimum and maximum temperatures, and 

percentage of patients. 
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Hypothesis #2 - Pain Intensity: 

Patients who are warmed with the Bair Paws® gown will report different 

intensity of pain in the first 24 hour postoperative period than the patients who are 

warmed with standard cotton blankets.  

Figure 2 depicts each group’s mean verbal numerical rating scale (VNRS) score 

for pain intensity at 12 hours and 24 hours postoperatively.   

For the standard blanket group, VNRS scores at 12 hours ranged from 0/10 to 

10/10 and at 24 hours scores ranged from 3/10 to 10/10.  For the Bair Paws® group, 

VNRS scores at 12 hours ranged from 1/10 to 6/10 and at 24 hours scores ranged from 

0/10 to 9/10. 

At 12 hours postoperatively, it was found that 60% of the standard blanket group 

and 43% of the Bair Paws® group had a mean pain score of 4/10 or greater (p = 0.36).  

At 24 hours postoperatively, it was found that  87% of the standard blanket group and 

57% of the Bair Paws ® group had a mean pain score of 4/10 or greater (p = 0.08).  

The standard blanket group had higher mean pain scores at 12 hours (4.4 ± 2.9) 

and 24 hours postoperatively (5.8 ± 2.5) than the Bair Paws® group at 12 hours (3.4 ± 

1.7) and 24 hours (3.6 ± 3.0) postoperatively.   This difference however, did not reach 

statistical significance (p = .08).  
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Figure 2                            

   Mean VNRS for Pain Intensity Score by Group 

 

 

 

              

 

  

The measurement of pain intensity using mean VNRS pain scores at two distinct 

postoperative time intervals was found to be different between the groups with the 

  1 = 12 hours postoperatively 

Standard Blanket  n = 15 

Bair Paws®  n = 14 

  2 = 24 hours postoperatively 

Standard Blanket  n = 15 

Bair Paws®  n = 14 
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standard blanket group having the higher pain scores, although this difference did not 

reach statistical significance. 

Hypothesis #3 - Opioid Consumption: 

Patients who are warmed with the Bair Paws® gown will use different 

quantities of opioid than patients who are warmed with standard cotton blankets in 

the first 48 hour postoperative period. 

Figure 3 represents the consumption of opioids for both groups.  For the standard 

blanket group, the 48 hour ward total consumption of opioid ranged from 18.3 mg to 

143.7 mg.  For the Bair Paws® group the 48 hour ward total consumption of opioid 

ranged from 12.0 mg to 50.2 mg. 

The standard blanket group used more total opioid on average than the Bair 

Paws® group (53.6 ± 37.9 mg vs. 31.9  ± 11.7 mg) in the first 48 hours postoperatively 

on the ward and this difference was found to be statistically significant (p = .05).  

Because the two groups were noted to have standard deviations that differed 

substantially, the Levene’ test for Equality of Variance was applied and the appropriate 

corrections were made. 
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Figure 3                        

               Mean 48 Hour Consumption of Opioid by Group 

 

There was a statistically significance difference between the groups on average 

with regards to their total consumption of opioid in the first 48 hours on the ward with the 

standard blanket group using more opioid than the Bair Paws® group. 

Hypothesis #4 - Satisfaction: 

Patients who are warmed with the Bair Paws® gown will report more 

satisfaction than those who were warmed with standard cotton blankets. 

Patient’s satisfaction with their warming method’s thermal comfort was obtained 

just prior to discharge from PACU using the five point rating scale. With both groups the 
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satisfaction ranged from 2/5 (unsatisfied) to 5/5 (very satisfied).  No patients in either 

group rated their warming method as 1/5 (very unsatisfied). 

Satisfaction of four or greater (i.e., satisfied or very satisfied) was reported by 

21% by the standard blanket group and 83% of the Bair Paws® group.  Figure 4 

illustrates patient’s satisfaction with their warming method.   

The median satisfaction score for thermal comfort in the standard blanket group 

was 3.0 ± 0.8.  The median satisfaction score for the Bair Paws® group was 5.0 ± 0.9.  

This difference was found to be statistically significant (p = .004).  
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Figure 4                 Median Patient Satisfaction with Warming Method  
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1- Very unsatisfied  

2- Unsatisfied 

3- Neither satisfied or unsatisfied 

4- Satisfied 

5- Very satisfied  

 

 

Using the 1-5 patient satisfaction scale to indicate satisfaction with thermal 

comfort for the assigned warming method, satisfaction was found to be significantly 

greater with Bair Paws® group, than the standard blanket group, upon discharge from the 

PACU. 

Warming Method 
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Results for Secondary Outcome Variables 

Hemovac® Drainage 

The amount of Hemovac® drainage from each group was noted (Table 4) on 

postoperative day one at time of drain removal.  Table 8 displays the percentage per 

group who had Hemovac® drainage greater that 500 mL at time of drain removal on 

postoperative day one.   Thirteen point three percent of Bair Paws® patients (n = 2) had 

drainage greater than 500mL while 20% of the standard blanket group (n = 3) had 

drainage greater than 500 mL.  

For the standard blanket group, the total drainage amounts ranged from zero to 

720 mL.  For the Bair Paws® group, the total drainage amounts ranged from 60 to 750 

mL.  On average, total Hemovac® drainage at time of removal on postoperative day one 

was greater in the Bair Paws® group than the standard blanket group although this was 

found to be not statistically significant (329 ± 167.2 mL vs. 288 ± 224.2 mL; p = 0.2) 
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Table 8     Hemovac® Drainage by Group 

 
              Drainage 

Total 

≤ 500 mL 

 

> 500 mL 

 

Warming method standard blanket Count 12 3 15 

% within Warming 

method 

80.0% 20.0% 100.0% 

Bair Paws® Count 13 2 15 

% within Warming 

method 

86.7% 13.3% 100.0% 

Total Count 25 5 30 

% within Warming 

method 

83.3% 16.7% 100.0% 

The values are given as the number of patients and percentages 

 

Nausea and Vomiting 

The occurrence of nausea and vomiting in both the PACU and ward areas was 

examined.  Table 9 displays the percentages of occurrences for the groups with respect to 

nausea and vomiting while in PACU.  There was a high incidence of nausea and vomiting 

with both methods while in PACU.  The standard blanket group however, had a lower 

percentage of nausea and vomiting than the Bair Paws® group (73.3% vs. 93.3%).  This 

difference was not found to be statistically significant (p = 0.14). 
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Table 9     PACU Nausea and Vomiting by Group 

 PACU Nausea /Vomiting 

Total 

No 

Nausea/Vomiting Nausea/Vomiting 

Warming 

Method 

Standard Blanket Count 4 11 15 

% within 

Warming 

Method 

26.7% 73.3% 100.0% 

Bair Paws® Count 1 14 15 

% within 

Warming 

Method 

6.7% 93.3% 100.0% 

Total Count 5 25 30 

% within 

Warming 

Method 

16.7% 83.3% 100.0% 
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Table 10 displays the percentages of occurrences for the groups with respect to 

nausea and vomiting during their ward stay in the first 48 hours.  As in PACU, there was 

a high incidence of nausea and vomiting with both methods on the ward.   

The standard blanket group again demonstrated a lower incidence than the Bair 

Paws® group (86.7% vs. 93.3%) although this difference was not found to be statistically 

significant (p = 0.54). 

Table 10     Ward Nausea and Vomiting by Group 

 Ward nausea/vomiting 

Total 

no 

nausea/vomiting nausea/vomiting 

Warming 

method 

standard blanket Count 2 13 15 

% within 

Warming 

method 

13.3% 86.7% 100.0% 

Bair Paws® Count 1 14 15 

% within 

Warming 

method 

6.7% 93.3% 100.0% 

Total Count 3 27 30 

% within 

Warming 

method 

10.0% 90.0% 100.0% 

 

The incidence of nausea and vomiting while in PACU and during the ward stay 

was high with both methods. The standard blanket group had a lower incidence of nausea 

and vomiting than the Bair Paws® group in both areas, but these differences between the 

groups were not statistically significant. 
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Summary 

This chapter demonstrated that both the control and experimental groups were 

fairly similar with regards to demographic and perioperative characteristics.  Similarities 

were noted between both groups with regards to the patient characteristics of BMI, 

weight and height.  Mean perioperative data such as preoperative temperature and 

operating room temperature for both groups was similar, as were the total average times 

that patients spent while under anesthesia, in surgery and in the PACU.  With regard to 

the four major study hypotheses and secondary outcome variables, the following results 

were revealed:  

Temperature: there was a difference between the groups for PACU overall 

temperature with the Bair Paws® group having on average higher oral temperatures than 

the standard blanket group (p < 0.001).  At each of the four PACU time intervals (i.e., 

admission, 30 minutes, 60 minutes and discharge) the Bair Paws® group had higher oral 

temperatures on average than the standard blanket group (p = 0.009). 

Pain Intensity:  there was a difference between the groups for pain intensity 

scores (i.e., VNRS) with the Bair Paws® group having on average, the lower scores for 

the time intervals at 12 and 24 hours postoperatively but the difference was not 

statistically significant (p = 0.8).   

Total Opioid Consumption: there was a difference for the consumption of total 

opioid while on the ward between the two groups, with the standard blanket group using 

more opioid than the Bair Paws® group as noted 48 hours after surgery.  This difference 

was found to be statistically significant (p = 0.05).   
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Satisfaction: satisfaction with the warming methods revealed a difference 

between groups.  The standard blanket group was found to have less satisfaction with 

their warming method. Twenty-one percent of the standard blanket group reported a 

score of four or greater (i.e., satisfied or very satisfied) as compared to 83% of the Bair 

Paws® group.  The median satisfaction score for thermal comfort in the standard blanket 

group was 3.0 ± 0.8.  The median satisfaction score for the Bair Paws® group was 5.0 ± 

0.9.  This difference was found to be statistically significant (p = .004).  

Hemovac Drainage:  the standard blanket group had less total Hemovac® 

drainage than the Bair Paws® group although this was not statistically significant (p = 

0.58).   

Nausea and Vomiting: there was a high incidence of nausea and vomiting in 

both groups and in both the PACU and ward areas, although between group differences 

were not statistically significant (PACU p = 0.14; Ward p = 0.54). 

This chapter has reported on the results of the study.  The next chapter will offer 

an interpretation of those results. 
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Chapter 5 – Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to determine the relationship between inadvertent 

perioperative hypothermia and pain in total knee arthroplasty (TKA) patients. Previous 

research suggests that there is a potentiating relationship between hypothermia and pain 

but the research overall in this area is limited and conflicting with the result that the 

nature of that relationship is not clearly specified (Bansinath et al., 1988; Persson & 

Lundberg, 2001).  

The effect of hypothermia on pain and opioids has not been thoroughly 

investigated.  One explanation why hypothermia and pain research is often conflicting is 

due to the type of experimentation conducted. Previous research has taken place under 

both in vitro (Puig, Warner, Tang, Laorden & Turndorf, 1987; Schlen & Bently, 1980) 

and in vivo conditions (Persson & Lundberg, 2001).  This may be significant as in vitro 

experiments do not metabolize and redistribute opioids.  Experimentation under in vivo 

conditions may be a better choice for research on hypothermia’s effect on pain and 

opioids, where the human condition is more closely simulated. 

Not only is the metabolization and distribution of opioids in humans important to 

understand, but so too are the negative consequences of hypothermia and pain in humans.  

For example, the untoward physiological consequences of inadvertent perioperative 

hypothermia include morbid cardiac events, coagulopathies, delayed emergence from 

anesthesia, wound infections and increased oxygen consumption (Burns, Wojnakowski, 

Piotrowski & Caraffa, 2009).  TKA is a painful joint replacement procedure and it is 

recognized that postoperative pain in this patient population is inadequately managed 

(Busch, et al., 2006; Ginsberg, 2001; Neitzel, et al., 1999).  
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This chapter will present a discussion of the study results specific to the sample 

characteristics, study hypotheses and secondary outcome variables.  Also included in this 

chapter, will be a comparison of the results as they relate to Good and Moore’s (1996) 

pain theory entitled “A Balance between Analgesia and Side Effects.”  The chapter will 

conclude with a discussion of the study’s strengths and limitations, and an examination of 

the clinical implications for nursing. 

Patient Demographics and Perioperative Data 

The final study sample consisted of 18 women (60%) and 12 men (40%) who 

were undergoing elective, primary, total knee arthroplasty for osteoarthritis. There were 

more women than men in the study and this is consistent with the most recent national 

gender statistics for the procedure where 61% of knee recipients were women and 39% 

were men (CIHI, 2007).   

The average age of all study participants was 68.5 years and this corresponds with 

the national average age statistic of 68.4 years for TKA patients (CIHI, 2007).  The 

average BMI for both groups was 33.0 (kg/m
2
) and this figure falls within the national 

BMI categorical statistic 30.0 - 34.9 (kg/m
2
) with the highest proportion of TKA patients 

(CIHI, 2007).  The group mean results for age, BMI, weight and height indicated that 

there were no significant differences between the standard blanket and Bair Paws® 

groups (Table 3). 

The perioperative data results for preoperative oral temperature, operating room 

temperature, anesthetic, surgery and PACU times were also found to be not significantly 

different between the groups (Table 4).  These results are similar to the study by Persson 

and Lundberg (2001) who studied 30 hysterectomy patients, half of whom were given a 
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conventional blanket without active warming (hypothermic group)  and  the other half 

who were given a forced air warming blanket (normothermic group) during the 

intraoperative period only.  Overall, they found that their study’s demographic data for 

preoperative core temperature, anesthesia, surgery and recovery room stay between 

groups were not significant either.   However, there were large differences in the group 

mean values recorded for anesthetic, surgery and PACU total times for their study, versus 

the current study.  For example, in the Perrson and Lundberg (2001) study, their 

anesthetic times were approximately 30 minutes longer (for both groups) than the current 

study. The difference in anesthetic times between the two studies is noteworthy.  One 

reason for this difference may be due to the anesthetics used in each study.  The current 

study’s protocol utilized a spinal anesthetic and the Persson and Lundberg (2001) study 

utilized general anesthesia.  However, this difference is unexpected as the longer 

anesthetic time would have been reflected in the Persson and Lundberg study.  This is 

because the initial set-up and administration of a spinal anesthetic typically requires more 

time, therefore it is expected that the current study’s anesthetic times would have been 

longer and they were not.  An explanation for this difference may be due to the Persson 

and Lundberg study protocol that required both groups have a plastic sheet sandwiched 

between two cotton blankets.  Their experimental group then called for the set up and 

application of the warming blanket.  The extra time that it took to arrange the warming 

methods may account for their longer anesthetic times.  Also, it is possible that the set-up 

and application of a warming blanket takes longer than a warming gown, as the gown is 

already worn by the patient and simply requires attachment to the warming device. 
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Another noteworthy difference between the two studies was the total mean time 

spent in PACU.  In the Persson and Lundberg (2001) study, both groups spent 

approximately 200 minutes more in PACU than the current study.  Persson and Lundberg 

(2001) made no mention of complications that may have delayed recovery room 

discharge or delays related to ward bed availability.  The differences may be due to two 

reasons.  The first is due to the rate of warming as active warming in the Persson and 

Lundberg study was not provided in PACU and because of this, their subjects may have 

required longer times to reach normothermia.  The second difference may be due to the 

difference in discharge criteria from PACU, as they did not report a specific temperature 

value for discharge, nor any other specific discharge criteria.   For example, they stated 

that the control group did not reach 36.5° C until 180 minutes had elapsed in the recovery 

room.  The PACU discharge temperature criterion for the current study was 36.0°C and 

on average patients in both groups had achieved this temperature within 30 minutes of 

arrival to PACU.  The percentage of Bair Paws® patients who arrived in PACU 

normothermic was 93.3% and the mean temperature on arrival was 36.5 ± 0.3°C. Eighty 

percent of the standard blanket group were normothermic on arrival to PACU and the 

mean temperature was 36.0°C ± 0.8. 

The current study’s overall demographic and perioperative characteristics were 

similar between the control and experimental groups.   Therefore, it is with some 

assurance that the current study participants for each group were reasonably equivalent 

with regard to their characteristics, strengthening the study.  The close approximation of 

the study participant characteristics to the demographic parameters of the national TKA 

population supports the external validity of the study findings and therefore the 
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generalizability of the study findings.  National rates for ASA status for TKA patients 

could not be found. 

Although a total of 44 patients were recruited for the study through the 

Preadmission Clinic (PAC) only 30 patients were included in the final analysis. Fourteen 

recruited patients were excluded from the study for three reasons.   

The first reason dealt with the type of anesthetic administered.  Nine patients were 

removed from the study due to the administration of a general anesthetic instead of the 

study protocol, which required that a bupivacaine spinal anesthetic with intrathecal 

morphine be given.  This deviation occurred because it was not always possible for the 

anesthesiologist to achieve the spinal (i.e., insertion failure) or patients may have 

specifically requested a general anesthetic at the last minute. One other recruited patient 

received a bupivacaine spinal (no intrathecal morphine) with a femoral nerve block and 

therefore was also excluded from the study.   

The second reason for not using all recruited patients was the cancellation of 

surgery.  One recruited patient had their surgery cancelled due to their lack of fitness to 

undergo the TKA procedure. 

The final reason for not using all recruited patients was the removal of the gown 

and this was done at the anaesthesiologist’s or PACU nurse’s discretion. One 

anaesthesiologist felt that the gown was “just not needed” and removed it.  It should be 

noted that another anaesthesiologist voiced a concern that the gown interfered with the 

electrocardiogram electrodes, although he did not remove the gown.  The PACU nurse’s 

rationale for gown removal was that it was “the warmth of the gown” that contributed to 

nausea and therefore the gown was removed on two patients. 
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Primary Study Hypotheses 

Hypothesis testing provides objective criteria for deciding whether the hypotheses 

are supported by the data.  For this study hypothesis testing was aided by the use of Good 

and Moore’s (1996) theory “A Balance between Analgesia and Side Effects” because the 

hypotheses could be easily generated from the theory.  The hypotheses were created from 

the theory’s third interventional concept of non-pharmacological adjuvant (i.e., warmth).  

There were four specific primary hypotheses developed for this study examining 

temperature, pain intensity, opioid consumption and patient satisfaction.  Each one of the 

hypotheses will be addressed with regards to the interpretation of the study results. 

Hypothesis #1 - Temperature:     

Patients who are warmed with the Bair Paws® gown will achieve normothermia 

more effectively (i.e., higher oral temperatures and faster) than those patients who 

were warmed with standard cotton blankets. 

Normothermia was considered to be a temperature of at least 36.0°C (Huether & 

Leo, 2002).  For this study, results demonstrated that on average the Bair Paws® group 

had higher temperatures than the standard blanket group overall, during the PACU stay (p 

< 0.001).  Also, at each of the four time intervals the Bair Paws® group had higher oral 

temperatures on average than the standard blanket group (p = 0.009).  Results showed for 

example, that on admission, at 30 minutes, and at 60 minutes from PACU, the rate of 

Bair Paws® patients who achieved ≥ 36°C was 93.3%, 100%, and 100% respectively.  

Conversely, the rate of the standard blanket group for these same time intervals was 80%, 

92.3% and 92.0%.  At discharge 100% of both groups had achieved normothermia 

(PACU temperature discharge criteria was set at 36.0°C). 
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 A 2008 United Kingdom report by the National Collaborating Centre for Nursing 

and Supportive Care, and commissioned by the National Institute for Health and Clinical 

Practice (NICE) defined a temperature difference of 0.2°C between any intervention and 

control group as being of clinical significance in hypothermic patients.  The difference in 

mean temperatures between groups for the four PACU time intervals was 0.5°C, 0.3°C, 

0.5°C and 0.2°C.  Therefore, the between group differences found in this study 

consistently met or exceeded the NICE value, underscoring the positive clinical impact of 

the newer warming gown approach.              

 A feature of the Bair Paws® gown was the ability for the patient to control the 

temperature, especially during the preoperative phase.  Some patients may have elected to 

set the temperature at a low setting because of concerns of becoming too warm.  Even if 

this warming occurred at a lower temperature, the Bair Paws® group were still more 

effectively warmed than the cotton blanket group. 

 Convection warming by way of forced-air warming devices has been found to be 

a common and effective method of warming patients (Kurz, 2008) however most studies 

have used a warming blanket to demonstrate forced-air warming effectiveness and not a 

warming gown.  Consequently the evaluation of this warming study to other studies is 

mostly to blankets and not gowns.  This suggests that both forced-air warming blankets 

and gowns are effective strategies over cotton blankets for warming patients, but which 

forced-air device is most effective is up for debate. For example this study is supported 

by the Fossum et al. (2001) study that suggests a forced-air warming device is more 

effective than standard cotton blankets.  They tested preoperative and postoperative 

warming (no intraoperative warming) with a forced-air warming blanket on 100 patients 
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undergoing a variety of surgical procedures (e.g., gynaecological, orthopedic and 

urology) with a general anesthetic and who were warmed with either warmed cotton 

blankets (control group) or a forced-air heating blanket (treatment group).  They found a 

significant difference in the initial mean PACU temperatures between the groups 

(treatment group 36.0°C ± .5 vs. control 35.5°C ± .5; p < .0001) and at discharge 

(treatment group 36.2°C ± .52 vs. control group 35.9°C  ± .5 p = .002).  This indicates 

that forced-air warming blankets are effective for warming patients and could be one of 

the strategies used in the struggle against perioperative hypothermia.   

A study supporting the use of an (intraoperative only) forced-air warming blanket 

for its warming effectiveness specifically in TKR, was conducted by Ng, Oo, Loh, Lim, 

Chan & Ong (2003).  They tested three methods of warming; standard warm cotton 

blankets, reflective blankets and a forced air warming blanket in 300 patients.  They 

found that on arrival to the recovery room, patients who were warmed with forced air 

warming had significantly higher temps (0.58 ± .08° C; p < 0.001) than the other groups.  

The forced air warming group also took less time (18.8 minutes; p < 0.001) to achieve a 

temperature of 36.5°C in the recovery room than the other groups. 

An earlier study by Berti, Casati, Torri, Aldegheri, Lugani and Fanelli (1997) 

compared passive heat retention by low flow anesthesia only, to low flow anesthesia with 

reflective blankets or to low flow anesthesia with active forced air warming blankets in 

30 total hip and knee arthroplasty patients who received a combination epidural – general 

anesthesia.   They found that core temperature in the forced air group was higher at the 

completion of surgery than in the other two groups (35.8 ± 0.6 ° C; p = 0.004).   
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 These three studies examining the effectiveness of warming blankets differ from 

the current study with regard to their methodologies.  For example, the forced-air 

warming blanket was used for prewarming and postoperative warming in the Fossum et 

al. (2001) study but not during the surgery.  The Berti et al. (1997) study and the Ng et al. 

(2003) study did not use the blanket for prewarming and focused mainly on 

intraoperative warming.   Despite the differences as to when the warming occurred, these 

studies showed that forced-air warming (with blankets) was superior to the other 

warming methods.  Testing on forced-air warming gowns however, still requires more 

investigation. 

 Only two studies could be identified that specifically tested the Bair Paws® 

gown.   One study (Wagner et al., 2006) examined its use preoperatively in determining a 

patient’s perception of thermal comfort and anxiety.  They found that the Bair Paws® 

group had less anxiety than the warm cotton blanket group (p = 0.6) and greater thermal 

comfort scores than the warm cotton blanket group (p = .0002).  Wagner and colleagues 

suggest that using new devices such as the Bair Paws® gown provide patients with more 

control over their thermal comfort thus decreasing anxiety and potentially increasing 

patient satisfaction.   

The other study by Andrzejowski, Hoyle, Eapen and Turnbull (2008) examined 

the Bair Paws® gown for its efficiency in reducing intraoperative hypothermia by pre-

warming with the gown.  Andrzejowski and colleagues tested 68 surgery patients who 

were randomized to receive either “normal care” or prewarming with the Bair Paws® 

gown (the gown was removed in the operating room and patients were treated with a 

warming blanket).  They found a 0.3°C smaller decrease in mean core temperature 
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intraoperatively and less perioperative hypothermia in the prewarmed group using the 

Bair Paws® gown.  They also found that a temperature of 36° C was maintained 

intraoperatively in 68% of treatment group compared with 43% in the control group. The 

authors postulated that prewarming for a definite time period (e.g., ~ 60 minutes) with the 

Bair Paws® gown was more effective because prewarming increased the core and 

peripheral temperatures and reduced the impact of temperature redistribution.   They also 

stated that if the time period of prewarming is too long, core temperature would rise, 

resulting in perspiration and a feeling of being uncomfortable.  

Although the Andrzejowski et al. study used the Bair Paws® gown to examine its 

effectiveness as a warming method, it differs from the current study in many ways. The 

major differences for example, included a spinal surgery patient population (cervical and 

lumbar) with general anesthesia patients. The current study examined TKA patients with 

a bupivacaine spinal and intrathecal morphine.  Also in the Andrzejowski et al. (2008) 

study, all patients wore the Bair Paws® gown with only the treatment group having the 

warming feature activated and only in the preoperative phase.  When the gown was 

activated, it was set to a specific temperature of 38°C (negating the patient self control 

feature).  Warming was substituted to a warming blanket in the operating room and did 

not extend into the recovery room.  The current study tested the Bair Paws® gown 

against warm cotton blankets and it encompassed all phases of the perioperative period.  

Andrzejowski et al. (2008) focused on the intraoperative temperatures only and measured 

temperatures using a temporal artery scanner preoperatively and an oesophageal probe in 

the operating room. The current study measured oral temperatures. The mean duration of 

surgery in the Andrzejowski et al. (2008) study was 138 minutes for the treatment group 
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and 131 minutes for the control group.  The current study had considerably shorter 

surgeries with the mean duration time for the Bair Paws® group ascertained at 61.9 

minutes and the mean duration of time for the standard cotton blanket group ascertained 

at 60.1 minutes.  

The intent of the studies, including the current study, was to test the effect of 

warming devices.  Collectively, these studies support that the standard method of cotton 

blankets is not consistently effective for preventing or treating hypothermia 

perioperatively.  Newer generations of warming devices such as the Bair Paws® gown 

require more research to fully determine their effectiveness and appropriateness.  

Hypothesis #2 - Pain Intensity: 

Patients who are warmed with the Bair Paws® gown will report different 

intensity of pain in the first 24 hour postoperative period than the patients who are 

warmed with standard cotton blankets.  

TKA surgery is considered to be a painful procedure and optimal pain 

management for it remains elusive (Ginsberg, 2001).  Hypothermia may intensify TKA 

pain or diminish it; the effect is unclear.  The intervention of warming by two different 

methods (standard blanket versus Bair Paws® gown) was tested in this study to 

determine its effect on TKA pain.   Results from this study demonstrated that on average, 

the Bair Paws® group had lower self reported verbal numerical rating scale (VNRS) 

scores for both postoperative time intervals than the standard blanket group, but that the 

difference between the groups was not statistically significant (p = 0.08). 

 This non significant difference between the warming approaches on pain is 

similar to the study by Fossum et al., (2001) who examined pain at discharge from PACU 
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for  a variety of surgical procedures (i.e., gynaecological, orthopedic and urology).  They 

used a 1-10 pain scale (1= no pain; 10 = worst pain) to measure self reported pain 

between groups of patients warmed with either warmed cotton blankets (control group) or  

a forced-air heating blanket (treatment group).  There was no significant difference 

between the control group and treatment group for mean pain scores on arrival to PACU 

(3.56 vs. 3.34; p = .745).  There was also no significant difference between the control 

group and treatment group for mean pain scores on PACU discharge (1.8 vs. 2.1; p = 

.415).  It should be noted that this study differed from the current study in that these 

patients received a general anesthetic for their procedure.  There was no mention of 

adjunctive analgesics given during the surgery yet mean PACU pain scores on arrival and 

discharge were fairly low.  Their pain results for PACU arrival are surprising as general 

anesthetics provide little analgesia and adjunctive analgesia intraoperatively is usually 

required. 

 The finding of a non significant result for pain using a warming device is also 

corroborated by the Persson and Lundberg’s (2001) study of 30 patients who underwent a 

hysterectomy under general anesthesia.  They reported no overall difference between a 

hypothermic (conventional blankets without active warming) group of patients and a 

normothermic (forced air warming blanket) group of patients. Both groups had pain 

scores (0 = no pain; 10 = worst pain) recorded at various intervals in the first 48 hours 

postoperatively.  For both groups pain was reported as below 4 out of 10 for the entire 48 

hours period except in the first six hour interval when the hypothermic group had slightly 

higher pain scores.   In Persson and Lundberg’s study, the means, standard deviations and 
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p value were not given for the postoperative pain scores and the results were presented 

graphically limiting the interpretability of their findings.     

For the current study, at the 12 hour postoperative time interval, the percentage of 

patients who had a mean score of 4 out of 10 or greater was fairly similar between the 

groups (standard blanket group 60% versus Bair Paws® group 43% ; p = 0.36).  

Although not statistically significant, the difference was greater at the 24 hour 

postoperative time interval when 87% of the standard blanket group reported a score of 4 

out of 10 or greater, and only 57% of the Bair Paws® group reported a score of 4 out of 

10 or greater (p = 0.08).  It is expected that overall, the 24 hour time interval would have 

higher pain scores than the 12  hour time interval because the effect of the bupivacaine 

spinal anesthetic with intrathecal morphine would have worn off.  However, the smaller 

increase of 14% for the Bair Paws® group from the 12 hour time interval (43%) to the 24 

time interval (57%) is noteworthy when the standard blanket group difference for this 

same time interval was 27% percent (i.e., at 12 hours - 60%; at 24 hours - 87%).  

While the evidence from this research as well as previous research indicates no  

overall statistical difference between groups for pain score (intensity), additional research 

should continue to determine if maintaining normothermia via an effective warming 

device provides better pain management in surgical patients, especially during the early 

postoperative time frames.   Tighter controls or research on types of anesthesia and 

intraoperative medications should be considered.  Adjunctive methods for pain 

management such as warming should be considered in the treatment of all types of pain, 

especially acute postoperative pain. 
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Hypothesis #3 - Opioid Consumption: 

Patients who are warmed with the Bair Paws® gown will use different 

quantities of opioid than patients who are warmed with standard cotton blankets in 

the first 48 hour postoperative period. 

Past research on hypothermia’s effect on opioids has been conflicting.  Some 

research supports that hypothermia enhances the effect of opioids (Bansinath et al., 1988; 

Schlen & Bently, 1980) while others report that hypothermia diminishes opioids effects 

(Persson & Lundberg, 2001; Puig et al., 1987).  In the current study, the standard blanket 

group used on average more total ward opioid in the first 48 hours postoperatively than 

the Bair Paws® group (53.6 ± 37.9 mg vs. 31.9 ± 11 mg) and this difference  between the 

groups was found to be statistically significant (p = .05).   

Unlike the current study, Persson and Lundberg’s (2001) research comparing 

opioid consumption in the postoperative period found no overall difference in opioid 

requirements between the hypothermic (conventional blankets without active warming) 

and normothermic (forced air warming blanket) groups.  The hypothermic group 

however, was found to have a greater need for opioid during the first six hour period 

compared to the second six hour interval (8.3 ± 1.0 mg vs. 5.9 ± 0.7 mg; p = 0.01).  

Persson and Lundberg (2001) attributed this result to the interpretation of hypothermic 

discomfort by the patient as pain.   It should emphasized that this was a within group 

difference and not a between group difference over two time points.   The current study 

found that hypothermic (standard blanket) patients used more opioid over a larger time 

period (i.e., 48 hours) postoperatively than the normothermic (Bair Paws®) patients (a 

between group difference).   
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The between group difference in total opioid consumption found in the current 

study is interesting to note, in that the VNRS scores for pain intensity showed no 

statistically significant difference between the groups.  This may be attributed to the need 

for standard blanket patients to utilize more opioid in order to achieve adequate pain 

relief and thus report lower pain scores.  When using a pain assessment scoring system of 

zero to ten, a score of four or less out of ten is considered to be adequate pain 

management (McCaffery & Pasero, 2001; Persson & Lundberg, 2001) therefore, if the 

standard blanket group were experiencing scores in excess of four, clinical practice 

would require they be given analgesic (or increased analgesia) to reduce their pain. 

The current study does not support research by Bansinath et al. (1988) who stated 

that hypothermia was likely associated with a sustained increase in opioid levels and 

therefore morphine’s effects were enhanced.  The current study also does not support 

even earlier research by Schlen and Bently (1980) who stated that acute cold potentiated 

the antinociceptive effect of morphine.  The difference in findings between these studies 

and the current study might be attributable to each study’s subjects and methodology.  

For example, Bansinath et al. (1988) conducted their hypothermia research on canines at 

much lower temperature settings (i.e., 30° C).  Schlen and Bently (1980) conducted their 

study on mice and at even lower temperatures (i.e., 4°C).  The current study was 

conducted on humans and the lowest recorded temperature of both groups was 34.5° C.   

This may suggest that animal studies examining extreme hypothermia and opioids are not 

transferable to humans because they cannot be validly compared. 
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Hypothesis #4 - Satisfaction: 

Patients who are warmed with the Bair Paws® gown will report more 

satisfaction than those who were warmed with standard cotton blankets. 

Patient satisfaction is the degree to which patients regard the healthcare service, a 

product or the manner in which it is delivered by the provider as useful, effective, or 

beneficial (Biology – Online, 2008).  In this study, patient satisfaction was specifically 

focused on how satisfied patients were with the thermal comfort provided by their 

warming method.   

In the current study, satisfaction was found to be statistically different between 

the groups (p = .004). The median satisfaction score for thermal comfort in the standard 

blanket group was 3.0 ± 0.8 (neither unsatisfied nor satisfied).  The median satisfaction 

score for the Bair Paws® group was 5.0 ± 0.9 (very satisfied).   This difference may be 

attributable to the belief that temperature is an integral component of a patient’s 

perception of well-being (Wagner et al., 2006).  Being comfortable and feeling secure as 

a result of the appropriate temperature provides a sense of contentment.  Thermal comfort 

interventions often have a positive effect on how patients may perceive possible 

uncertainties.  The concepts of well being, comfort and anxiety were echoed in the 

Fossum et al. (2001) study who reported that the application of warmth via a forced-air 

blanket provided patients with positive feelings of comfort and reduced anxiety. 

Another reason why patient’s satisfaction was higher with the Bair Paws® group    

may be attributed to this group having the ability to adjust the warmth of the gown with 

the hand control feature during certain times in the perioperative period. Costa (2001) 

states that maintaining a degree of control is important to surgical patients.   However, 
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when patients are being prepared for their surgical procedure, the preparation process and 

surrounding events are often not under a patient’s control. From the moment a patient 

enters the hospital they are bombarded with information and stimuli that may produce a 

feeling of loss of control and vulnerability. Allowing patients to have control over one 

small element of their care (i.e., their thermal comfort), even for a short period, may 

allow them some sense of control.  

Caumo et al. (2001) state that a patient’s feeling of loss of control is related to 

preoperative anxiety.  Recent research has also shown that there may be a correlation 

between preoperative anxiety, and postoperative pain resulting in increased analgesic 

requirements.  For example, in a 2007 literature review article, Vaughn, Wichowski and 

Bosworth found evidence in several studies that revealed a positive correlation between 

preoperative anxiety and postoperative pain.  An earlier study on anxiety and pain, 

conducted by Kain, Sevarino, Alexander, Pincus and Mayes (2000) examined 53 women 

who underwent an abdominal hysterectomy.  These researchers explored whether the 

postoperative pain response could be predicted based on the presence of preoperative 

anxiety.  They found that preoperative anxiety was significantly positively correlated 

with higher levels of postoperative pain within two hours postoperatively (r = .35, p < 

0.01) and on the ward (r = .29, p < 0.05).  Ozalp, Sariouglu, Tuncel, Aslan and 

Kadiogullari (2003) later investigated the relationship between anxiety, pain intensity and 

included analgesic use as well, in the first 24 hours postoperatively for 99 women who 

had undergone a radical mastectomy.  They determined that pain intensity, total analgesic 

consumption and PCA dose/demands were significantly related to preoperative anxiety 

and depression (p < 0.05).   
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In 2004, Feeney elected to study the relationship between anxiety and pain in the 

orthopedic population. She analyzed 100 total hip and knee patients over the age of 65.  

Anxiety was found to be a predictor of postoperative pain (r = .52, p < .001). In her study 

Feeney provided suggestions to reduce preoperative anxiety such as relaxation, breathing 

techniques and distraction methods.  Her preoperative anxiety reduction strategies were 

inclined to be more “skill” focused and she did not specifically mention warming.  

However, warming and the control of a warming method could be used as an anxiety 

reducing strategy.  Although in the current study, anxiety was not specifically studied, the 

relaxation and comfort that warmth provides the patient could be considered as anxiety 

reducing.  In addition, warming methods that are adjustable by the patient may reduce 

anxiety and postoperative pain, and offers the patient a sense of control.  The current 

study established that a patient controlled warming gown offered more satisfaction than 

the standard blanket method which does not allow for patient control of temperature. 

In the current study, the ability to have control was illustrated by an anecdotal 

report from the Day Surgery (DS) staff who stated that some participants in the Bair 

Paws® group did not adjust the hand control feature to its highest level of temperature 

because of concerns of becoming too warm, yet others in the Bair Paws® group preferred 

to have the device running at high capacity because they enjoyed the warmth and said it 

felt “good.”  The significance of this anecdotal report illustrates that whatever 

temperature the patient chose to set the gown at, was under their control.  The standard 

blanket group did not have the ability to control the temperature of their warming 

method.  Moreover, this group did not have the ability to maintain the level of warmth of 

the blanket.  Heat in standard cotton blankets dissipates within a few minutes, therefore, 
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unless patients have the blanket replaced regularly with a newly warmed blanket, their 

thermal comfort was not maintained.   Applying fresh warm blankets often depends on 

such factors as the busyness of the unit, staff’s vigilance and /or patient’s request for new 

blankets. 

A final reason why standard blanket patients may have felt less satisfaction is 

because of a phenomenon described by Brink and Wood (1998) as “compensatory 

rivalry” where participants in the control group of an investigation believe they are 

receiving inferior treatment than the experimental group and therefore convey negatively 

about their treatment.  This could account for the lesser satisfaction in the standard 

blanket group.  In DS this behaviour was observed by staff who stated that “a few 

standard blanket participants reported that they expressed a desire to have the Bair 

Paws® gown and were disappointed that they received the standard blanket.” 

Secondary Outcome Variables 

Hemovac® Drainage 

Previous research on hypothermia has largely shown that hypothermia increases 

bleeding and the need for blood transfusions (Hofer et al., 2005; Mahoney & Odom, 

1999).  It was felt therefore, that the risk for bleeding should be explored in the current 

study.  Total output from the Hemovac® drain was obtained from patients’ health records 

on postoperative day one, at the time of drain removal.  The drains were not ordered to be 

removed at a specific time on postoperative day one. However, the usual ward nursing 

routine was to perform this task in the morning between 0800 and 1000 hours. 

In the current study, at time of drain removal, the Bair Paws® group on average 

had more total drainage output than the standard blanket group (329 ± 167.2 mL vs. 288 
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± 224.2 mL; p = 0.2) on postoperative day one but this difference was not significant.  It 

should be noted that this total did not include intraoperative blood loss.   

This study is contrary to previous orthopedic hypothermia research.  In 2000 

Winkler et al. examined 150 total hip arthroplasty patients.  Patients were randomly 

assigned to either conventional warming to maintain core temperature of 36.0°C or 

aggressive warming to maintain core temperature of 36.5°C.  With this small difference 

in temperature they were able to show that surgical blood loss was increased in cooler 

patients.  They found that total blood loss over the first two postoperative days was 

significantly greater with conventionally warmed rather than aggressively warmed 

patients (1,678 mL vs. 1,531 mL; p = 0.031). They suggested that this result was partly 

due to the aggressively warmed patients producing a locally mediated capillary 

hyperaemia causing a relative hypotension.  Hypotension is known to be a well 

established method of reducing blood loss (Winkler et al., 2000). 

The Winkler et al. (2000) study differs from the current study in three respects.  

First, Winkler and her colleagues included the intraoperative blood loss in their total. The 

current study only recorded postoperative blood loss from the drain and thus our total 

amounts for both groups would be less. Future studies should consider the possibility of 

including all intraoperative and postoperative blood loss.   Secondly, in the Winkler et al. 

(2000) study, patient intraoperative warming was strictly controlled and maintained at a 

certain temperature.  In the current study, the anesthesiologist adjusted the temperature 

according to the patient’s request or to whatever temperature the anesthesiologist felt was 

appropriate.  The testing of a specific temperature and not a variety of temperatures may 

have affected the result.  Lastly, in the Winkler et al. (2000) study, their time frame for 
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recording blood loss extended to 48 hours, a full day more than the current study.  

Extending the monitoring time may have influenced the wound drainage.  At the site 

where the current study was conducted, anecdotal reports from the ward nurses suggested 

that leaving the drain in place for even one more day, might result in an increase in the 

drainage.  Standard practice at the study facility is that by postoperative day one, patients 

would be actively engaging in continuous passive motion machine therapy and other 

physiotherapy and thus movement from these activities might cause more bleeding from 

the wound bed.  These three differences may have accounted for the disparity in results 

between the studies. 

In this current study, the Bair Paws® group had more total Hemovac® drainage 

than the standard blanket group (329 ± 167.2 mL vs. 288 ± 224.2 mL, p = 0.2), but this 

difference was not statistically different.  The groups were also not significantly different 

in terms of the number of patients with drainage greater than 500 mL, although slightly 

fewer Bair Paws® patients (n = 2) met this criteria compared to the standard blanket 

group (n = 3).    

A possible explanation for the increase in blood loss for the Bair Paws® group 

was that perhaps these patients were experiencing less pain and therefore they were more 

active prior to drain removal.   An increase in activity may have caused more disruption 

of the wound bed and therefore more bleeding.  This perceived cause may be a topic of 

future research to determine its true occurrence. 

Nausea and Vomiting 

Hypothermia is not known to influence nausea and vomiting.  Nausea and 

vomiting however, is a common postoperative problem.  Moreover, the metabolism of 
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most drugs (e.g., opioids) is altered by temperature and opioids are associated with 

nausea and vomiting.   Therefore, a decision was made to explore this question. The 

occurrence of nausea and vomiting in both the PACU and ward areas was investigated.   

Documentation in the patient’s health record of an antiemetic given was considered the 

occurrence of nausea and /or vomiting. 

Based on these symptom criteria, there was a high incidence of nausea and 

vomiting with both methods while in PACU.  The Bair Paws® group however, had a 

higher percentage of participants reporting nausea and vomiting than the standard blanket 

group (93.3% vs. 73.3%) but this difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.14). 

With this 20% difference there was the possibility of committing a type II error (i.e., a 

false negative finding) because of the small sample size.  Studies with small samples 

increase the chance of coming to an incorrect conclusion that there was no effect between 

the groups because of lack of power to detect clinical effects.  Increasing the sample size 

would have helped to reduce the risk of a type II error.  However, for the current study, 

this would have increased costs (i.e., more gowns), increased the duration of the study 

and strained resources.   

There was also a high incidence of nausea and vomiting with both methods on the 

ward.  The Bair Paws® group again demonstrated a higher incidence than the standard 

blanket group (93.3% vs.86.7%) although this too, was not statistically significant (p = 

0.54). 

The current study validates the research by Fossum et al. (2001) where they tested 

a warming blanket versus warm cotton blankets on PACU patients and the incidence of 

postoperative nausea and vomiting.  They found no difference between the groups (32% 
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for the warming blanket group and 28% for the warm cotton blanket group) for patient 

complaints of nausea on arrival to PACU.  Fossum and her colleagues admitted that they 

were surprised to discover a lower incidence of nausea and vomiting overall in their 

patients, because past clinical observations had led them to believe that the incidence was 

much higher.  Their low incidence of nausea and vomiting is contrary to the current 

study, where the incidence was found to be high. 

A possible explanation for the high incidence of nausea and vomiting in the 

current study may be the variability in nursing practice and or the interpretation of the 

symptom criteria.  That is, some nurses administered antiemetics in anticipation of nausea 

and vomiting, while others administered antiemetics only on patient complaints or if the 

patient exhibited nausea and vomiting.  The documentation of an antiemetic being given 

was considered the occurrence of nausea and or vomiting when in fact, this may have 

been only a preventative strategy.   Nurses reported this pre-emptive practice especially 

when caring for patients of certain surgeons and / or anesthesiologists and the practice 

was found in both the PACU and ward areas. This pre-emptive practice may have led to 

an overestimation of the occurrence of nausea and vomiting in the current study. 

Future studies examining hypothermia and nausea and vomiting ought to 

determine if a more suitable indicator can be found to capture its true incidence.  For 

example, Fossum et al. (2001) described the occurrence of nausea and vomiting as patient 

“complaints” on arrival to PACU.  The current study used the documentation of an 

antiemetic given as an indicator of its occurrence. Indicators such as these may not be a 

true reflection of nausea and vomiting. 
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Theoretical Framework 

Good and Moore’s (1996) theory of “A Balance between Analgesia and Side 

Effects” provided the theoretical framework to guide this study.  The authors purport that 

the goal of acute pain management middle range theory is to ensure that patients have 

less intense pain after undergoing an operation, with minimal side effects of medication.  

Reduction of pain and control of medication side effects are important for ethical, 

humanitarian and economical reasons (Good, 1998).  Good and Moore (1996) envisioned 

that the value of their theory was that it would assist in research and accelerate the 

development and knowledge for reducing pain in surgical and trauma patients. 

In particular, the theory was used in this research to generate and test the study’s 

hypotheses.  Good and Moore’s (1996) theory predicts that using the most effective 

combination of acute pain treatments leads to a balance of analgesia and side effects (i.e., 

good overall pain management).  The combination of treatments that were tested in this 

study was found in the theory’s first proposition statement, where potent pain medication 

(bupivacaine spinal with intrathecal morphine), pharmacological adjuvants (morphine, 

Tylenol #3®, Percocet®, etc.) and a non-pharmacological adjuvant (warming) lead to a 

balance between analgesia and side effects (Table 1). 

Specifically, this study tested two non-pharmacological adjuvants; standard warm 

cotton blankets and the Bair Paws® warming gown.  The results showed that on average 

there was a difference between the groups with the Bair Paws® gown group having lower 

pain scores but statistically this difference was not significant.  However, there was a 

difference in average total opioid consumption between the groups with the standard 

blanket (hypothermic) group using more total opioid. This difference was statistically 
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significant suggesting that hypothermia intensifies pain.  The side effect of nausea and 

vomiting was found to be not statistically significant with either group although the 

incidence of it was high with both groups and for both the PACU and ward areas.  The 

practice of some nurses however, to provide pre-emptive administration of antiemetics 

may have made the true incidence of nausea and vomiting indiscernible.  

The use of the first propositional statement in Good and Moore’s (1996) theory 

was a reasonable choice to use for this study.  Good and Moore (1996) claim that their 

first propositional statement is based on previous randomized control trials that have 

demonstrated the effectiveness of treatment strategies for pain.  They also claim that 

testing of the proposition will identify the health benefits of the interventions singly or in 

combination and establish the safety and acceptability of the balance achieved.  The 

theory provided  a supporting structure to test the non-pharmacological interventions 

(two different warming methods) in determining if a difference was detected for the 

primary outcomes particular to this theory (pain intensity, opioid consumption and side 

effects).  Only the outcome for total opioid consumption was shown to have made a 

statistically significant difference with one of the non-pharmacological interventions, the 

Bair Paws® gown.  Although the theory was used to test pain intensity (VNRS) and 

nausea and vomiting, there were no statistically significant differences seen here.  Other 

outcomes were examined but they were not germane to the theory (e.g., temperature, 

satisfaction and drainage).   

The benefit of using this theory for the study was in its ability to be easily 

understood.  The theory was sufficiently abstract to be able to be generalized, yet specific 

enough to be empirically tested.   Good and Moore (1996) acknowledge that the utility of 
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a theory such as theirs, is the degree to which the practitioner can apply the interventions 

to achieve the outcomes.  The interventions that were applied in the study fell well within 

the scope of nursing practice and were easy to perform.  Another benefit of the theory 

was that one proposition could be tested at a time. Testing all three propositions at once 

may be too complex and confusing.  The complexity of testing all propositions at once is 

echoed by Good and Moore (1996) when they conceded that in order to be parsimonious, 

the fewest, most effective and least expensive interventions should be used to achieve the 

theory’s goal. 

Good and Moore’s (1996) theory has contributed to nursing research in the past, 

and thus the rationale for it use in the current study is strengthened.  For example, Good 

and Chin (1998) examined the effects of the non-pharmacological intervention of 

Western music (i.e., piano, harp, synthesizer, orchestral and slow jazz) using a pretest and 

post test experimental design in 38 abdominal (general and gynaecological) surgery 

patients on postoperative day one and two.  They measured sensory pain and affective 

pain.  Sensory pain was described as the unpleasant perception of hurt associated with 

tissue damage and affective pain was described as the emotional distress associated with 

pain sensation. Both types of pain were measured using a modified dual visual analogue 

scale.  They found that those patients who used music had significantly less post test 

distress of pain on day one, F(1,33) = 3.67, p = 0.03, and less sensation of pain on day 

two, F(1, 31) = 4.59, p = 0.02, than those patients who did not use music.  There was no 

difference between groups in day one for sensation of pain, nor in day two for distress of 

pain. They claimed that these findings support Good and Moore’s (1996) theory where 

the addition of non-pharmacologic adjuvants to analgesics reduces pain. Explanation for 
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their findings was accomplished using the Gate Control Theory of Pain (Melzack & Wall, 

1965) where it is thought that the perception of pain is decreased via “gates” along the 

thalamus, limbic and endorphin systems and that these gates can be influenced.  Good 

and Chin (1998) theorized that using relaxation or distraction (i.e., music) influenced the 

gates by reducing sympathetic output and thus modulated the pain impulses.   

In the current study, the effect of thermal comfort (warmth) on pain and 

satisfaction was focused upon.  The sense of relaxation provided by the warming method 

could account for a reduction in sympathetic output and thus reduce pain.   Moreover, 

feeling warm and secure is often associated with a sense of relaxation, well being and 

ultimately satisfaction.  These feelings associated with warmth are also in direct 

opposition to feelings of angst and fear. A group of United Kingdom researchers (Lowry, 

Lightman & Nutt, 2009), recently suggested that activation of temperature sensitive 

proteins by warmth may have anxiolytic effects.  These proteins (TRPv3 and TRPv4) are 

located in the upper airways and skin and are responsive to temperatures in the 27 – 42 

°C range.  It is possible then, that warmth may have a twofold effect in decreasing pain 

by inducing relaxation and thus sensory output, and decreasing anxiety by activation of 

temperature sensitive proteins. 

The current study’s research design was that of a randomized control trial (RCT) 

and Good and Moore’s (1996) theory has also been employed in research at least twice 

previously using a RCT.  For example, in 1999, Good et al. conducted a RCT, testing the 

non-pharmacological interventions of jaw relaxation, music and a combination of both, in 

500 intestinal surgery patients.  They used these non-pharmacological interventions to 

determine their effect on pain during ambulation and rest on postoperative days 1 and 2.  
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They found that the three treatment groups taken together had significantly less pain 

during ambulation and rest (at all time points) than the control group (p = 0.028 - 0.000) 

and that this was confirmed by the univariate analysis of covariance (p = 0.01 - 0.000).  

They explained their results again using Melzack and Wall’s (1965) Gate Control Theory 

of Pain. 

Another RCT using Good and Moore’s (1996) theory was conducted in 2005 by 

Good, Cranston-Anderson, Ahn, Cong and Stanton-Hicks.  They used jaw relaxation, 

music and a combination of both, in 167 intestinal surgery patients to test their affect on 

pain relief on postoperative day one and two during rest and at several times during 

ambulation.   Using multivariate analysis of covariance, results showed significantly less 

pain in the intervention groups than the control group on both days after rest and some of 

the ambulation points (p = 0.024 - 0.001). Again, these researchers explained their results 

using the Gate Control Theory of Pain by Melzack and Wall (1965).   

It can be seen then, that Good and Moore’s (1996) theory was a suitable choice 

for the current study.  The theory lends itself satisfactorily to the design of RCTs and has 

been used for previous RCTs, albeit a limited number.  Hypotheses for the current study 

were easily generated from the theory’s first proposition.  The current study extends the 

use of the theory; however the theory was not without its weaknesses. 

One major weakness of the theory is in its schematic structure (Table 1).  The title 

of the theory implies that there is a balance between analgesia and side effects, yet the 

layout of the propositions is very linear.  It may be difficult for users of the theory to 

appreciate a “balance” when the propositions are arranged in rows. The reader’s eye 

moves from the left to right side of the page and stops.  The theory’s concept of balance 
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may have been enhanced if the propositions were arranged differently in order to convey 

an impression of balance.  For example, a diagram of a weigh scale apparatus with the 

propositions on one side and the analgesia and side effects on the other might be more 

effective. 

In retrospect, Good and Moore’s (1996) theory of “A Balance between Analgesia 

and Side Effects” was useful in providing a theoretical framework for this study and for 

generating study hypotheses.  At least three previous studies have shown that the first 

proposition of Good and Moore’s (1996) theory is supported by the use of non- 

pharmacological adjuvants in reducing pain in addition to the use of medications alone.  

This current study provided a closer examination of non-pharmacological adjuvants in 

that two different warming methods were tested for their effect on pain and supports the 

predictive value of the theory.   

There are assumptions associated with the use of nursing theories.  These 

assumptions delineate the situations in which the theory can be used.  The theory’s five 

assumptions and three investigator assumptions were found to be true when conducting 

this study.  The five theory assumptions were as follows: 

1. The nurse and physician collaborate to effectively manage acute pain. 

2. The nurse and physician are current in the knowledge of acute pain 

management. 

3. Potent pain medication in the form of opioids or local anesthetic epidural is 

warranted. 

4. Medication for side effects is given as needed. 
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5. Patients are adults with the ability to learn, set goals, and communicate 

symptoms. 

The three investigator assumptions were as follows: 

1. Normothermia can be attained in the surgical patient. 

      2. Hypothermia has an effect on opioids. 

      3. Perioperative patients generally prefer to be warm rather than cold. 

Good and Moore (1996) state that using middle range theories have the potential 

to move disciplines quickly toward knowledge that practitioners can use efficiently and 

effectively to treat pain.  Further testing of the theory would be needed to validate the 

other two propositional statements related to assessment, intervention and patient aspects, 

as they were not tested in this study.   

Study Strengths and Limitations 

Several strengths and limitations were revealed during the course of the study.  

With regard to strengths of the study, there were two major strengths noted. The first 

strength dealt with the external validity and generalizability of the study.  The two study 

groups’ demographic characteristics were similar to national characteristic rates.  

Therefore, it is with some assurance that the study population was representative of the 

TKA population.   

 The second strength was the design of the study.  According to evidence 

hierarchies, randomized control trials (RCT) are rated relatively high for the strength of 

their evidence when properly executed (Polit & Tatano-Beck, 2008).  Salmond (2008) 

considers RCTs to be the gold standard for demonstrating a cause and effect relationship 

between an intervention and outcome.  Achieving a perfectly controlled study however, is 
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difficult to accomplish.  Santy and Kneale (1998) state that complete control and 

randomization may be difficult to achieve in the clinical setting and nursing studies are 

unlikely to accomplish this.  Instead, they suggest nurses use a quasi-experimental 

approach but caution that this approach may affect a study’s validity and reliability.  

The current study’s use of a RCT was challenging to conduct but a concerted effort was 

made to execute a properly conducted study.  It is believed that this study is worthy of 

consideration and that it has clinical relevance. 

With regard to limitations, there was six of note.  Although tighter controls would 

have mitigated some limitations, not all limitations could be eliminated.  For example, 

this study was not blinded.  Study patients were fully aware of which method they 

received, as was the staff that cared for them.  It would have been impossible to blind the 

patients and staff to the method in use.  Because of nonblinding, conscious bias may have 

played a role in both patient responses and in the care given by staff.  The internal 

validity of the study may have been threatened because of this. 

Another limitation of the study was the lack of control with the administration of 

the anesthetic.  All study participants had a bupivacaine spinal anesthetic with intrathecal 

morphine as indicated in their health record.  However, the administration of the 

anesthetic with regard to the dosage of intrathecal morphine used and adjunctive 

medications given was not consistent and was completely under the domain of the 

anaesthesiologist.  For example, some patients may have been given higher doses of 

intrathecal morphine and as a result these patients may have had better analgesia. 

However, because of the randomization of patient group assignments, it was anticipated 

that the biases related to these differences would be minimized. 
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An additional limitation of the study was that the Bair Paws® gown temperature 

was not consistent across or within participants.   One of the features of the Bair Paws® 

gown is the ability of the patient to self adjust the temperature of the gown according to 

their comfort level. This infers that if some patients did not like or require significant 

amounts of warmth, then the gown may have not been activated to its full warming 

capacity.  Therefore, a specific temperature was not tested but rather a variety of 

temperatures based on the patient’s personal comfort preference.  Although the feature of 

control may be seen as a limitation in so far as temperature is concerned, it may have 

actually been a strength, in that it afforded the patient a sense of control and therefore 

more comfort and satisfaction.   

In addition to the Bair Paws® gown temperature being inconsistent, likewise was 

the standard blanket temperature.  The temperature of the blankets taken from the 

warming cupboard may have varied.  The temperature of the warming cupboard was not 

monitored and temperature variations occurred because of factors such as the addition of 

room temperature blankets and door opening.  However, this is a reflection of real 

clinical practice and may have been difficult to control for. 

Another limitation of the study was the Operating Room (OR) temperature 

variation.  The temperature in the operating room was not kept at a constant level for the 

study.  Room temperature variations did occur and were not adjusted. This infers that the 

temperature of the room may have contributed to the warming or cooling of the patient 

and that the measured affect was not strictly due to the warming method used. Achieving 

an ambient room temperature that is acceptable to the surgical team yet appropriate for 

the patient is one of the biggest obstacles to overcome intraoperatively (Paulikas, 2008). 
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The temperature variation of the Bair Paws® gown, standard blanket and OR may 

have affected the results as they were difficult to control for.  However, the intent of the 

current study was not to determine an ideal temperature for perioperative patients.  Rather 

it was to determine the effect of hypothermia on pain.  Perhaps future studies will 

examine the possibility of an ideal temperature for perioperative patients.  Furthermore, 

randomization of participants should have helped to reduce systematic bias of attributes 

within the groups that may have affected the dependent variables (i.e., temperature, pain 

opioid consumption, satisfaction, drainage and nauseas and vomiting). 

The last major study limitation noted was the administration of antiemetics given 

in anticipation of nausea and vomiting.  The documentation of an antiemetic recorded in 

the patient’s health record was taken as an indication of nausea and vomiting.  Some 

nurses gave antiemetics prior to the patient actually complaining or exhibiting nausea and 

vomiting in an effort to intercept these symptoms. This may have caused a higher than 

actual result for nausea and vomiting.  In future studies of hypothermia and pain, 

measures should be undertaken to stratify for potentially confounding variables such as 

the ones described here. 

Implications for Nursing 

 This study has provided many insights and implications for the nursing domains 

of practice, education and research.  The following is a discussion of the implications for 

each of the three nursing domains. 

Nursing Practice 

 More than 5 million surgical procedures are performed in Canada every year 

(Goldstein et al., 2004).  If conservative estimates of one third of these procedures are 
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major surgeries, then this could potentially expose a considerable number of patients to 

the risk of inadvertent hypothermia and its deleterious effects.  In the current study only 

20% of the standard blanket group (as opposed to 6.7% of the Bair Paws® group) were 

hypothermic on admission to PACU and this lower incidence of hypothermia could be 

due to the slightly shorter anesthetic and PACU times. However, this result illustrates that 

there are still some patients who are admitted to PACU in a hypothermic state.  With the 

availability of state of the art warming technology devices such as the Bair Paws® gown, 

this risk could be reduced even further.  Active patient warming should be undertaken, 

especially in patients who are elderly (e.g., TKA patients) and whose thermoregulating 

mechanisms are less effective.  The length of the surgical procedure (as well as the entire 

perioperative period) should also be a consideration in ensuring that normothermia is 

maintained.  Procedures whose duration is greater than 30 minutes (e.g., TKA) should 

have warming strategies implemented (Harper, Andrzejowski & Alexander, 2008).  The 

type of warming method chosen should be considered and should be appropriate for the 

procedure.  For example, surgery involving the abdomen would not be appropriate for a 

warming gown.  For these procedures an upper body blanket covering the chest and arms 

may be more appropriated.   

The human thermoregulatory mechanisms that are vulnerable to the 

environmental influences are amenable to simple supportive interventions that nurses can 

and should implement. Easy to use warming devices may be applied by nurses from the 

preoperative phase, through to the postoperative phase of care.  In addition to 

counteracting the negative consequences of hypothermia, the comfort that the active 

warming device provides, increases patient satisfaction as shown in this study.  Providing 
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comfort measures such as warming, has always been an integral part of nursing care.  

Patients who experience discomfort require increased nursing interventions and their 

dissatisfaction may reflect poorly on the healthcare institution.  Thermal comfort is a 

memorable part of the patient’s surgical experience and their experience can be positive 

or negative (Fossum et al., 2001).  This study has addressed patient satisfaction with the 

thermal comfort provided by two specific warming methods and found that patient 

satisfaction with the experimental device was significantly higher than the standard 

warming method. 

In addition to the benefit and effectiveness of a forced-air warming intervention, 

the cost and safety of the device must also be considered.  Forced-air warming devices 

are expensive but when the cost of the device is weighed against the economic costs of 

treating the consequences of hypothermia, which are likely to increase length of stay, 

their use may be cost effective.   Moreover, according to the manufacturer of the Bair 

Paws® gown (i.e., Arizant Healthcare Inc.), the device is cost neutral when compared to 

the standard of warm cotton blankets.  For example, Wagner et al. (2006) put the average 

cost of cotton blankets at $9.72 per patient. The cost of the Bair Paws® warming unit is 

approximately $3,000, which the company usually provides at no charge as long as the 

facility purchases the gown from the company.  Each Bair Paws gown is $25.  The gown 

replaces the cotton blanket and the need for an operating room forced-air warming 

blanket (at a cost of $14).  Hence, the claim that the gown is cost neutral.  Forced-air 

warming devices, such as the Bair Paws® gown, may markedly improve the outcome of 

surgery with little effort, risk and cost (Hannenberg & Sessler, 2008). 
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In addition to the direct cost of the capital expenditures for warming devices, the 

indirect or hidden costs, such as the cost of nursing time should be considered.  The time 

saved using effective warming methods could be put to better use in providing direct 

patient care.  Devices that save nursing time and labour, are appreciated in this day and 

age when the pace and acuity of healthcare is high.  Warming methods such as the Bair 

Paws® gown combine gowning and warming the patient in one step and save time by not 

having to use valuable nursing time in stocking warming cupboards with blankets.  

Moreover, most patients can be taught to use the temperature hand control with ease. 

This study has shown that opioid consumption was decreased when patients were 

warmed with a warming device.  Further research needs to be conducted especially with 

regards to other patient populations.  If the decrease in opioid utilization is shown with 

other surgeries then the cost of medications and the need for medication infusing devices 

should decline, resulting in savings to the healthcare system. 

A recent topic to emerge on the healthcare horizon with respect to nursing 

practice is the environment.  Most nurses today are concerned about the environmental 

impact of the healthcare products they use. The Canadian Nurses Association (2008b) 

published the paper The Role of Nurses in Greening the Health System that speaks to how 

healthcare facilities can minimize their environmental foot print by reducing the use of 

energy, toxic substances and waste production. Many healthcare manufacturers today are 

also cognizant of the importance of providing environmentally safe products and one of 

the issues at the forefront is the issue of single-use disposable items, versus reusable 

items.  The outcome of this debate however, is still under investigation as to which type 

of product has greater environmental impact.  For example, the company that 
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manufactures the Bair Paws® gown aims to minimize the impact of their product on the 

environment.  They contend that the main component in the material of their gown is 

made from a renewable resource (wood fibres) and the polyester and polypropylene 

elements of the gown are recyclable. However, the environmental impact and costs may 

escalate when other factors are taken into consideration such as the energy that is 

required to manufacture the gown and run the warming device. As well there is an impact 

and cost to transporting the product. 

Conversely, standard blankets are reusable, but they too can impact the 

environment and add to costs in several ways.  For example, they require energy to run 

warming cupboards, washing machines and dryers, and they use significant amounts 

water and detergents in the laundry process. Pesticides may be used in the growing of the 

cotton and energy is required to process the cotton into the blanket. 

Although patient outcomes (e.g., safety, effectiveness, satisfaction) are the 

priority when considering the use of healthcare related products, their environmental 

impact and cost should be contemplated as well. 

Nursing Education 

 There are two issues with respect to education that have been identified by this 

study. They are the need for improved pain relief strategies, and hypothermia education 

for staff.  

 Effective pain relief management continues to be a challenge in clinical practice.  

Although the current study revealed that pain was fairly well managed as evidenced by 

the pain scores, there still may be a lack of continuing pain management education for 

nurses and other healthcare professionals (Linkewich et al., 2007).  A more 
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comprehensive pain education curriculum ought to be developed for nursing students as 

well.  Ongoing pain education, focused on evolutionary and effective management 

strategies, should be provided to nurses who are already in the workforce.  A warming 

gown is one such strategy that may help provide more effective pain relief.  In addition, 

the establishment of Acute Pain Management Services in hospitals should be a priority.  

These services provide expert, up-to-date knowledge to staff in dealing with different 

types of pain but in particular, provide information to the perioperative areas where 

specific management strategies may be required to deal with acute surgical pain. 

Effective pain management strategies are essential to the care of surgical patients 

and the pain related results from this study indicate that using an effective warming 

device, may be one of the most simple and successful strategies that nurses can 

implement.  For example, although the pain intensity scores were found to be not 

statistically significant, the Bair Paws® patient group mean scores were lower than the 

standard blanket scores and this was true 24 hours later when it was shown that 87% of 

the standard blanket group and 57% of the Bair Paws® group also reported a pain score 

of 4/10 or greater.  The opioid consumption results from this study also indicate that 

warming may be an effective pain management strategy.  The Bair Paws® group on 

average used less opioid than the standard blanket group and this result was found to be 

statistically significant (31.9 ± 11.7 mg vs. 53.6 ± 37.9 mg; p =.05). 

 Staff education regarding the detrimental consequences of hypothermia also needs 

to be stressed.  Healthcare organizations worldwide have begun creating guidelines and 

protocols for averting perioperative hypothermia.  Unfortunately compliance with them 

has been mediocre (Harper et al., 2008). Some examples of hypothermia initiatives 
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include the 2002 Canadian Patient Institution’s Safer Healthcare Now campaign.  This 

initiative recommended strategies for specifically reducing infections and one of the 

interventions advocated was the warming of patients throughout the perioperative period.   

Some Canadian hospitals have adopted the Safer Healthcare Now initiative and other 

professional organizations are advocating its implementation as well.  Another major 

hypothermia endeavour was created in the United Kingdom.  It is a clinical practice 

guideline entitled The Management of Inadvertent Perioperative Hypothermia in Adults 

that was created by the National Collaborating Centre for Nursing and Supportive Care 

and commissioned by the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) in 

2008. Guidelines and protocols such as these will be of great benefit in helping to 

increase the knowledge of healthcare professionals on the subject of hypothermia and its 

treatment strategies. 

 It is probable that many nurses have experienced the challenge of trying to warm 

postoperative patients who were cold, but the topic of inadvertent perioperative 

hypothermia in general is not well known to nurses. It is only in the past decade or so, 

that investigations into this area have occurred and advances have been made with patient 

warming technology.  More education directed towards inadvertent perioperative 

hypothermia is essential. Studies such as this could be used in the armament of 

educational materials to enhance nurse’s knowledge. 

 Although not directly examined, this study has shown that the use of a warming 

device requires minimal set-up and patient teaching by the staff.  Anecdotal reports from 

patients and staff state that hand control was easy to use and operate.  The comprehension 

factor for managing the control device may have posed a problem in that this patient 
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population was elderly, but there was no indication that it was problematic.  This study 

did show that patients had more satisfaction with it as a warming method, over the 

standard blanket method (p =.004) and some of the satisfaction may be related to its ease 

of use. During the recruitment phase of the study only two patients refused to take part in 

study, not because of fear or anxiety related to the warming gown but because they “just 

did not want to get involved in anything.” 

 In review, educational issues surrounding pain and hypothermia should be a 

priority for perioperative nursing staff.  Healthcare facilities need to investigate and 

implement strategies for improving both acute pain management strategies and better 

warming methods. 

Nursing Research 

Despite the years of study and the advances made in pain research, pain continues 

to be under treated in surgical patients and although research is being conducted on 

hypothermia, patients still arrive in the PACU hypothermic. Very little research has been 

conducted on hypothermia’s effect on pain or more specifically inadvertent hypothermia 

and surgical pain.  This study attempted to answer some of the questions surrounding 

perioperative hypothermia and pain in the specific patient population of TKA. The study 

did provide support for the use of a more effective warming method as a strategy to 

improve pain relief and as a method to improve patient satisfaction. 

Future research should emphasize randomized control trials because these designs 

have procedures that are rigorous and provide the strongest evidence according to the 

advocates of evidence based practice.  In addition, because healthcare is a highly 

technological field, research must also focus on types of warming devices, their efficacy 
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and safety.  Consumers and governments are also concerned about the environment and 

cost of healthcare.  Research on the costs of the different warming methods and the 

consequences of under treated hypothermia and pain in specific patient populations 

would be beneficial as well. 

The results and experience that this study has provided has elucidated the need for 

nurses to be an integral part of pain and hypothermia research.  Nurses are in an ideal 

position to be involved in these areas of research as they are the healthcare providers who 

are most likely to be providing the warming method to the patient and dealing with 

patient’s postoperative pain.   

Summary 

The relationship between hypothermia and pain has been unclear.  This study has 

attempted to explore that relationship by examining the effectiveness of two different 

warming methods in the TKA population.  The methods under study were standard 

warmed cotton blankets and the Bair Paws® warming gown.  The study focused on the 

primary outcome measurements of temperature, pain intensity, opioid consumption and 

satisfaction for the two methods.  Secondary outcomes included nausea and vomiting and 

bleeding as noted from the wound drain. 

This clinical study was able to demonstrate that compared to the standard of warm 

cotton blankets, warming gowns were a more effective perioperative strategy to enhance 

normothermia, reduce opioid consumption and increase patient satisfaction.  

Statistically significant differences between the groups were not found for pain intensity, 

nausea and vomiting or bleeding (Hemovac® drainage).   
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The study provides some insight into the relationship between hypothermia and 

pain.  It supports previous research that found that hypothermia may diminish the effect 

of opioids resulting in more pain, but how exactly this occurs is not known, and is a topic 

for further research.  Until this complex relationship is clearly defined, it is incumbent 

upon nurses to ensure that effective patient warming methods are employed for all 

patients, as there are known risks of complications associated with hypothermia and 

especially when dealing with patients whose thermoregulatory systems are less effective 

(e.g., elderly patients) and with surgeries considered to be exceptionally painful  such as 

TKA. 
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Appendix A 

Bair Paws® Warming Gown 

Bair Paws® Patient Adjustable Warming System  

Patient Warming Gown 

 

IT'S SOFT. IT'S WARM. IT COVERS. 

 
The Bair Paws

®
 gown is easy for patients to put on and provides 

complete coverage to protect patient modesty. 
 
SINGLE-USE. Bair Paws gowns are single-use, each patient 

receives a fresh, new gown instead of something previously worn, 
stained or threadbare. 
 
ADJUSTABLE. The system's handheld temperature controller 

allows patients to adjust the gown's air temperature to a comfortable 
level - not too hot, or too cold. 
 
SOFT. The Bair Paws gown's soft, thick and opaque material is 

comfortable to the touch. 
 
SIZED RIGHT. Patients of all sizes can enjoy a secure fit and good 
coverage with the system's small, standard or XL gowns. 

Manufacturer: Arizant Healthcare 

 

 

 
 

 

Arizant UK Limited, Calder Island Way, Wakefield, West Yorkshire, WF2 7AW, UK 
Tel: +44 (0) 1924 200550. Fax: +44 (0) 1924 200518. E-mail: customerservice@arizant.co.uk. 
Arizant UK is an Arizant Company. Copyright © 2007 Arizant UK Ltd. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:customerservice@arizant.co.uk
http://www.arizant.com/
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Appendix H 

Informed Consent Form 

                                                                            

               Informed Consent 

 

Research Project Title:  Warming Gowns versus Warm Blankets on Perioperative                    

Temperature in Total Knee Arthroplasty (Replacement) 

 

Researcher:   Ember Benson R.N. B.N. 

 

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and 

reference, is only part of the process of informed consent.  It should give you the basic 

idea of what the research is about and what your participation will involve.  If you would 

like more detail about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you 

should feel free to ask.  Please take the time to read this carefully. 

 

Purpose of the study:  You are being asked to participate in a research study at Seven 

Oaks General Hospital. The purpose of this study is to determine if a warming gown 

(Bair Paws ® gown) can keep patients’ body temperature more normal than ordinary 

warm blankets.  The main goal of the study is to determine if keeping patients warm 

before, during and immediately after their surgery, affects the amount of pain they have, 

and how it affects their recovery experience.  

 

Procedure:   If you agree to participate, you will receive either standard warm blankets 

or the Bair Paws® gown.  If you are given the Bair Paws® gown, it will only be worn in 

the Day Surgery area, the Operating Room and Recovery Room. Once you are on the 

postoperative ward you will be given a regular hospital gown. Your oral temperature will 

be taken a minimum of three times by your recovery room nurse.  Your ward nurse will 

ask you to rate the amount of pain that you have.  You will also be asked to report how 

satisfied you are with regards to temperature and comfort.  Other information such as age, 

gender, pain medication usage, drain output and nausea and vomiting will also be 

obtained from your chart by the researcher. 

 

Risks and Benefits: Participation in the study is expected to involve minimal risk.  As 

with any device used, there are risks associated and every effort will be made to lessen 

those risks.  Patients participating in the study will be closely monitored and it is 

important to note that the Bair Paws® gown has been used in several hospitals in the 

United States without any harmful effects.  The temperature of the gown can be 

controlled by the patient or the anesthesiologist and the device is protected from 

overheating by shutting off automatically.  There may not be any direct benefits to 
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individual study participants, but it is hoped that the overall information gathered   may 

lead to better care of total knee replacement patients. 

Confidentiality: With regards to confidentiality, please know that some information may 

be used in nursing publications and /or presentations but there will be no way to link the 

information to anyone in the study as the information will be given in general terms only. 

The data collected will be coded and kept in a locked location for a period of up to seven 

years after which time it will be shredded in a secure manner. 

 

Your decision to participate, not to participate or withdraw from the study, will 

not affect the care that you receive at Seven Oaks General Hospital.  Your orthopaedic 

surgeon knows that you will be involved in the study.  You will not be paid for 

participating. 

 

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your 

satisfaction the information regarding participation in the research project and agree to 

participate as a subject.  In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the 

researchers, sponsors or involved institutions from their legal and professional 

responsibilities.  You are free to withdraw from the study at any time, and /or refrain 

from answering any questions you prefer to omit without prejudice or consequence.  

Your continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent, so you should 

feel free to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation. 

 

The study is being conducted by Ember Benson R.N., B.N., a Master of Nursing 

student at the University of Manitoba (telephone number 632-3381).   Her thesis 

supervisor is Dr. Diana McMillan (telephone number 474-7295) and her internal advisor 

is Dr. Marie Edwards, also from the University of Manitoba.  In addition, Dr. Bill Ong, 

Site Medical Manager, Department of Anesthesia at Seven Oaks General Hospital has 

agreed to assist in the study as an external advisor.   

 

This research has been approved by the University of Manitoba Education and 

Nursing Research Ethics Board. It has also been given approval by the following 

executive members of Seven Oaks General Hospital: Dr. Ricardo Lobato de Faria, Chief 

Medical Officer; Ms. C. Solmundson, President and Chief Operating Officer and Mr. C. 

Hillier, Director of Respiratory Therapy.  If you have any concerns or complaints about 

this project you may contact any of the above-named persons or the Human Ethics 

Secretariat at 474-7122, or email margaret_bowman @umanitoba.ca. A copy of this 

consent form has been given to you to keep for your records. 

 

Participant’s Signature ____________________________Date______________ 

 

Researcher’s Signature____________________________ Date ______________ 

 

Feedback to Participants: Please print your name and address here if you wish to 

receive a copy of the results of the study: 

Name ____________________________________________________________ 

Address____________________________________________________ 01/11/08 
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Appendix I 

Hypothermia in TKA Patients Study Poster – Day Surgery 

 

 

Introduction  

A study (N = 30) is being conducted that examines the effect of hypothermia in TKA pts.  

As part of the study, 2 different warming methods will be tested.  The control group of 

patients will receive the standard treatment of warmed cotton blankets (with regular 

hospital gown) and the experimental group will receive a forced-air warming gown called 

the Bair Paws®. 

 

Day Surgery Involvement 

Study patients will be identified by a coloured sticker on their routing slip, Caremap and 

PACU record.  

If the patient has a yellow heart shaped stickers please give them the standard hospital 

gown and warm cotton blanket. 

If the patient has a purple heart shaped stickers please give them the Bair Paws gown 

only. 

 

All study patients should have their pre-operative temperature taken as per usual but 

please use the designated Welch Allyn® oral thermometer for this.   

 

If you have any questions please contact Ember Benson at 3381. 

 

 

Your assistance is greatly appreciated.   

 

Thank you! 
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 Appendix J 

Hypothermia in TKA Patients Study Poster - PACU 

Introduction  

A study (N = 30) is being conducted that examines the effect of hypothermia in TKA pts.  

As part of the study, 2 different warming methods will be tested.  The control group of 

patients will receive the standard treatment of warmed cotton blankets (with regular 

hospital gown) and the experimental group will receive a forced-air warming gown called 

the Bair Paws®. 

PACU Involvement 

Study patients will be identified with a yellow or purple heart- shaped sticker on the 

PACU Record.  If you are caring for one of these pts would you please do the following? 

1. Take their oral temperature* (and record it on the PACU record) at the 

following time points: 

- upon admission 

- at 30 minutes into their PACU stay 

- at 60 minutes into their PACU stay 

- at discharge 

* Please use the dedicated Welch Allyn oral thermometer to take the 

temperature 

2. Just prior to their discharge from PACU,  please ask the pt (and record on the 

PACU record) how satisfied they were with regards to their thermal comfort 

using the following rating scale: 

5 = very satisfied 

4= satisfied 

3 = neither satisfied or dissatisfied 

2 = unsatisfied 

1= very unsatisfied 

If you have any questions please contact Ember Benson at 3381 

Your assistance in collecting this data is greatly appreciated! 

Thank you! 
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Appendix K 

 

Hypothermia in TKA Patients Study Poster - Ward 

 

Introduction  

A study (N = 30) is being conducted that examines the effect of hypothermia in TKA pts.  

As part of the study, 2 different warming methods will be tested.  The control group of 

patients will receive the standard treatment of warmed cotton blankets (with regular 

hospital gown) and the experimental group will receive a forced-air warming gown called 

the Bair Paws®. 

 

Ward Involvement 

 

Nurses – as part of the study, patient’s pain scores will be obtained at 12 and 24 hours 

postoperatively. A purple coloured communiqué will be left at the unit desk directing you 

to ask the patient for his/her pain score.  Please document the pain score on this 

communiqué at the designated times and leave it at the unit desk.  I will collect the 

communiqué after the 24 hour entry is obtained. 

 

HCAs – some of the patients will return to the unit wearing a purple coloured Bair 

Paws® gown. When the patient is given their postoperative sponge bath, the gown may 

be removed and discarded. 

 

 

If you have any questions please contact Ember Benson at 3381 

Your assistance in collecting this data is greatly appreciated! 

Thank you! 
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Appendix L 

 

Data Collection Form 

                               Code Number_________ 

 
TKA Surgery date ________Weight ___Height ___BMI____ASA __Age___ Gender___ 

Other medical conditions: __________________________________________________ 

Anesthetic: ______________________________________________________________ 
 

Day Surgery:         
Pre op Temp_____________ 
Warming Method (check one): 

Standard Pre-warm cotton Blankets 

 

 

Bair Paws® 

 

 

 

OR: 
Anesthesia Start _________ Anesthesia End____________ 

Surgery start ____________    Surgery end _____________    

Room Temperature_______ 
 

PACU: 
PACU time in _____________ PACU discharge time____________ 

Temp on arrival ______Temp 30 min______ Temp 60 min ______ Temp at D/C______ 

Patient Satisfaction _____________    N&V____________________ 

      

Orthopedic Ward:  
VNRS at 12 hrs Post op_____________              VNRS at 24hrs Post op_____________ 

Hemovac drainage_________________               N&V___________________________ 

 
Opioid(s) used and amount in first 48 hrs Post op: 

Name of opioid Amount in mg used Equianalgesic conversion: 
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Appendix M 

Communiqué to Orthopedic Ward Nurse 

The student principal researcher will insert the name/dates/times on the 

communiqué for the ward nurses to ask patients to rate their level of pain using the verbal 

numerical rating scale of 0-10 (at 12 h and 24 hour postoperatively).  The communiqué 

will be attached to the nursing desk.  After 24 hours the communiqué will be collected by 

the student principal researcher and then record the result on the data collection tool.  The 

communiqué will then be destroyed. 

 

 

Orthopedic  Nurse: 

Please ask MR/MRS/MS    X     what their level of pain (0-10) is at the following times: 

 

Example: 

Date: Time: VNRS (0-10):  

January 14 0100h 3/10 

January 15 1300h 7/10 
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Appendix N 

 

 Concept / Methodology Table 

 

Concept / 

Variable 

  

 

Conceptual / 

Theoretical 

Definition 

 

Operational 

Definition 

 

Tools used  

 

 

Type  

of  

Measurement 

   
Proposed 

Analysis 

 

 

 

Temp- 

erature  

 

Degree of 

sensible  

heat or cold  

expressed in  

terms of specific  

scale.   

- Normal body 

temperature 

(normothermia) 

ranges between  

36 & 38°C. 

Patients receive  

either a Bair 

Paws® warming 

gown or standard 

warmed cotton 

blanket.  The 

method is 

maintained 

through the 

perioperative 

period (i.e., Day 

Surgery, OR & 

PACU) 

 

-Temperature:  

Oral Temp  in 

°C  as 

recorded by 

staff in the 

chart at: 

 

-  Day Surgery 

pre-op x 1; 

recorded on 

preoperative 

checklist of 

Caremap  

 

-  PACU x 4  

(admission, 30 

min, 60 min, 

&  D/C); 

recorded on 

PACU record 

 

 

 

-Oral thermo- 

meter Welch 

Allyn® brand 

Model # 692 

 

-Design- 

ated ther- 

mometer used 

on study 

patients 

(labelled for 

use with study 

patients only).   

 

-One 

thermometer 

for Day 

Surgery & one 

for PACU 

 

Interval 

 

(degrees C) 

 

Repeated 

measures 

ANOVA  

 

 

 

 

 

Pain  

 

- Pain that occurs 

in the operative 

knee as a result of 

TKA surgery. 

 

 

-Ward nurses 

will ask 

patients for 

their 

subjective 

pain score at 

12h & 24 h 

post-

operatively, 

using the 

verbal 

numeric rating 

(VNRS) scale 

of 0-10 

 

-Recorded on 

communiqué 

 

 

 

The nurse asks 

the pt 

 “On a scale of 

0-10 where 0 

is no pain and 

10 is the worst 

pain ever, 

what number 

would you 

give your 

pain?” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ratio  

 

 (VNRS 

0-10) 

 

Repeated 

measures 

ANOVA  
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Concept / Methodology Table continued... 

 

 

Concept / 

Variable 

  

 

Conceptual / 

Theoretical 

Definition 

 

Operational 

Definition 

 

Tools used  

 

 

Type  

of  

Measurement 

   
Proposed 

Analysis 

 

Total 

Opioid 

utilized 

 

Pharmacological 

Adjuvants 

containing 

opioids are 

given to 

enhance the 

effects of the 

potent pain 

medication or 

may have 

independent 

analgesic 

effects.  

-They are used 

for rescue 

analgesia for 

break though 

pain and later 

for lesser pain 

as the 

postoperative 

recovery 

progresses. 

 

Total amounts 

of opioid used 

in the first 48 

hours as 

recorded on 

the 

Medication 

Administra-

tion Record 

(MAR).  Equi-

analgesic 

dosages will 

be calculated 

& added 

together to 

generate a 

total opioid 

dose for the 

first 48h.  

Specifically: 

- Intermittent 

IV Morphine 

- PCA Opioid 

(Morphine, 

Fentanyl or 

Hydro-

morphone) 

- Percocet® 

- Tylenol #3® 

 

Review  

MAR for 

administration 

& amounts of 

opioids at 48 h 

post-

operatively 

 

Ratio 

 

(total amount 

in mg) 

 

 

Student’s t- 

test  

 

Patient 

Satisfaction  

 

The degree to 

which the 

patient regards 

the healthcare 

service or 

product or the 

manner in 

which it is 

delivered by the 

provider as 

useful, effective 

or beneficial. 

 

Patient 

satisfaction 

based on the 

Patient 

satisfaction 

verbal rating 

scale 

developed by 

the author.  

Patients will 

be asked just 

prior to 

discharge 

from PACU to 

rate how 

satisfied they 

were with 

their warming 

method. 

 

Patient verbal 

rating scale: 

 

“How satisfied 

are you with 

the warming 

method?” 

1 - very 

unsatisfied 

2 - unsatisfied 

3- neither 

satisfied or 

unsatisfied 

4 - satisfied  

5- very 

satisfied 

 

Ordinal 

 

 

Wilcoxon 

signed-ranks 

test 
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Concept / Methodology Table continued... 

 

 

Concept / 

Variable 

  

 

Conceptual / 

Theoretical 

Definition 

 

Operational 

Definition 

 

Tools used  

 

 

Type  

of  

Measurement 

   
Proposed 

Analysis 

 

 

Drainage 

 

The amount of 

drainage in the 

Hemovac® 

drain  

 

Amount 

obtained from 

health record  

at time of 

removal on 

postoperative 

day one 

 

Health record 

to obtain the 

amount of 

drainage 

 

Ratio 

(total amount 

in mL) 

 

 

Student’s t- 

test 

 

Nausea  

 and  

vomiting 

 

The occurrence 

of nausea and 

vomiting a side 

effect common 

in the 

postoperative 

phase mostly 

due to anesthetic 

and medications 

 

Occurrence 

noted in 

PACU and 

ward 

 

Health record 

to obtain the 

occurrence of 

nausea and 

vomiting 

 

 

Nominal  

 

(yes or no) 

 

 

Chi-square 

 

(crosstabs) 


